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LUKE: MEMOIRIST, MISSIONARY AND MEDICAL MAN
There was nothing of personal pride or
boastful assertion when this remarkable
servant of God corresponded with his
fellow-servant in the kingdom of God,
stating that his narrative had ‘traced the
course of all things accurately from the
first’ (Luke 1:3, RV). Methodically and
conscientiously Luke was at pains to
ensure that his account of reporting
eyewitness evidence presented to him
of events surrounding the coming of
the Lord Jesus into the world, the
various personalities involved, and all
that happened afterwards, would be a
trustworthy record. Directed and
motivated as he was by the Spirit of
God, we can be assured of that. Luke,
the historian, was only surpassed by
the apostle Paul in the amount of word
content of the New Testament record.

outstanding characters such as
Abraham, Jacob, David, and Elijah.
Likewise, there can be no doubt
about his calling to full-time service,
giving up, we would assume, a
lucrative career in medicine. His, and
others of that pioneering group,
response to the Macedonian vision
bore that out ‘… straightway we sought
to go forth …, concluding that God
had called us for to preach the gospel
…’ (Acts 16:10 RV). His practical skills
and medical knowledge would have
stood the team of spiritual stalwarts in
good stead for the hazardous journeys
and risky situations they faced in
outreach undertakings. He was an
indefatigable worker for the Lord, a
fearless defender of the faith, and a
close colleague much loved and
respected (Col. 4:14; Philem. 24; 2
Tim. 4:11). Men, and women too, of
that ilk are invaluable. We need then
more than ever today.

Who was his source? It could well
have been James, the brother of John,
who met martyrdom fairly early on
(Acts 12), just as Peter was the most
likely source for Mark’s gospel account.
Was he a Gentile? That is assumed
because of his name, but we cannot be
sure of that. What we do know, that
might indicate Jewish ancestry, is his
breadth of knowledge of the Old
Testament, mentioning Zechariah and
Elizabeth’s lineage, the order of priestly
service, and a familiarity with

A new year is about to dawn, in
God’s grace. We would very much
appreciate an upsurge of interest not
only in the reading of the magazine,
but also having more contributors
sharing their appreciation of the
workings of God in the lives of His
own.
R.B.F.
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From Study Groups
‘WHAT THEN WILL THIS CHILD BE?’ — Luke 1
From Aberkenfig: When God told Abraham that he would have a child by Sarah,
Scripture records that both he and Sarah laughed (Gen. 17—18). It would appear that
Abraham’s faith in God didn’t waver at that moment, even though he laughed, for
Romans 4:19-21 says: ‘He did not weaken in faith when he considered his own
body, which was as good as dead (since he was about a hundred years old), or when
he considered the barrenness of Sarah’s womb. No unbelief made him waver
concerning the promise of God, but he grew strong in his faith as he gave glory to
God, fully convinced that God was able to do what he had promised’ (ESV). And,
even though Sarah was questioned initially as to why she had laughed, Hebrews
11:11 says: ‘By faith Sarah herself received power to conceive, even when she was
past the age, since she considered him faithful who had promised.’ So faith operated
in both of these people, as they accepted the promise of God and the assurance that
nothing was too hard for Him [Comment 1].
We see a different spirit in Zechariah, even though he was righteous and faithful in
his service for God, for he was struck dumb until the word of God was fulfilled in
John’s birth. His faith in God wavered at the news from the angel—and there is every
possibility we would have had the same mindset too. Elizabeth, on the other hand,
appears to have been convinced by God’s power and grace, perhaps through her
husband’s experience. Mary was given Elizabeth’s example as a powerful reason for
believing the message she had been given, even though for a virgin to conceive must
have seemed incredible to her. Once again, nothing was impossible with God. It may
be that we can learn that whatever strength of character, or however deep our faith
and wide our experience, the fulfilment of God’s word in others is a powerful
confirmation to our hearts of His strength and ability.
One of the most beautiful ‘helps’ for us today is seen in how Zechariah’s prayer was
answered. Had he prayed that prayer for years? Had Elizabeth joined him in seeking
that grace from God which would have enabled her to have a child? [This is surely
implied in Luke 1:25, whether individually or together—MA]. We do not know, of
course, but what an example of persistence in prayer, even when faith could have
given way to doubt and wavering as they saw the ravages of time. Yet God was
watching them, and His purposes in John had to be fulfilled so that His own Son
might be revealed to Israel at the right time. God is never late in completing His work,
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all things working together for good and in accordance with His will. Have we desires
that we express in heartfelt prayer? Do those prayers seem to go unanswered? This
couple show us that faithfulness in service and believing prayer is answered, but only
in God’s time and in His purposes. To try to do things our own way and disregard His
will for us will always lead to disappointment and grief. We need to exercise faith,
whatever the circumstances or difficulties may be.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: John’s ministry and the Nazirite separation The purpose of John’s
ministry, as stated by the angel, was to ‘turn many of the children of Israel to the Lord
their God’, to ‘turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to
walk in the wisdom of the just; to make ready for the Lord a people prepared for
Him’ (vv.16-17). Spirit-filled Zechariah reiterated that purpose: ‘… thou, child, shalt
be called the prophet of the Most High: / For thou shalt go before the face of the
Lord to make ready his ways; / To give knowledge of salvation unto his people / In
the remission of their sins’ (vv. 76-77). John was forbidden to drink wine. This
exclusion was the central restriction placed on the Nazirites, of whom Samson is the
most notable Old Testament example (Judg. 13).
While moderate amounts of wine may relax the mind and heighten feelings of
well-being, when imbibed in larger quantities any alcoholic drink very quickly dulls
the mind and leads to greater or lesser loss of control of the senses. Drinking to excess
compromises a person’s dignity. The Nazirite vow to abstain from strong drink (Num.
6:3-4) was designed to enable separation from ordinary life for the sacred purpose
of devoting himself to things that were dear to the heart of God, for the set period of
time that the vow was in force.
From before his birth John the Baptist was set apart by God for the sacred purpose
of preparing the nation of Israel for the coming Messiah. Nothing was to be allowed
to impede John’s fulfilment of this high calling. Abstention from the fruit of the vine,
together with the other things which marked out John as a prophet of God, signalled
to the nation that he had been set apart for this special purpose.
We note however, in contrast to John, that the Lord Jesus had no such restriction
placed upon Him. There was never any danger that He would abuse the beneficial
properties of wine, either deliberately or inadvertently. Nonetheless, when He
instituted the New Covenant on the night before He went to the cross, it is significant
that He declared, ‘I will not drink henceforth of the fruit of the vine, until the
kingdom of God shall come’ (Luke 22:18). He had ‘a baptism to be baptised with’,
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therefore He voluntarily abstained from the legitimate enjoyment of that which
‘maketh glad the heart of man’ (Ps. 104:15), until the arrival of that great future day,
when ‘he shall see of the travail of his soul and shall be satisfied’ (Is. 53:11).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Reliability Every historian must rely on the reports of others, because
he cannot have been personally present at every event about which he writes. He
must evaluate his sources and make an orderly presentation of the facts he has
discovered: this is precisely what Luke has done (1:1-4). In addition, of course, in the
case of Scripture there is the overarching superintendence of the Holy Spirit. As so
often, human diligence and divine influence combine to produce God’s intended
result.
The chosen vessels, Elizabeth and Mary, were in a long line of women through
whom God displayed His miraculous power. Consider Sarah, who was 90 years old
when she bore Isaac (Gen. 17:17); Rebekah, mother of Esau and Jacob, for whom
Isaac prayed (Gen. 25:21); the mother of Samson, for whom Manoah prayed (Judges
13) and Hannah, who bore Samuel after pleading with God for him (1 Sam. 1). In
each case the child born to a woman apparently barren was to be someone who had
a special place in the purposes of God. There was a difference, of course, between
all the others and the birth of Christ. In the former cases women were made able to
bear a child when they had thought it impossible; Jesus Christ was born without a
human father. The angel Gabriel said to her, ‘The Holy Spirit will come upon you,
and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore the child to be born
will be called holy—the Son of God’ (1:35 ESV). Mary was submissive to the will of
God, in spite of the awesome responsibility with which she was charged.
Mary Verses 38 to 46 describe the attitude of Mary; she was blessed by the power
of God, and she knew it. She was to be ‘the mother of the Lord’, and this was the
highest favour that any woman could know; thus Christians should honour her for
accepting the task placed upon her, even though it brought much heartache (Luke
2:35). Regrettably, some have taken it a great deal further than that, using such
phrases as ‘queen of heaven’ and asking Mary to intercede for them with her Son.
There is not a shred of scriptural justification for such practices. However, in reaction
to these, Protestants have tended to belittle the respect due to Mary—an opposite
error.
Zechariah was ‘righteous’ and ‘walked blamelessly in all the commandments and
statutes of the Lord’ (v.6), but his prayer for a son had never been fulfilled. It looks
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as though he had given up hope, although he continued to pray—his incredulous
answer to the angel Gabriel betrays this. It is reminiscent of the events of Acts
12:6-17, when those who were praying for the release of Peter couldn’t believe it
when it happened. Do we sometimes pray sincerely, but without any real expectation
of an answer?
Peter Hickling

From Derby: For the Lord Jesus the choice of a suitable human being as the
instrument to bring Him into the world could not be any other than a virgin in
agreement with the words of prophecy. The prophecy of a virgin to conceive was
recorded in Isaiah chapters 7 and 9. Although there was a surface meaning applicable
to its time, the deeper meaning was contained prophetically about the Lord (Mat.
1:22). The choice of a barren woman (for John’s birth) showed God’s sovereignty,
similar to that of Abraham and Sarah as recorded in Genesis. In Luke 3:4-6 we see
that Isaiah prophesied of John the Baptist who was to prepare the people for the
coming of the Lord.
Malachi 4:4-6 also uses the symbol of Elijah the prophet, and it is agreed that this
refers to John the Baptist who would turn the people’s hearts in preparation for the
Lord’s appearance. Elijah gave a strong message to the people, as did John the Baptist.
Zechariah was blameless before the Lord, as also was Mary who was highly
favoured by God. In John 2 Mary told the people, ‘Do whatever he tells you’ (ESV).
She had faith that Jesus was able to answer all their needs. There is nothing in
scripture that indicates anything bad about these people [Comment 2]. Job was also
faultless before the Lord, and after his time of testing he was still ‘perfect’ in the sense
of living righteously before God. John was set apart as a Nazirite and was therefore
the right person to prepare for the Lord’s appearing and to live a life of righteousness
so that no one could say anything against him.
John’s message was one of repentance to get ready for the coming of the Lord. In
John 3:30 we see how John the Baptist knew that Jesus must increase, and he must
decrease. After preparation of the people he knew he would have no further role
[Comment 3]. Jesus Himself stated that ‘among those born of women there has
arisen no one greater than John the Baptist’ (Mat. 11:11). John the Baptist is the
porter who opens the way to lead to Jesus, who would have the pre-eminence.
Scripture is inspired by God, and Luke carefully investigated everything from the
beginning. He presented this historical document to a Roman official, endeavouring
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to bring out the truth of the events concerned. Luke and Acts are two volumes of a
single work inbreathed with the power and grace of the Spirit of God.
Robert Foster
From Greenock: Luke the author and fellow worker For a man who has had such
influence for millennia through his writings, nothing is known of Luke the beloved
physician outside of his own lifetime—not when he was born or when he died; and
being a Gentile [see Introducing and Comment 4] he didn’t have his genealogy
recorded in Scripture as many Jewish males had whose names are in the Bible. From
what we can glean of Luke’s character through his writings he was self-effacing: he
wouldn’t have wanted undue attention drawn to himself. He wrote of others, and
primarily to his eminent friend, Theophilus. That he was conscientious,
compassionate, a consummate doctor and writer and an exemplary Christian, shine
through in his Gospel and in the book of Acts.
Luke was an educated man and wrote in a richer and more versatile Greek than
that of commerce, in the most literary of the Gospels. The words of Renan, the
French philosopher, are worth repeating: ‘The Gospel of Luke is the most beautiful
book ever written.’ Luke’s Gospel was written after the Gospels of Matthew and
Mark. Luke says that he obtained information from many sources. Flavius Josephus
was a contemporary. Luke may have obtained some material for his gospel from
Josephus’ writings [Comment 5]. After thorough research into all the sources from
which he obtained information, Luke carefully collated the research that he knew was
true beyond dispute. As in all writings he had to decide what to put into the final
draft, and in the final analysis, all that is in his Gospel was written under the direction
of the Holy Spirit.
Luke was an ideal companion for Paul. As a practitioner in medicine and as a
scholar in literature he may have been Paul’s intellectual equal. He was a man of faith
and fortitude. John Mark, in earlier days, could not keep up with the single-minded,
driven Paul —Barnabas left him, Demas forsook him, but the ever-faithful Luke
stayed with him as his friend. What a comfort Luke was to Paul, who with relief and
gratitude in the prison in Rome, said, ‘Only Luke is with me’ (2 Tim. 4:11).
Throughout Paul’s travels Luke had attended to his many physical afflictions, which
are detailed in 2 Corinthians 11: 24-27. Paul’s battered and broken body would not
have survived so long without Luke’s tender ministrations. The words, ‘Only Luke is
with me’ are particularly poignant when we consider that Paul had already said, ‘...
the time has come for my departure’ (2 Tim. 4:6 NIV). The faithful Luke was with his
friend up until the end of Paul’s life, when he was led out to die and win the martyr’s
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crown, with the assurance that he would receive the crown of righteousness at the
judgement seat. We have seen from Luke’s character that he would not desert his
friend in the last moments of his life on earth.
John Peddie
From Halifax: The certainty of Luke’s record Many had undertaken to write of the
events which had been fulfilled among them. Now Luke, having exactly traced these
things from their very beginning, tells Theophilus that he thought it good to write an
orderly account for him (Luke 1:2-3). Of the nature of inspiration in the case of
Luke’s gospel, ‘… we at once discover,’ says Adam Clarke, ‘that he set himself, by
impartial inquiry and diligent investigation, to find the whole truth…’ (Commentary
on the Bible). Luke’s intention was that Theophilus might know the full truth of the
things he had been taught. He wrote about ‘all that Jesus began both to do and teach’
(Acts 1:1 AV). ‘Theophilus’ means ‘friend of God’ (J. Strong), and although it cannot
be said who he was, it seems by his title (cp. Acts 23:26) that he may have been a
civil magistrate.
Determining to give a detailed account of the conception and birth of Jesus our
Saviour, Luke takes Theophilus back to the days of Herod the Great, to tell of the
priest Zacharias. He and his wife Elisabeth had no children and were ‘well stricken
in years’ (Luke 1:18). But what glad tidings came to them! They were to have a son
whom they were to name ‘John’ (v.13). When John was born, and the time for his
circumcision had come, the people, expecting him to be named after Zacharias, were
surprised to learn his name confirmed by the loosed tongue of his father. They
exclaimed, ‘What manner of child shall this be!’ (v.66). The hand of the Lord was
with John; from his mother’s womb he was filled with the Holy Spirit (v.15), and he
would go on to turn many of the children of Israel to the Lord their God (v.16).
Robert J. Butler
From Ibadan Alawaye: God’s choice God chose Elizabeth, an aged and barren
woman, to bear the prophet whom He had ordained to be the forerunner of the
Messiah. This could be traced to what Luke wrote about her and about Zechariah her
husband, who also was very old. ‘Both of them were upright in the sight of God,
observing the Lord’s commands and regulations blamelessly’ (Luke 1:6 NIV).
Zechariah was still performing his priesthood service; his wife Elizabeth also was
observing the Lord’s decrees and commands blamelessly, despite their advanced
years and childless state. They were living for the Lord. (See Comment 2.)
Mary was a virgin who was favoured by the Lord (v.28). The Lord was with her: she
knew the presence of the Lord and was keeping herself pure. God made her His
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choice to bear the Saviour of the world (v.31). However, God’s desire to choose
Elizabeth and Mary to bear the forerunner of the Lord and the Saviour of the world
respectively is to establish His sovereignty and to show that He had planned to bring
the human race back to Himself in a pure and perfect way.
The angel Gabriel said of John, that ‘... he will be filled with the Holy Spirit even from
birth’ (v.15)’ and also about Jesus, that ‘... the holy one to be born will be called the
Son of God’ (v.35) [Comment 6]. Nevertheless, Elizabeth and Mary were chosen by
God to bear His sent ones because they were living to please Him, and He would
always desire to carry out and fulfill His divine purpose using such people, whose lives
had won His divine approval.
The purpose and restrictions seen in John The purpose of John’s ministry was to
prepare the way for the Lord. He was to give the people living in his days the
knowledge of salvation (Luke 1: 76-77). He was ordained by God to tell people about
the Messiah, Jesus Christ (John 1: 24-34). Restrictions were placed on the manner of
John’s life because (a) He was to be the forerunner of the Lord and also preach the
message of repentance to the people. The one whose life would accomplish such
purpose for God must be pure (Luke 1: 16-17), so (b) He was a Nazirite before his
conception because of the manner of his ministry (Luke 1:15). See also Numbers
6:1-4; (c) He was to be the servant of the Lord who would give His people the
knowledge of salvation through the forgiveness of their sins (v.77).
Samson Ogunleye
From Idua-Eket: What then will this child be? This question expresses in climax the
thoughts and anxieties of the people privileged to be involved in John’s birth. Surely
God’s ways are still past finding out (Rom.11:33). They knew for sure this boy was
not ordinary, and so all that happened must be for a purpose.
God’s choice of vessels Criteria for a job set by men are usually detailed qualifications
for a suitable person. God’s ways are different, since He always looks for virtues not
ordinarily considered by men. Even the prophet Samuel had to learn that ‘the LORD
seeth not as man seeth’ (1 Sam. 16:7 AV). Paul correctly revealed that ‘not many wise
men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called’ (1 Cor. 1:26). Who
would ever choose a barren and elderly woman to bear a child? Or how would a
virgin give birth without having known a man? It seems to us that these choices were
made in order to (1) completely silence humanity; (2) to show that nothing is
impossible with God; and (3) to teach us not to look down on or reject anyone
hastily.
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Their characters Perhaps this is where God’s criteria are revealed. The characters of
Zechariah, Elizabeth and Mary show deep intimacy with God, faith in His word,
devotion and service. Zechariah and Elizabeth were both of Levitical origin (Luke
1:5), perhaps a lesson for us today regarding our choices in marriage (1 Cor. 7:39).
Their righteousness is reported and amplified: ‘walking in all the commandments and
ordinances of the Lord blameless’ (Luke 1:6). Zechariah was at his assigned place of
service as priest burning incense, undistracted by his apparent childlessness (Luke
1:9). This is a worthy lesson for us today in our busy and ever-demanding world. We
need, as priests today, to keep our altar of prayers constantly burning and ascending
to Him who delights to hear us. Mary is identified as Elizabeth’s cousin (Luke 1:36).
Her name is comparable to that of Miriam in the Old Testament. She was a virgin,
speaking of purity and discipline. Mary was engaged, not just to anybody, but to
Joseph ‘of the house of David’ (Luke 1:27). It is very instructive to see their
consecration influencing their choice of spouses. Even today God still ‘dwells in the
high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the
spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones’ (Is. 57:15); and
purity is still God’s requirement from those He would use (2 Tim. 2:20-21).
Ifiok Akpanim, Inyeneobong Ekot
From Mount Forest: God’s choices and intervention The desire expressed in
Rachel’s desperate plea in Genesis 30:1 cannot be limited to the culture of her day.
It is echoed centuries later in Hannah’s experience (1 Sam. 1), and it remained
evident in the supplication of Zechariah regarding his aged wife Elizabeth’s distressing
childlessness (Luke 1:13, 25). Relief was understood not as a chance occurrence but
as a demonstration of God’s mercy (1:58). After all, prevention of barrenness ranked
high in the list of God’s covenant blessings on His faithful people (Deut. 7:14). The
current ‘IVF’ acronym and human procedures had no equivalents in their days! Thus,
relief of barrenness could certainly be seen as a divine sign, in this case supporting
John’s identification as Christ’s messenger (Luke 1:17; Is. 40:3; Mal. 3:1; 4:5; Mark
1:2-4).
Likewise, for a virgin to conceive could really only be attributable to divine
intervention. The people living in the times of Elizabeth and Mary well knew the
natural law in this matter. Properly understood, natural law is the necessary
background to identify a miracle, not an insurmountable constraint on the
supernatural.
It perhaps goes without saying that for Isaiah’s prophetic sign (7:14) to be worthy
of attention, ‘virgin’ must have its full application and not just be a description of any
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young woman, married or not, which his Hebrew word could alternatively mean. The
Greek word that the LXX and Luke use (1:27 and see Mat. 1:23) is unambiguous in
its context [Comment 7].
The role of the Holy Spirit, instead of any reliance upon Joseph, seems critical for
the fulfillment of the prophetic word concerning the seed of ‘the woman’ (Gen.
3:15). It is surely not simply that mankind’s mortality is biologically transmitted
through the male, rather than in the seed of the woman, as some have tried to show
(e.g. biologist Dr A.C. Custance, The Seed of the Woman, 1980). Some think the Spirit
worked ex nihilo and question even Mary’s role in any contribution of genetic
material, as Hebrews 10:5 says a ‘body’ was prepared for the Lord, Mary simply
bearing the child. If so, we must properly explain ‘conceived’ (1:24,31,36) and
scriptures such as John 1:14 and Galatians 4:4, and the legitimacy of His kingly title.
The clearest statement is that the Holy One came in the ‘likeness’ of sinful flesh (Rom.
8:3); not ‘in sinful’ flesh, which would have been the case if His body had been
merely the product of a normal union between Joseph and Mary [Comment 8].
Importantly, Mary, having produced no prior heirs (1:34), could also complete the
inheritance requirements to the line of David through Heli (3:23), assuming Joseph
here is son-in-law (see also Rom. 1:3). Furthermore, she was a woman of outstanding
character (1:42). Others might have met these combined prerequisites, but Mary the
virgin becomes uniquely ‘the mother of my Lord’ (1:43). Yet at no time in the gospel
record does Jesus directly call her ‘mother’, and even redirects the praise of one that
would emphasize that physical relationship (Luke 11:27-28). That may inject some
caution into our own review of this sensitive topic.
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Luke probably did not know Jesus personally, but as a
dedicated convert in the early Church, he accompanied the apostle Paul on
missionary trips. In three of his letters, Paul refers to Luke with great affection (Col.
4:14; 2 Tim. 4:11; Philem. 24). As Luke mentions in his introduction (vv. 1-4) he
eventually saw the need to draw up a carefully researched account of the life of
Christ. Many accounts of varying quality existed then, but Luke set out to interview
eyewitnesses and compose a thoughtful summary. His book shows thoroughness and
detail. It starts before Jesus’ birth and ends with His ascension into heaven.
The dawn of Christianity was preceded by a period of four hundred years, during
which prophecy at large was silent, and the religious guidance of the nation passed
to the rabbis and the scribes, who made void the law of God by their traditions. The
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advent of Christ was heralded by a great revival of prophecy and by the restoration
of direct communication from God to man through supernatural agency—as in the
cases of Zechariah, Mary a virgin, Joseph, Simeon, Anna, the shepherds, the Magi and
John the Baptist—who was declared by our Lord to be greatest of the prophets and
more than a prophet.
Zechariah was told before anyone else that God was setting in motion His own visit
to earth. He and his wife Elizabeth both came from priestly families. When Zechariah
was engaged in priestly duties in the temple, and while at the altar, he was visited by
Gabriel, one of the archangels. The angel’s message is fourfold: Elizabeth will have
a child, to be named John (Luke 1:13); the child will give to them and to many others
joy and gladness (v.14); the child will be reared in the tradition of Nazirites (v.15;
Num. 6:3; Judg. 13:2,5); and the child will minister in the spirit of Elijah, who was
to herald the end time and prepare Israel for it (Luke 1:16-17; Mal. 4:5). When the
baby was born Elizabeth insisted on his God–given name, John. Zechariah’s written
agreement freed his tongue, and everyone in town wondered what would become
of this obviously special child (Luke 1:66). Lastly, it is said ‘and the hand of the Lord
was with him’.
Mary was a virgin betrothed but not yet married (1:34). This young Mary of
Nazareth had the unique privilege of being mother to the very Son of God. She was
the only woman present at Jesus’ birth and she also witnessed His death. She saw
Jesus arrive as her baby son, and she watched Him die as her Saviour. She believed
the angel’s words and agreed to bear the child even under humanly impossible
circumstances. Mary said to the angel, ‘Let it be to me according to your word’
(NKJV). God is able to do the impossible. Our response to His demands should not
be laughter or fear, but a willing acceptance.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Witnesses To carry out a sentence under the Judaic Law two or
three witnesses were required. In the case of the death penalty, a further safeguard
was added in that the witnesses had to be the first to carry out the stoning (Deut.
17:6-7; 19:15). Again multiple witnesses are recorded in the matrimonial/inheritance
transaction between Boaz and Naomi (Ruth 4:9-11). The Lord Jesus upholds this in
the passage regarding helping an offending brother (Mat. 18:16). In Luke’s description
of the commission given to the disciples, they are told that they are witnesses and so
their testimony is valid (Luke 24:28). Peter also invokes this on the day of Pentecost
(Acts 2:32). The testimony of multiple witnesses is the basis for the claims made
throughout the book of Acts. Paul lists the witnesses (1 Cor. 15:1-8) missing out the
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women who first saw the empty tomb, since their testimony was invalid in the culture
of the time. Paul repeats the need for multiple witnesses (2 Cor. 13:1).
Luke stresses the multiplicity of reliable sources he has consulted, pointing out that
these were eyewitnesses of the events and men who were servants of the Word
[Comment 9]. Today in the gospels we have four witnesses of the life and works of
the Lord Jesus, each stressing a different facet of the pricelessness of our Lord and
Saviour. We are assured that the witness requirements of the law have been
exceeded, and so we have every confidence in the verity of the facts recorded.
Characters as witnesses Zechariah and Elizabeth have excellent character references,
being ‘righteous’. Their childlessness is explained to us—Elizabeth was infertile—but
additionally they are both too old now. For years their prayer would have been for
a child, but that time had passed. Despite this crushing disappointment they
continued to serve the Lord in obedience. Here is proof that prayers are heard even
when the answer is much delayed.
Mary was a chosen person with a clear spirit of self-sacrifice. Her youthful
innocence and trust in the angelic message would soon be confronted by hostile
words and actions of the villagers of Nazareth. The miraculous conception of
Elizabeth must have been very reassuring to Mary. When they met, Elizabeth’s
spontaneous praise must have been a critical support to Mary. Here is verification of
the angelic message: she is not alone! God has started a great work amongst His
people, and in Zechariah and Elizabeth there are multiple witnesses to testify to her
the truth of God’s actions.
In many bookshops, Bibles can be found in the children’s section—beside fairytales.
Do not be disheartened—we are not following a fantasy of fairytales but a secure,
witnessed and proven account of God Immanuel (2 Pet. 1:16) working with ordinary
men and women to achieve something out of this world.
A quote worth remembering is, ‘I claim to be an historian. My approach to Classics
is historical. And I tell you that the evidence for the life, the death, and the
resurrection of Christ is better authenticated than most of the facts of ancient history
...’ (E. M. Blaiklock, Professor of Classics, Auckland University).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Reliance on Luke’s record? In God’s inscrutable ways, in His
unfolding of the vast redemptive plan of salvation, heralded by the immanence and
incarnation of the God-man (possessing full deity), He never left Himself without
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witnesses. Barnabas and Paul, in their appeal to the deluded Lycaonians, stated that,
‘Nevertheless he left not himself without witness …’ (Acts 14:17 KJV). In Peter’s
narrative to Cornelius’s household he noted, ‘... we are witnesses of all things he did
both in the land of the Jews, and in Jerusalem’ (Acts 10:39). He was not seen by ‘all
the people, but ... witnesses chosen before of God …’ (Acts 10:41); ‘to him give all
the prophets witness …’ (10:44). Peter attested: ‘For we have not followed cunningly
devised fables, when we made known unto you the power and coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of his majesty’ (2 Pet. 1:16).
The good doctor Luke, a stranger to the commonwealth of Israel and one, as it
were, outside the pale of salvation, ‘for salvation is of the Jews’ (John 4:22),
undertook the blessed and heart-warming task of investigating carefully all that had
been written concerning the Lord Jesus Christ. With his potent scientific mind,
sanctified by divine grace, undertaking a sustained historical investigation, there
certainly would be a sifting of the wheat from the chaff in the oral and historical
narratives. Luke admitted that a number of narratives were proffered by those who
were eyewitnesses and ministers of the Word, and perhaps by others who had no
sympathy at all for ‘the Way’ (Acts 9:2). Although all Scripture is God-breathed and
men spoke as they were moved by the Spirit of God (2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet.1:21), yet
there is no demand to suspend all rational thinking in the contemplation of a mystery.
For we read: ‘And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was
manifest in the flesh …’ (1 Tim. 3:16). We are enjoined to search the Scriptures, as
the Beroeans diligently did, to see if these things are true (Acts 17:11).
Yet our faith in the certainty of the things spoken does not depend on the credibility
of witnesses, however consistent their accounts or the universality of the acceptance
of their testimony. It rests on the unchanging character of the one whose Spirit moved
men both to speak and to write, and who ever watches over His word to fulfill it
(Jer.1:12; 2 Pet.1:21). For indeed, no word that proceeds out of His mouth shall
return to Him void, but it shall accomplish the purpose for which it was sent forth (Is.
55:11). He guided all the witnesses, whether they were those specially chosen by
God or of the multitude who had the opportunity to witness the visitation of the Most
High God. And so, ‘Where reason fails with all her powers, there faith prevails and
love adores’. ‘For unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is given’ (Is. 9:6).
Frederick F. Ntido
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COMMENTS
1. (Aberkenfig): Nevertheless, the description in Genesis allows that Abraham could
at first doubt the means of the promise being fulfilled—he did question to himself the
possibility of birth to a couple in old age, and then to God replied, ‘Oh that Ishmael
might live before you!’ The Lord’s comment on Sarah’s response in 18:13 shows that
she did have some doubt. Romans 4 and Hebrews 11 to me describe the deepening
faith that followed their being corrected.

2. (Derby and others): Walking blamelessly We trust friends mean Zacharias was
blameless in that he endeavoured to keep the Law, and its requirements when aware
of failure: this is the force of the specific language of Luke 1:6. At the same level, Job
was exemplary in fulfilment of what he knew of God’s standards for man. When he
realises he has spoken inadequately of things he did not understand, and as he
discerns more of the perfectness of God, he repents. He recalls the searching
question, ‘Who is this who obscures counsel without knowledge?’ (Job:42:3 NIV), and
though spoken directly after Elihu had been speaking, Job takes it to himself,
doubtless thinking of his reproaches to his Maker.
M.A.
There are those in Scripture of whom no wrong is recorded. Joseph is one such
example, being a representation of the Lord; and Daniel seems to be another.
Zechariah and Elizabeth certainly receive high commendation (1:6). ‘Blameless’ (Gr.
amemptos) is not the same as ‘without blemish’ (Gr. amomos). The former is
outward-facing, having to do with generating the condemnation of another; the latter
is inward-facing, relating to the intrinsic character of a person. So Saul of Tarsus was
blameless when it came to observance of the law (Phil. 3:6), though he was far from
being without blemish in his zeal to persecute the church of God (Gal. 1:13). By
contrast, as Trench points out, although the Lord was without blemish in His character
(1 Pet. 1:19), He is never described as blameless, since He ‘endured from sinners
such hostility against himself’ (Heb. 12:3). The distinction is seen in Philippians 2:15
where blamelessness in the outward man is to be united with a blemish-free inner
man, as we shine as lights in the world. Zechariah, though blameless, was not
faultless, as Luke 1:20 testifies.
J.T.N.
Although ‘whatever is not of faith is sin’ (Rom. 14:23) and Zacharias was penalised
because ‘he believed not’, he was still a blameless man. In any case, his being struck
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dumb was in response to his own request for a sign ‘whereby should I know this?’
(1:18).
P.H.D.
3. (Derby): Why John’s disciples continued to follow him, even after the unveiling of
the Lord Jesus as the one who was to come John intended his disciples to leave him
and follow the Lord, as had been the case with Andrew and John (John 1:35-37). Yet
for a time, John’s ministry continued alongside the Lord’s, as he baptised into
repentance and the Lord’s disciples baptised those whose repentance had blossomed
into saving faith (John 3:22-24). Some continued with John, even when the ministry
of the Lord had become established (Mat. 9:14), and the question which John raised
from prison seems to me not to arise out of doubt in that conviction made so clear
beside the Jordan (John 1:26-31), but for the benefit of his disciples who carried the
question (Mat. 11:2-3), that they might find the faith to progress. That Paul should
find John’s disciples in Ephesus so many years later (Acts 19:3) bears out the nature
of men to follow other mortals; but it also bears testimony to the power of John’s
ministry, still preparing the way for the Saviour even long after his death (cp. Heb.
11:4).
J.T.N.
4. (Greenock): Luke’s racial inheritance A strong pointer to Luke having Gentile
parentage is the passage in Colossians 4:10-14 in which after Aristarchus, Mark and
Jesus called Justus, Paul says ‘These are the only men of the circumcision among my
fellow workers for the kingdom of God, and they have been a comfort to me’ (ESV).
Epaphras and Luke come next, and both were fellow workers and a comfort to Paul
(cp. Philem. 24). Aristarchus was from Macedonia (Acts 27:2), but could have been
a Jew with an acquired Greek name, like the Latin Mark, just as the Lord gave Simon
the staunch Jew a Greek name; or Paul was referring to the preceding men as a pair.
Luke’s knowledge of Jewish affairs can be explained by his deep interest in his Lord’s
coming into the world, his close company with other Jews, and the two years in
Caesarea we can deduce from Acts 27:1 with 24:27.
M.A.
5. (Greenock): Most scholars, not only of today but also of past days, would be
firmly of the opinion that none of Flavius Josephus’ writings were known to the writers
of the New Testament as Josephus’ works were mainly written circa 70 – 93 A.D. It
is also impossible to be absolutely certain about the dates of New Testament books;
in fact, the weight of evidence is considered to lie with Luke’s gospel predating Mark’s
by at least a couple of years, though subsequent to Matthew’s. See also’Introducing’.
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6. (Ibadan Alawaye): The Greek preposition ek in the phrase ‘... from his mother’s
womb’ (v.15) would indicate the Spirit’s filling took place after his birth and not while
in embryonic form in the womb.
7. (Mount Forest): It is also worth bearing in mind that the Hebrew word for virgin
in Isaiah 7:14—almah—is the word chosen by the Spirit of God in the divine record
as the one to best convey the idea of virginity.
8. (Mount Forest): From what the angel communicated to Joseph in Matthew 1:20,
viz. that the conception was entirely the work of the divine Spirit, we can only
deduce that Mary was simply the channel chosen by God for the whole process
resulting in the Lord’s entry into the stream of humanity (see also Luke 1:40).
R.B.F.
The same word, sullambano (‘conceive’) is used of Mary in Luke 1:31, and also of
Elisabeth (vv.24,36), with the same meaning for me; except that in Mary’s case the
Holy Spirit and no man caused conception, His action making the child entirely holy.
The Hebrew word for ‘her seed’ in Genesis 3:15 (NAS) would be understood by
generations who heard it from the first parents in the same way as Abraham heard the
expression applied to himself—‘In your seed shall all the nations of the earth be
blessed’ (Gen. 22:18). Paul then starts from the same thought in Galatians 3:16, and
draws out what was implied—‘"And to your seed," that is, Christ’. Thus the seed of
Eve was the line of descent born with her humanity, and includes David, Mary and
the Christ. Cp. B.S. on Matthew, 1996, p.12, along with Errata on p.27.
M.A.
9. (Southport): It is unusual to see the title ‘the Word’ used in Luke 1:2 as in John
1. In nearly all translations we see ‘the word’ used, but there is no reason why ‘the
Word’ should not be used, speaking of those ‘who from the beginning were
eyewitnesses and ministers of the Word’, i.e. of the Lord Jesus.
P.H.D.

Covers
A note of thanks is again due to Kevin Jones of Vancouver, who prepared our cover
illustrations.
Editors
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Introducing

February 2016

THOUGHTS OF CHRIST REVEALED AND STORED
In Luke 2 we have the things of the
Lord Jesus seen and spoken of and
stored (vv.1-20). The shepherds heard
from the Lord, through the angels, and
came to see that that ‘which the Lord
has made known to us’ (ESV). While
there they spoke of what they had
heard and now saw, impressed by the
harmony between the two. Mary
stored these things, pondering them in
her heart (vv.15,19).

Mary and Joseph heard from Jesus
Himself when they saw Him in the
temple. He spoke affirming his
deity—‘I must be in my Father’s
house,’ showing His heart. Mary kept
all these sayings in her heart.
‘Blessed are the eyes that see what
you see! For I tell you that many
prophets and kings desired to see what
you see, and did not see it, and to hear
what you hear, and did not hear it’
(Luke 10:23-24).

Simeon heard from the Holy Spirit,
and knew he saw the Lord’s Christ in
his arms. He spoke of seeing ‘thy
salvation, which thou hast prepared’
(RV) and of signs to come, all through
the Holy Spirit. He spoke of hearts,
which is where thoughts of Christ are
pondered and kept ... and revealed
(vv.35,51).

These verses are at the front of the
2016 B.S. syllabus. How true they were
of Mary and Joseph and Simeon (and
Anna) and the shepherds! And how
true of us, especially if we meditate on
what has been thus revealed.
P.D.

From Study Groups
‘A SAVIOUR WHO IS CHRIST THE LORD’—LUKE 2
From Aberkenfig:
Bethlehem, meaning ‘house of bread’ (Dr. Strong’s
Concordance), is associated with Rachel, who died and was buried near the town,
much to Jacob’s sorrow (Gen. 35:19). Ruth and Naomi, and Israel’s second earthly
king, David, lived and flourished there (Ruth 4; 1 Sam. 16). More importantly, it is
the place that Micah 5 teaches would be where Messiah would come from and which
Jeremiah 31 reveals would be the place where Rachel would ‘weep for her children’,
this being fulfilled in Matthew 2, where Herod’s vindictive actions to destroy the
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heavenly King are graphically displayed. Thus Bethlehem, having been pinpointed as
the place where Messiah would appear, had to be where Mary and Joseph would
come for the birth of their child, so that that prophecy could be fulfilled. In His
sovereign power God arranged that Joseph, Mary’s intended husband, would be of
the line of David and would have to go to Bethlehem to be registered in the census
ordered by Caesar Augustus. Thus God was at work in the very human love story of
this young couple, and in the power struggles and politics of their world as He
brought His Son into that world when the ‘fulness of the time had come’ (Gal. 4:4).
It is perhaps significant to see Bethlehem being linked with Rachel, whose son
Ben-oni (meaning: son of my sorrow—Strong’s) was named Benjamin (son of the right
hand) by Jacob. This so poignantly points to the Lord Jesus, who was truly the Man
of Sorrows and also the Man of God’s right hand (Is. 53:3; Ps. 80:17). Then again
Bethlehem is associated with the restoration of Naomi to God and His people,
perhaps linking through to the restoration of Israel (Rom. 11) and the bringing in of
the Gentiles to receive God’s grace, through the kinsman redeemer (Rom. 15; Eph.
3). All of this highlights the wonderful cohesion of the Scriptures and the overarching
sovereignty of God.
The Law demanded the redemption of the firstborn and the purification of the
woman after childbirth. It may be argued that as the Son of God, Jesus should have
been exempted from such redemption [Comment 1]. If, however, we take the
examples of Matthew 17:24-27 and Matthew 3:15, there appears to be the gracious
acceptance that, in order not to cause offence and to fulfil all righteousness, the 5
shekel price had to be paid for the child (Num. 18:15-16). Then, according to the
Law, Mary needed cleansing, her poverty being highlighted by the ‘pair of
turtledoves, or two young pigeons’ that she brought to the sanctuary (Lev. 12) [cp.
Comment 10].
There is also the unseen determination of God that the Son fulfil all the Law’s
demands, as we see in Matthew 5:17, ‘Do not think that I have come to abolish the
Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfil them ¼ not an
iota, not a dot, will pass from the Law until all is accomplished’ (ESV)—a
determination that led to the cross and effected our salvation.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: The importance of Bethlehem ‘But thou, Beth–lehem Ephratah
‘ out of thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings
forth have been from of old, from everlasting’ (Mic. 5:2 AV). ‘And Joseph also went
to the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the house and
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family of David; To enrol himself with Mary’ (Luke 2:4-5 RV).
Mary had to deliver her firstborn son in Bethlehem for at least two reasons:
1. So that the prophetic writings would be fulfilled It was vital that the Lord’s claim
to be the promised Messiah (i.e. ‘the Christ, the Lord’s anointed’) ‘the King of the
Jews’, could be verified by anyone who took the trouble to check the sacred writings.
The first thing the chief priests and the scribes did when summoned by Herod (Mat.
2), was quote Micah 5:2, pinpointing Bethlehem as the Messiah’s birthplace. Later on,
the leaders of the Sanhedrin were (conveniently) less than rigorous in checking His
background: ‘Search and see: for out of Galilee ariseth no prophet’ (John 7:52 RVM)
[Comment 2].
Additionally, the Messiah had to come from the line of Judah and from David’s
lineage because God had promised in Genesis 49:10, through Jacob’s prophetic
blessing upon Judah, that ‘The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, Nor the ruler’s
staff from between his feet, Until Shiloh come; And unto him shall the obedience of
the peoples be.’
God had also promised that David’s throne would be established forever (2 Sam.
7:16; 1 Chr. 17:12,14); that David would not lack a man to occupy his throne
forever (1 Kin. 2:4; Jer. 33:17); that David’s seed shall ‘endure forever’ (Ps.
89:35-36); and that the child born, the son given to Israel, whose name is ‘Mighty
God’, would govern upon ‘the throne of David’ (Is. 9:7).
2. To establish the Lord’s genealogical credentials. ‘Matthew, presenting the Lord to
us as King, gives us as it were His “legal” genealogy in chapter 1, tracing His claim
back to David through Joseph, into whose family, Matthew is careful to note, He was
born in wedlock (Mat. 1:24-25) [cp. Comment 4]. Luke, presenting Him as the Son
of Man, traces I suggest His “biological” genealogy in chapter 3. Although Mary was
a kinswoman of Elizabeth who was of the tribe of Levi, she herself would be of the
tribe of Judah, as was her husband’ (‘Mary the Mother of Jesus’, K.H. Riley, Needed
Truth, 1976, Nov. p.169). [In support, see genealogical note, p.31—Eds.]
Joseph and Mary, being direct descendants of king David, were required to return
to ‘Royal David’s City’ in order to be counted in the national census which Caesar
Augustus had decreed at the very time when Jesus’ birth was imminent. In this we
see the hand of God at work co-ordinating events in preparation for the entrance into
the world of the one who is both ‘the root and the offspring of David’ (Rev. 22:16).
Jo Johnson
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From Cromer: Faithflness and obedience are outstanding characteristics in this
chapter. Firstly, they are seen in the actions of Joseph and Mary after the child had
been born. He was named Jesus, as had been commanded by the angel. But then the
law of Moses had to be fulfilled, given in Leviticus 12, and the child had to be
circumcised; this was followed by the period of purification. The lowly circumstances
of Joseph and Mary are shown by the fact that they could not provide a lamb for the
offering but only, as required by the Law, ‘two doves or two young pigeons’ [co.
Comment 10]. The child was then presented to the Lord through Simeon. Verse 39
tells us that only when everything required by the Law had been done were they able
to return to Nazareth. This complete obedience, continued into His childhood, would
be an example for Jesus to follow.
Secondly we see this pattern of obedience being followed by their son, Jesus. We
do not read much about Jesus growing up, so we can only surmise about His early
life, which raises questions about the influences on His life. We would expect that
Joseph and Mary were meticulous in His upbringing, grounding Him in aspects of
Jewish law and history. However, did His relationship to His Father in heaven give
Him a knowledge and understanding beyond the influence of men? At the age of
twelve He amazed the teachers in the temple with His understanding: but was His
knowledge complete at this time? [Comment 3].
In verses 40 and 52 we read that He grew in wisdom and stature, implying that it
was an ongoing process. Being born as a boy (in the image of God, as noted in
Genesis 1:26), He would grow naturally in stature. While meeting and mixing with
others He would increase in wisdom and in relationship with them. However, we are
not told that He grew in knowledge and understanding. Would this have come from
His Father in heaven [Comment 3]?
David Hickling
From Greenock: A Saviour who is Christ the Lord The fulness of the time had
come, the appointed time by God decreed in the aeons of eternity, when salvation
was planned before sin entered into the world. Before the ordinance of blood
sacrifice was initiated God decreed that His Son should die for the sins of that world
yet to be created. God the Son, who had no beginning, must leave His home in
heaven and take on human form. The question must be asked, even though it is
unanswerable: ‘What was heaven like without Him who was its Centre and Sun?’
There must have been a difference and void without Him whom all
heaven—seraphim, cherubim and the hierarchy of angels—served, praised,
worshipped and loved. They must have understood (not a perfect knowledge) what
was happening, because angelic choirs heralded His coming and birth on earth. Did
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the angels comprehend, any more than our finite minds can understand, the wonder
of the miraculous conception, God the Son becoming an infinitesimal seed in the
womb of Mary, conceived by the Holy Spirit, developing into a baby and growing up
to be a man? Well might angels have wondered—their God and King being born to
such humble parents, a baby cradled in a feeding trough for cattle, and at the end of
His brief life on earth dying on a cross.
Sinless though near to sinners Another thing that we will never comprehend is what
it cost the sinless Son of God to live among sinful men and women, yet separating His
hatred of sin from His love for the sinner. He lived as a Jew, magnifying the Law,
keeping it perfectly, making it great and glorious (Is. 42:21 RVM). To live such a holy,
perfect life meant that He was constantly oppressed in spirit, not only by the
all-pervasive presence of sin but also by Satan himself. The only way He could remain
pure and uncontaminated by the environment in which He lived was by constant
prayer to His Father and strengthening Himself in His God. He made time in His busy
life for what was most essential to Him—prayer and communion with His Father. He
often went without food, without sleep, but in the early morning, throughout the day,
late at night, and sometimes all through the night He must have time for communion
with His heavenly Father and with the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit would be to Him
what He is to us—a comforter, always with Him to strengthen Him.
John Peddie
From Halifax: The divine decree How wonderful was the angelic announcement
given to Mary! Indeed, nothing is impossible with God; but she was to bear a son
who would be called the ‘Son of the Highest’ (Luke 1:32 AV). Of course, Mary
wanted to know how this would be as she was a virgin, yet in marvellous faith she
said, ‘… be it unto me according to thy word’ (v.38).
Next we view Mary great with child, which, no doubt, would have made their
journey from Nazareth into Judea somewhat more difficult. Caesar Augustus, first of
the Roman emperors, had decreed that all the ‘inhabited earth’ (2:1 RVM) should be
enrolled. So, as Joseph was of the house and family of David, he and his espoused
wife [Comment 4] Mary were bound for David’s city—Bethlehem. Beyond providing
a chronological reference in Augustus, Luke, says Walter L. Liefeld, mentions this
world ruler‘ to contrast the human with divine decrees’ (Expositors Bible Commentary,
Vol. 8, p. 843). Joseph and Mary appear to leave Galilee at the will of a powerful
man, but we note the fulfilment of the divine King’s plan: ‘But thou, Beth-lehem
Ephratah’ out of thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose
goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting’ (Mic. 5:2).
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When the time came that Mary should be delivered (Luke 2:6), she brought forth
her firstborn son (v.7), and in loving care she wrapped Him in swaddling clothes,
laying Him in a manger in humble circumstance. Now had arrived God’s time—the
appointed time; now had God sent forth His Son (see Gal. 4:4). At the angel’s
bidding, the shepherds went to the city of David to see ‘a Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord’ (Luke 2:11). Then, after the time of purification (around forty days), Mary and
Joseph brought Jesus to Jerusalem. Here, righteous and devout Simeon and aged
Anna, who looked for ‘the consolation of Israel’ (v.25) and ‘redemption in Jerusalem’
(v.38), were blessed as they recognized the promised One—the Lord’s Christ.
Robert J. Butler
From Idua Eket: A Saviour who is Christ the Lord Considering the words Saviour,
Christ and Lord we come to an understanding of Him who is not merely a deliverer
but is also anointed, having supreme authority. He saves because He is a
deliverer—such is His calling. He saves because He is anointed, consecrated, set apart
and chosen so to do (Luke 4:18). He is able to save to the uttermost (from the penalty
of the past, the struggle of the present and the fear of the future) [Comment 5] not
just because He has supreme authority and no one can stop Him. It then becomes
important that He must fulfil every legal demand that would so qualify Him as a
Saviour who is both the Christ and the Lord. We submit that no one else has the
combined qualification but Jesus which is why He only is the door, the way, the truth
and the life.
Importance of Bethlehem As the steps of the righteous are directed by God (Ps.
37:23), so were Mary’s. The Saviour must be born in Bethlehem to fulfil the prophecy
given by the prophet Micah (5:2). This was clearly understood by the people, as
attested to in John 7:42, and by teachers of the Law and the scribes, as seen in
Matthew 2:5-6 [see Comment 2]. God’s intent and words will always come to pass
(Is. 55:11). So God guides Mary to fulfil His words even as He guides us today—‘for
it is God who works in you both to will and to do for His good pleasure’ (Phil. 2:13
NKJV). It is striking to note the instrumentality of His choice—an inconveniencing
decree from Caesar. How would anybody ever have thought that the hand of the
Lord was in this? (Cp. 1 Pet. 2:13.)
The house of bread—for so is Bethlehem translated: a very fitting place of birth for
Him who is ‘the bread of life’ (John 6:35) and the bread ‘who comes down from
heaven and gives life to the world’ (John 6:33). Jesus is called the son of David, who
was the son of Jesse of Bethlehem Judah (1 Sam. 17:12). In having the same place of
birth as David, He declares Himself as man [and as the one to whom the throne of
David belongs—see Buckhaven, paras. 3-4—Eds.], for as Boaz was to Ruth, the Lord
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became our near kinsman-redeemer (Ruth 3:9,12). For only so would God send forth
His son, born under the Law to redeem them that are under the Law (Gal. 4:4-5).
Ifiok Akpanim, Inyeneobong Ekot
From Mount Forest: In Jesus’ early days we see three requirements of the Law
fulfilled:
Circumcision (Luke 2:21) God established circumcision long before Moses (Gen. 17).
It must be done on the eighth day. Why then? In regard to animal sacrifices this
period would have confirmed a viable birth, and perhaps also respected the mother
(Ex. 22:30; 23:19; Lev. 22:27-28). The eighth day emphasizes newness, as in the first
day of the week, or more significantly in the Lord’s resurrection and the new
covenant commencement, corresponding to the eighth-day commencement of
Israel’s feasts of Firstfruits and of Weeks (Lev. 23:11,16). Jesus would have been
circumcised at Bethlehem. Mary was ritually ‘unclean’ (Lev. 12:2) for 40 days, so
could not have attended in the temple. Naming would have occurred at the same
time as circumcision and Matthew 1:25 shows Joseph formally naming Him Jesus, just
as Mary had been told (Luke 1:31). Circumcision recalled the blessings of covenant
deliverance and enjoined its responsibilities, all in association with a new birth. In
regard to covenant keeping, the boy subjected to circumcision was thus bound to
keep the whole law (Gal. 5:3). The Lord Jesus, conceived in Mary’s womb of the
Holy Spirit, would be fully obedient to God throughout all His earthly life, in what He
did and what He allowed to be done to Him. Under the new covenant, baptism in
the Holy Spirit seals the born again one and implicitly imposes responsibility for full
obedience to the Lord (Gal. 3:27) [Comment 6]. Such obedience envisages the new
believer being baptized in water and found among the people of God, the place of
spiritual nurturing.
Purification (Lev. 12; Luke 2:22) When a woman gave birth the purification required
is related to loss of blood (Lev. 12:7). Apparently the mother’s purification was not
entailed by a stain arising from the inherent status of the baby, for Mary needed
purification even though her child was ‘holy’.
Redemption (Ex. 13:11-15; Num. 18:15 19; Luke 2:27) Every firstborn son belonged
to the Lord, and so they were redeemed. Joseph and Mary met the requirement after
Jesus had reached a month old and Mary’s days of purification were completed. The
detailed Old Testament procedure may be unknown, but the redemption of the
firstborn is linked to the heave offerings, and we may contemplate a boy being held
aloft (cf. Luke 2:28), separated from all else that His earthly parents possessed and
showing that He was God’s, and the redemption money paid for the ongoing right
to raise him.
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It is worthy of note that the Lord was presented by His earthly parents ‘to the Lord’
(2:22). So the God of the house (Heb. 3:3-6) came to the house of God, even in His
infancy, and not for the last time to be found there in the things of His Father (2:49).
The use of the article here with deity, the Father (Gk: en tois tou Patros mou) justifies
the translation the ‘house’ or ‘temple’ of that deity, i.e. My Father’s house. [I.H.
Marshall, The Gospel of Luke, 1978, adds that this is strengthened by the point at
issue being where He was, which was the Temple—M.A.]
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: The importance of Bethlehem Bethlehem was the city of
David, where Jesus must be born, who was David’s son. Zion was also called the city
of David, yet Christ was not born there, for Bethlehem was that city of David where
he was born in mean circumstances to become a shepherd and yet later to feed
God’s people, Israel (Ps. 78:71). The Lord through Micah prophesied this place for
His Son’s birth, not Zion, where David ruled in power and prosperity; since from
humble beginnings our Lord would become the Saviour and Shepherd of His people.
A Roman census was taken to aid military conscription or tax collection. The Jews
did not have to serve in the Roman army, but they could not avoid paying taxes.
Caesar Augustus’ decree went out in God’s perfect timing and according to His
perfect plan to bring His Son into the world (Gal. 4:4). The decree of the Roman
empire forced Joseph and Mary to make a 70-mile journey. ‘So all went to be
registered, everyone to his own city’ (2:3). But when they arrived in Bethlehem they
could not even find a resting place. When we do God’s will we are not guaranteed
a comfortable life. We are promised only that even our discomfort has meaning in
God’s plan.
God controls all history By the decree of Caesar Augustus, Jesus was born in the very
town prophesied for His birth (Mic. 5:2), even though His parents did not live there.
Joseph and Mary were both descendants of king David. The Old Testament is filled
with prophecies that the Messiah would be born of David’s royal line (e.g. Is. 11:1;
Jer. 33:15 Ezek. 37:24; Hos 3:5).
Jewish families went through several ceremonies soon after a baby’s birth:
(1). Circumcision Every boy was circumcised and named on the eighth day after birth
(Lev. 12:3; Luke 1:59-60). Circumcision symbolized the Jews’ separation from
Gentiles and their unique relationship with God [Comment 7].
(2). Redemption of the firstborn A firstborn son was presented to God one month
after birth (Ex. 13:2,11-16; Num. 18:15-16). The ceremony included buying
back—‘redeeming’—the child from God through an offering. Thus the parents
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acknowledged that the child belonged to God, who alone has the power to give life.
(3). Purification of the mother For 40 days after the birth of a son, and 80 days after
the birth of a daughter, the mother was ceremonially unclean and could not enter the
temple. At the end of her time of separation the parents were to bring a lamb for a
burnt offering and a young pigeon or turtledove for a sin offering. The priest would
sacrifice these animals and would declare her clean. If a lamb was too costly, the
parents could bring a second dove or two young pigeons instead. This is what Mary
and Joseph did for the fulfilment of the Law—an indication again of the poverty into
which the Saviour was born. ‘¼ for your sakes He became poor’ (2 Cor. 8:9) [cp.
Comment 10].
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: The Bible is one message from God, spanning 66 books, written by
over 35 different writers. It is a coherent whole and the birth of Messiah is one of
many events that link different verses and their authors in the one unique message
[cp. Aberkenfig paper, para. 2—Eds.].
Bethlehem has a central place in the history of Israel. Rachel died giving birth, and
was buried at Ephrath on the way to Bethlehem. Jacob moved on and camped at the
tower of Eder (Gen. 35:19-21). Ruth met with Boaz outside the township of
Bethlehem (Ruth 2:4). Boaz owned land outside Bethlehem itself, and as he
purchased more (Ruth 4:4-10) he took Ruth to be his wife. The witnesses of the
transaction at the gate proclaimed a blessing on the union. ‘The LORD make the
woman that is come into thine house like Rachel and like Leah, which two did build
the house of Israel: and do thou worthily in Ephrathah, and be famous in Bethlehem’
(Ruth 4:11 RV). We are told of Ruth’s descendants leading to king David, the son of
an Ephrathite named Jesse, who was from Bethlehem in Judah (1 Sam. 17:12,15).
Both genealogies of our Lord are traced back to David.
Micah’s prophecy was well known amongst the scribes (Mic. 5:2). That the Messiah
would be born in Bethlehem was clear to all. The Gospels do not give a precise
location for the birth of Christ but there is another clue in Micah 4:8. The words
‘Migdal Eder’, tower of the flock, are left untranslated in some versions, implying a
place name. This links back to the location of Rachel’s grave (see above).
Bethlehem lies about six miles south from Jerusalem. The open spaces beyond
cultivated fields were where the sacrificial animals were reared. Driving flocks the long
journey from the north to Jerusalem would have weakened the animals, so as to be
unfit for offering (Mal. 1:8,13), and the Bethlehem shepherds were well aware of this.
The ‘tower of the flock’ has been suggested as the base from which these shepherds
worked. Ewes would be brought inside for lambing—the ‘manger’ can also be
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translated ‘stall’. Lambing with only moon or oil lamps is difficult
Since many would be heading to Jerusalem for the census, and Bethlehem is at
least four hours’ walk, some travellers would stop over. Joseph may have counted on
getting accommodation from relatives in Bethlehem; but Mary’s pregnancy may well
have left them ostracised. The birth would also leave Mary ritually unclean and other
travellers would not want her in close proximity. We read that the baby was placed
in a feeding trough or stall where animals would have been tended. We know the
shepherds were outside with their sheep. Elimelech’s parcel of ground was outside
the village and the combination of factors lends weight to the suggestion that the
place of the Lord’s birth was the ‘Tower of Eder’. The shepherds would be farther
away in the uncultivated areas and their journey to Bethlehem would bring them
along the road past ‘Migdal Eder’.
Edersheim raises the point that all unblemished firstborn male lambs were destined
for sacrifice. ‘Thus Jewish tradition in some dim manner apprehended the first
revelation of the Messiah from that Migdal Eder, where shepherds watched the
Temple flocks all the year round. Of the deep symbolic significance of such a
coincidence, it is needless to speak’ (Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the
Messiah, 1883, 10th impression, Longman Green, 1900, 187; or
ccel.org/ccel/edersheim/lifetimes).
These professional shepherds would take great care to ensure the new born lamb
could not stagger to its feet and risk cuts and grazes. Consequently they were
wrapped up to prevent movement. The dominion (referring back to David and
Solomon’s kingdom) would be revealed here at ‘Migdal Eder’ (Mic. 4:8). The
provision of the ‘swaddling bands’ is interesting. Mary, perhaps having left Nazareth
suffering family disapproval, and visiting Elizabeth before the birth of John, may have
been given the strips of cloth from ritually pure, but worn out priestly vestments. An
alternative is that ritually clean strips of cloth for the newborn lambs soon to arrive
may have been stored at Migdal Eder. For these shepherds to find the Lamb of God
protected just as they wrapped their lambs would reinforce the angelic message. The
Lord could only be born here where the sacrifices were sourced [Comment 8].
Full of joy the shepherds spread the good news. Lambs would be taken to
Jerusalem very frequently. The shepherds may well have taken the good news to the
temple giving both Anna and Simeon the nearness of the appearing of the Lord in the
temple. We too have good news to share and an alert about the soon appearing of
our Lord Jesus.
Steve Henderson
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From Surulere: Simeon’s words to Mary alone A faithful God who does no wrong,
upright and just is he’ (Deut. 32:4 NIV). He never does anything impulsively but acts
with absolute thoughtfulness. ‘I have loved Jacob, but Esau I have hated’ (Mal. 1:2-3)
was not a reflection of impetuosity but the act of Him who does everything according
to the counsel of His will (Eph. 1:11). Similarly the Lord’s servants, whether of the
dignified prophetic class of the Old Testament or the self-effacing Simeon at the dawn
of the New Testament, were not wont to speak rashly. It seems Simeon had a deep
insight into the plan of God regarding the incarnation. There was no uncertainty with
Simeon, who had been assured by the Spirit of the Most High God that he would not
see death before he had seen the Lord’s Messiah. He also had divine words for the
highly favoured Mary. And so why were those words addressed to Mary alone?
Simeon no doubt knew the centrality of Mary in the divine redemptive narrative.
As soon as the reign of sin began in the Garden of Eden, the light of the gospel was
given: ‘And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your
offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel’ (Gen. 3:15).
Of a truth, Joseph was important to the genealogy of the Man Christ Jesus, to establish
His roots to the Davidic throne. Yet Mary would be the vessel through whom the
God-Man would be manifested, to bring forth the desire of all the nations. She was
the sign that the Lord gave to the reluctant King Ahaz: ‘... the virgin will be with child
and will give birth to a son, and will call him Immanuel’ (Is. 7:14). Mary would
experience the agony of Rachel weeping for her children in the pogrom of the
innocent infants by king Herod (Mat. 2:17-18). Indeed, Simeon must communicate
to Mary alone this deep and distressing truth in preparation for the piercing of her
heart [Comment 9].
Fred Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberkenfig): Compare Mount Forest paper.

P.D.

Although there is no mention in Luke of the payment of redemption money by the
Lord’s parents which was enshrined in Mosaic law (Num. 18:15-16), it would seem
that this would be done by Joseph in order to fulfil what was required of every
first-born male Israelite. Bear in mind too, that everything about the Lord’s arrival and
life on earth would be for the purpose of magnifying God’s law and making it
honourable in the sight of all (cp. Is. 42:21).
R.B.F.
2. (Buckhaven): As you say, to test the credentials of the Lord in this matter of
prophetic fulfilment, one would require a knowledge both of the prophecy and the
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Lord’s own circumstances. Some, not having searched the Scriptures, were guilty of
ignorance of the former (John 7:27); others, whilst knowing the Scriptures, allowed
prejudice to obstruct a proper assessment of the latter (John 7:41-42,52). Both
shortcomings led to a fatally flawed understanding of who this Man was.
J.T.N.
3. (Cromer): One might say that as boy He grew and as God He knew. But how do
we speak of His glorious unfathomable Person in this? Was not the God-Man’s being
like His coat, ‘woven without seam?’
P.D.
Being God there is nothing unknown to Him (Phil. 2:6; John 18:4; 19:28; 6:64).
As the true, real and perfect Man He willingly and obediently subjected Himself to
human limitations and conditions (Heb. 5:8; John 4:6-7). The one exception to the
former statement is the exclusive knowledge of the Father of the time of the Lord’s
return to earth as Son of Man (Mat. 24:27,36; Mark 13:26,32,36).
R.B.F.
Did the baby, as He lay in the feeding-trough in Bethlehem, know then all the
intricacies of the universe He created? Did He know then the full breadth and
meaning of the Scriptures which spoke of Him? I judge not, for (as stated above) is
not the wonder of the incarnation found in this: that God, whom the heaven of
heavens cannot contain, should subject Himself in no half-measure to the mean
limitations of human experience? The eternal Son of God had to learn to walk, to
talk, to reason. And with that growing ability came a growing knowledge (unimpeded
by sin) of the purposes of God and His place in them, aided no doubt by His earthly
parents who must have told Him of the circumstances of His birth. To suggest
otherwise, it seems to me, divorces His experience from that of the rest of humanity,
whose experience He had come to know (Heb. 4:15).
J.T.N.
4. (Halifax): Luke 2:5 ‘who was betrothed to him’ (RV, ESV ‘his betrothed’) The
Greek is literally ‘the engaged (feminine) to him’, not using the word gune, which
would mean ‘wife’. As Buckhaven paper notes, Matthew makes clear that Joseph had
taken Mary to be his wife (gune) as soon as the angel instructed him (Mat. 1:24), and
surely in Nazareth. It seems Luke is observing that Mary was Joseph’s expected and
promised bride, since betrothal was an undertaking that could only be broken by
divorce (Mat. 1:19); but also delicately alluding to the amazing experience they had
shared. Friends doubtless write with respect for the AV translation ‘his espoused wife’,
which appears to reflect what we learn from Matthew.
M.A.
5. (Idua Eket): And also because a people are to draw near unto God.

P.D.

6. (Mount Forest): See B.S. 2004, pp.108-109 for the view that the context of
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Galatians 3:27 refers to baptism in water of the committed disciple, whereas we know
from elsewhere that Christ has a claim on those who are redeemed to follow Him in
service.
7. (Podagatlapalli): We may add that the further meaning Paul drew from
circumcision was that now, as in Abraham’s day, believers should have no confidence
in the flesh, but rely on God.
8. (Southport): This conjecture offers much interesting detail, yet Luke’s account is
so specific in stating Bethlehem as the place where the parents were when the child
was born (2:4,6-7). Then the angel stated ‘the city of David’, understood by the
shepherds as Bethlehem (v.15). While it is conceivable that the environs of a small
town were named from it, surely ‘Tower of Eder’ would be more useful to shepherds
if that was the location. If Migdal-Eder and Ephrathah had this significance, would that
not have been remarked on by Matthew, writing for Jews, or such a researcher as
Luke?
M.A.
9. (Surulere): Did Mary experience this first hand, as the family had escaped to
Egypt? Could Jesus’ own death, at which she was present, where there is no mention
of Joseph and where there is deeper and wider significance, better fit the fulfilment
of Simeon’s words?
P.D.
Both parents were blessed through Simeon’s words (Luke 2:34) though Mary, as the
birth-mother, was the key figure being identified as the one person who would know
more than any other an unfathomable depth of sorrow while witnessing the
sufferings of her firstborn on the cross of Calvary. At His coming into the world her
heart leapt and her spirit rejoiced in the one inhabiting her womb, who was no less
than the Lord God her Saviour (Luke 2:34-35; 1:46-47).
R.B.F.
10. (General): One of the beauties of God’s estimation of offerings from those who
did not have much was that the priest gave them most service (Lev. 1:15-17; 5:7-9).
It was simpler if they could afford only a meal offering (5:11-12), but again there was
closer dependence on the priest. When the anointed priest did his duty with a whole
heart, it was a picture of the care of the God of heaven for the lowliest of His people.
How the heart of the Father was moved as He saw the birds taken from the devout
hand of Mary because she had borne His Son!
A striking thing emerges, however, from the burnt or whole-offering which was one
of the birds. Leviticus 1 makes no mention at all of poverty. It is as though God’s
attention is wholly on the appreciation of the offerer that (s)he is giving to His hand
all that was brought. It may be that the scholars are right about Nazareth who say the
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joiner or builder’s trade was one of the least paid. Yet the work was vital to the daily
lives of the customers. Man’s valuation of the skills and means of Joseph, and of Mary
the mother and home-maker, was the real poverty while the mind of God delighted
in the willing dedication of His great servants.
Their hands gave righteous measure;
their arms bore heavenly treasure.
M.A.

THE GENEALOGIES OF CHRIST IN MATTHEW AND LUKE
(1) The most attractive explanation of the two genealogies in the Gospels seems to me to be
the very old one (from Annius of Viterbo, A.D. 1490) that Matthew traces the royal entitlement
through Joseph, while Luke presents the actual line of seed through the male ancestors of Mary,
assuming that ‘the son … of Heli’ (= Heb. Eli) means that Joseph as husband of Mary was head
of the household, and so had right to inheritance from her family. This is why descent through
a son-in-law would be acceptable in those days.
The difficulty that this was nevertheless an unusual way to trace inheritance, via a woman as
the second last (and vital) link, may be answered thus: (a) Luke set out to work by highly
structured methods (1:1-4), so that we find him making very deliberate choices of expression,
sequencing by theme, and including additional material beyond Matthew’s and Mark’s. So he
is choosing an unusual method of genealogy because this was a unique birth, without a human
father. (b) Women were sometimes mentioned in Jewish genealogies, e.g. 1 Chronicles 2:4,
17-19, where there was special relevance of the mother. Luke also places very special focus on
Mary and Elizabeth in Chapters 1-2, as he often elsewhere observes the role of women.
Another example is the women in Matthew’s list.
(2) The explanation (from Lord A. Hervey, developed by J. Machen) said to be most favoured
by scholars in recent times, that Luke follows the actual descent through Joseph's ancestors, has
much less substance, since one of those had to be Jeconiah, whereas Jeremiah (22:30)
prophesied that Jeconiah was to be childless. This points to Matthew showing that the Lord had
legal right to the throne through Joseph; whereas Luke is guided by the Spirit to show that he
was also physically the 'son of David’ through Mary. (I.E.P. and G.P. set this out in B.S. 1979,
116-117.) This means that the Shealtiel and Zerubbabel of Matthew’s list cannot be the same
as those in Luke, explaining some of the apparent discrepancies.
Another weakness in view (2) is that solutions are required to matching the two sets of names
working back from Heli. These solutions are said to be not insuperable, but at best they are only
conjecture.
Matthew chooses one route (and selects from the generations) because he wanted to present
Jesus as Christ and King, perhaps through grateful longing to serve Him in this way, as a
testimony to the Jews who would read in his book that he had repented of collaborating with
Rome. Luke writes of the Man who was born and died to be the righteous and holy Saviour of
the world (Acts 3:14).
M. Archibald, Glasgow
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Introducing

March 2016

‘THE RIGHTEOUS ONE’ IN LUKE’S WRITING
The title is from Acts 3:14, but it was
Matthew who recorded the Baptist’s
humble protest at the man he had
witnessed to as the Son of God (John
1:34) coming to him to be baptised,
and the Lord’s answer: ‘Let it be so
now, for thus it is fitting for us to fulfil
all righteousness’ (Mat. 3:14-15 ESV).
Luke, in his full account of Zacharias’
prophecies, had included the
prediction that God would bring to the
nation opportunity for fulfilment of His
covenant with Abraham that those who
found faith ‘… might serve him without
fear, in holiness and righteousness
before him all our days’ (Luke
1:72-75). Thus all four Gospel authors
were interested in righteousness as a
theme of God’s law, Mark noting Jesus’
early exposure of the leaders’
promotion of it as an outward show
(Mark 2:17).

Matthew 6:1-4 on giving; and sincerity
in prayer and fasting is also part of
righteousness, since outward show is
not right and not true.) Perhaps Luke
saw that there was therefore less need
for him to include those points in his
quite lengthy scroll. Matthew 5:6,
however, sheds light on the answer to
John the Baptist at Jordan. The perfect
Man was signalling that He had come,
not at this point bearing away their sin,
but to take the place of sinners, and
bear their affliction in that they were
mostly without true shepherds who
understood their need before God. In
accepting baptism, He pointed forward
to His death on the cross and His
resurrection. Thus there would come a
way of salvation, and like John, He
called sinners to that way of holiness
by repenting, and to have faith in His
teaching, and in His granting of
forgiveness in anticipation of His
sacrifice. See also Comment 1.

Again it is Matthew who records the
beatitude, ‘Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst for righteousness, for
they shall be satisfied’ (5:6), and the
Lord’s teaching that righteousness is a
generous and compassionate care for
redressing the unfairness of life’s
circumstances to those in need. (See

We commend study of the further
series of mentions by Luke of this
theme, mostly found in concordance
entries for ‘righteous’—six, if using ESV
in E-Sword.
M.A

.
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From Study Groups
‘PREPARE THE WAY OF THE LORD’ (Luke 3)
From Aberkenfig: Even a cursory reading of secular history soon brings the
realisation of how corrupt and immoral the character of Roman political life really
was. Peter’s declaration in Acts 2:23, ‘… this Jesus, delivered up according to the
definite plan and foreknowledge of God, you crucified and killed by the hands of
lawless men …’ (ESV), confirms the rottenness of Roman society. Into such a morally
bankrupt age John must have been a shining light; indeed we have the Lord Jesus’
own commendation in John 5:35. ‘He was a burning and shining lamp, and you were
willing to rejoice for a while in his light’ testifies to the spiritual revelation his ministry
brought into a dark world as he declared the greater light of the Lord Jesus. It also
emphasises the ‘fullness of the time’ (Gal. 4:4) that had arrived, when God’s
wonderful revelation to man began shining into men’s hearts.
It is little wonder that John questioned the motives that drove people to come to
him for the baptism of repentance that he preached. His vilification of superficial
repentance was fully justified given the secular conditions that existed in his
day—witness his instructions to the tax-collectors and soldiers. However, for those
who were truly sorry for their sinful behaviour, his message was a brilliantly refreshing
escape from the poverty of sin and an entrance into God’s blessings as they knew His
forgiveness.
Jesus’ persuasive argument for John to baptise Him leads us to the answer to the
question of why Jesus Himself needed to be baptised—‘Let it be so now, for thus it
is fitting for us to fulfil all righteousness’ (Mat. 3:15). When read in conjunction with
His questioning of the chief priests, scribes and elders, as to the origin of John’s
baptism (Mark 11:28-33) it opens to us another facet of His obedience to the Father’s
will. Those leaders realised that they were in a difficult position, reasoning that if it
were ‘of heaven’ they should have availed themselves of it too; but if they denigrated
it, they feared what the people, who held John as a prophet, would do. That day they
said they ‘didn’t know’; however, Luke 7:30 shows that they had in fact ‘… rejected
the purpose of God for themselves’. Thus we see that Jesus had to be baptised, not
because He needed to repent of any sin, but that He should obey the command of
God and testify to God’s righteousness [Comment 1].
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The genealogies Matthew’s Gospel records the genealogy of the Lord, stretching back
to Abraham via David. Abraham was told ‘... in you all the families of the earth shall
be blessed’ (Gen. 12), a promise that Galatians 3 tells us was fulfilled in Christ.
David’s kingship highlights the revealing of the true King, for David was promised,
‘You shall not lack a man to sit before me on the throne of Israel ...’ (2 Chr. 6), this
being fulfilled in Christ as the King of kings (albeit Ezekiel 34 indicates that David
himself will have the office of prince when Israel is restored).
Luke’s genealogy goes back to Adam and draws attention to the ‘seed of the
woman’ who would bruise Satan’s head (Gen. 3), a promise that was gloriously
fulfilled in Christ. Thus in His birth, death and resurrection He fulfilled the promises
to Abraham, David and Adam, as He entered upon the work that would secure our
salvation and the defeat of the enemy of God and man.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: John condemning Jewish candidates ‘He said therefore to the
multitudes that went out to be baptised … “Bring forth therefore fruits worthy of
repentance, and begin not to say within yourselves, We have Abraham to our father
…”’ (Luke 3:7-8 RV). Many Jews just followed the crowd, pretending they had been
convicted by his preaching when it was only outward show. Because so many had
genuinely responded to John’s preaching by renouncing a materialistic and godless
lifestyle, it became socially expedient, for those who privately did not care for John’s
forthright denunciations, to appear to be in agreement. John, however, could see
through them. He saw many proud Jews who thought that regardless of their
relationship with God, and regardless of their rectitude in regard to the law of God,
they had an inalienable right as descendants of Abraham to be called the people of
God. Not so!
Unless they displayed visible evidence of a change of heart they had no right to be
counted among those who had acknowledged that God called Abram from idolatrous
Ur of the Chaldees to a life of faith and holy living; and that those who would be true
sons of Abraham—i.e. displaying the same spiritual characteristics, as opposed to
merely having Abraham atop their family tree—would need to show evidence of the
work of God in their lives. In proclaiming these truths, so radical to worldly ears, John
was preparing the hearts of the nation for the coming Messiah, the Lord’s anointed
Saviour, ‘the latchet of whose shoe’ he was ‘not worthy to unloose’ (John 1:27).
When Christ came He preached the same message (Mat. 4:17; 21:32), namely
repentance from all that was not God honouring, coupled with faith in Himself as the
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Saviour sent by God in fulfilment of Scripture. Both John the Baptist and the Lord
Jesus looked for evidence of genuine faith. The Lord said, ‘by their fruits ye shall
know them …’ (Mat. 7:20-21). Faith plus obedience to the will of God are essential
for entry into the kingdom of God.
These principles are illustrated in the conversion of Zacchaeus: the Lord said,
‘Today is salvation come to this house, forasmuch as he also is a son of Abraham’
(Luke 19). Zacchaeus, like Abraham, had ‘believed God and it was counted unto him
for righteousness’. But his actions in restoring fourfold, etc., were the evidence, the
fruits, the works by which ‘faith is made perfect’, resulting from his repentance and
faith in the Saviour (Gen. 15:6; cp. Rom. 4; Gal. 3; James 2:21-22).
Jo Johnson

From Cromer: Tiberius Caesar ruled the Roman Empire by appointed kings,
procurators or prefects. When Herod the Great died his kingdom was divided
between his sons. Herod Antipas, one of Herod’s sons, ruled Galilee; it was this
Herod that imprisoned John the Baptist and to whom the Lord Jesus was sent after
his arrest. Judea was ruled by the current governor, Pontius Pilate. God had
permitted the Romans to rule Israel because the nation had largely departed from His
ways, as they had done so often before. The nation’s economy was burdened also
by paying taxes to Rome to finance the Empire. Yet, during this time and out of this
seemingly unpromising scenario, the promises of God were to be fulfilled in the
sending of His Son into the world; and John the Baptist, the forerunner, was sent to
prepare the way [Comment 2].
John could see that many of those who came to him to be baptised with the
baptism of repentance were not genuine. The Pharisees and Sadducees in particular
were singled out by John, who called upon them to produce fruit worthy of
repentance (Mat. 3:7-9). It seems, however, that there were many genuine people
who went to John confessing their sins and were baptised (v.6). Their sins were
forgiven and they were saved. In other words they were counted righteous (justified).
That ‘the just will live by faith’ has always been true.
When Jesus died He made forgiveness possible for all men who lived before or after
the cross. Justification is only by faith in God and His revealed will, whatever the
dispensation. Abraham in his day believed God, and his faith was credited to him for
righteousness (Rom. 4:3-4 and 23-25). In the days of John the Baptist the message
of repentance was in preparation for the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. Men and
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women who had been saved under John’s ministry could now see the Saviour he had
heralded, and could now believe in Him.
In these last days God has spoken to us by His Son (Heb. 1:2). We have believed
on the Lord Jesus Christ and are saved. The scripture says, ‘it is by grace you have
been saved, through faith—and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God’ (Eph.
2:8 NIV).
Luke’s genealogy (3:23-37) traces the family line back to Adam, showing that Christ
was a man like any other man, sin apart of course. Though He was man He was also
God manifest in the flesh. So humanity and deity are seen in the one person. Adam’s
disobedience brought sin and death: Christ’s obedience brought righteousness and
eternal life. As the scripture says, ’For just as through the disobedience of the one
man the many were made sinners, so also through the obedience of the one man the
many will be made righteous’ (Rom. 5:19).
John Parker
From Derby: Luke 3 set in the Roman Empire Verse 1 explains that it was the
fifteenth year that Tiberius Caesar was reigning. Daniel in his book (2:39) predicts that
kingdoms will rise that are successively inferior and the Roman Empire is thought to
be one of those kingdoms. A tetrarch was a Jewish ruler appointed by Rome over part
of its territory.
John, son of Zechariah, ministered the baptism of repentance. This was
metaphorically to raise the valleys and lower the mountains in preparation for the
Lord’s coming. It is described like a major road building exercise. The roads were to
be straight and level with no crooked ways (U.S. ’twisties’). It sets a scene of openness
and honesty in people’s hearts preparing them for the Messiah.
There were also some of the scribes and Pharisees who came along to put on a
show. But repentance starts deep down and changes the person from within. In Luke
3:10-14, John was decisive in his answers.
Disciples of the Lord would have been baptised by John. They repented of their
sinful nature and believed in the Messiah who was greater than John. In John 1 we
see that he bore witness of the Light. ‘More powerful’ (Acts 19:1-7) indicates that
those who had John’s baptism had not received the Holy Spirit, but were primed to
receive Him upon placing their trust in Jesus.
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Jesus did not need to be baptised, but submitted according to the Law as an
example to us all [see ‘Introducing’ and Comment 1]. If it was necessary for the Lord
to be baptised, how much more so for us? It is a clear command.
The line of Joseph and the line of Mary testify that Jesus was both Son of God and
Son of Man.
Robert Foster

From Greenock: The political background The Jewish civil year begins in the month
of Tishri (Sept./Oct.). The incarnation of God the Son, however, heralded the
beginning of a new dispensation. It would be fitting if Jesus’ conception, His birth and
His death each had taken place during a Jewish festival, and during two of the feasts
of Jehovah: His conception during the Feast of Lights (or Dedication, John 10:22), as
‘the light of the world’ (John 8:12); His birth nine months later in the month of Tishri,
when ‘The Word became flesh and dwelt (or ‘tabernacled’) among us’ (John 1:14
ESV); and His death as the Lamb of God at the feast of the Passover in the month
Nisan (Mar./Apr.). We cannot be certain when Jesus was born, but the nine months
from Kislev to Tishri is a more appropriate time for the Son of God to be born than
near the pagan Roman feast of Saturnalia, and the Germanic and Nordic feast of Yule,
both connected with the winter solstice, 21st December [Comment 3].
It would be helpful if we could date the year of Jesus’ birth so that we could
accurately date the commencement of His ministry and His death. The accepted year
for Herod’s death is 4 BC, so Jesus had to be born before 5/4 BC, which would place
the commencement of the Lord’s ministry as probably 27 AD and His death in 30
AD. We know that Herod’s death was after the Lord’s birth (Luke 2:2; Mat. 2:15)
[Comment 4 and cp. Mount Forest para. 1].
It was hardly a propitious time for Jesus to live on earth: Israel was a subjugated
land, occupied by the Romans since 63 BC. The priesthood had become corrupt
before the Roman occupation, dominated by the Hasmoneans, successors to the
heroic Maccabees who had cleansed the Temple in 167 BC. In Jesus’ time the high
priests, Annas and Caiaphas, were the political appointees of Rome. However much
it grieved the heart of Jesus to see Rome’s pagan gods being worshipped and Rome’s
laws and taxes being the civil law of the land, as long as the Jewish people were
subservient to Rome they were allowed religious freedom, though the least hint of
insurrection was brutally crushed.
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Galilee of the nations or Gentiles (Is. 9:1), where Jesus spent most of His life, was
a cosmopolitan hub, a multi-ethnic society with Greek commerce, Hellenistic culture,
religious diversity and a multiplicity of gods. It was in this milieu that Jesus, God the
Son, grew up, worked as a carpenter/artisan, and carried out His ministry, performing
His miracles, subject to the all-pervasive presence of the Roman occupation. And, if
all the above was not enough to oppress the Lord and the Galileans, they were also
subjects of Herod Antipas, the Idumean Tetrarch.
Pontius Pilate became governor of Israel about the same time as Jesus commenced
His ministry. As always God was guiding events and men and women into place for
the part they would have in the death and resurrection of Jesus. In God’s omniscience
the twelve disciples were born at a specific time so that they could share in the Lord’s
ministry and in the church era. Everything was working towards the fulfilment of
God’s eternal purposes. The Lord’s life would end on a Roman cross—for so it had
been ordained from before the foundation of the world (Rev. 13:8).
John Peddie

From Halifax: ‘Now in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar … the word
of God came unto John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness’ (Luke 3:1-2 RV).
Nowhere else in the New Testament do we find more sophisticated chronological
precision than is provided by Luke in these two verses. This historical precision,
however, reflects introductions to Old Testament prophetic works (e.g. Is. 1:1; Jer.
1:1-3; Hos. 1:1; Amos 1:1).
How apposite then is this in the light of John the Baptist’s preaching, momentous
after centuries of prophetic silence! John was he of whom Isaiah had spoken, ‘... The
voice of one crying in the wilderness, Make ye ready the way of the Lord, make his
paths straight’ (Luke 3:4; cp. Is. 40:3). John had come to prepare the Lord’s ways; ‘To
give knowledge of salvation unto his people / In the remission of their sins’ (1:77).
The text parallel to Luke 3:7 (Mat. 3:7) reveals that what John said to the multitude
was said because many Pharisees and Sadducees had also come. These ‘rejected the
counsel of God against themselves’ (Luke 7:30 AV), refusing John’s baptism; but ‘not
so the One Who was higher than all, Who did no sin, Who had no sin, Who knew
no sin’ (Bible Readings on the Gospels, C.M. Luxmoore, p.28; Needed Truth, 1902,
p.73).
Jesus, ‘to fulfil all righteousness’ (Mat. 3:15), was baptised by John in the Jordan.
Then, it was as He prayed that the heaven was opened, the Holy Spirit descended
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on Him, and a voice from heaven said, ‘You are My beloved Son; in You I am well
pleased’ (Luke 3:22 NKJV).
Robert J. Butler
From Ibadan (Alawaye): A political background The commencement of the Lord’s
ministry was characterized by the people who were opposing the truth, during the
high priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas. It was difficult for the people to practise the
truth when Herod the Tetrarch of Galilee did what was evil in the sight of God by
taking Herodias, the wife of his brother Philip, Tetrarch of land north and east of
Galilee bordering Syria. This was the time that John started to preach the baptism of
repentance to the people and call on them to prepare the way of the Lord (vv. 2-6).
It was Herod’s evil that also made him imprison John the Baptist, who had rebuked
him for taking his brother’s wife [because within close kinship (Lev. 18:6,16;
20:21)—M.A.] (Mark 6:17-18). Nobody was able to call Herod to order except John
the Baptist (Luke 3:19-20).
King David and other God fearing kings in Israel received instruction and correction
through the prophets of the Lord (2 Sam. 12:7-20); but during the time that John was
preparing the way of the Lord Jesus, the leaders were not ready to follow His
instruction.
John’s condemnation of baptismal candidates John condemned those who came to
be baptised by him because he did not see the fruit of repentance in their lives.
Although they were claiming that Abraham was their father, yet they were not living
to please God (Luke 3:7-9). He wanted them to know that repentance from their sins
was the first step that God was expecting them to take (vv.10-14). These people were
claiming the promise of God to Abraham, but they were still sinning against God. We
also believe that God’s assuring word that we are saved eternally and cannot be lost
again (John 10:28) is not a licence for us to be living our lives contrary to the word
of God. We should be examining ourselves whether we are still in the faith (2 Cor.
13:5). (See also: Jer. 7:3-13; Phil. 1:27.)
Samson Ogunleye
From Idua Eket: The Lord’s way being prepared John’s ministry gave a prelude to
the fullness of the gospel of Jesus. The good news of God living with men, taking their
sins, forgiving, restoring the lost state of man and guiding them daily on their ways,
can only be fully appreciated by one who has allowed the Holy Spirit to prepare in
him the way of the Lord. The blessings of the gospel hold an attraction for all, but
many do not understand that submitting to the Lordship of Jesus is the key that
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unlocks their reality. Conviction must lead to repentance, not remorse—a condition
necessary for acknowledgement of the damnation and the helplessness of a man and
his need for the saving grace of Jesus. This is part of conversion—turning from one’s
own direction of life to that quickened by the Holy Spirit. Only then would a man
realize his new found heritage (2 Cor. 5:17; Rom. 8:1-2). The simplicity and freedom
of salvation does not equate to the pouring of ‘new wine into old wine skins’. In fact
real repentance is evidenced by ‘filling of valleys and levelling of mountains’ (cp. Luke
19:8-9) [Comment 5].
The political background The Jews, who once had the Lord’s rule and prosperity
during the reign of David and Solomon, now were under the wicked and cruel
Roman emperor Tiberius Caesar, to whom they paid tribute. Pilate is mentioned as
governor and Herod as tetrarch, instead of monarch. Having two high priests instead
of one shows a politically unstable time with loyalty confusion, much like our present
day where allegiance to God and state is tested. This was when God chose to send
in His message of preparedness for His kingdom (Luke 3:4). We will do well to learn
from the events of John’s day and apply our hearts to wisdom. If such situation
heralded the first advent of Jesus, is His second coming not near?
Ifiok Akpanim, Inyeneobong Ekot
From Mount Forest: The political background
The Scriptures provide only
necessary information about political matters, sometimes by inference, e.g. the
offensiveness of the Roman taxation system (Luke 20:22-25); the desire of Israelites
for freedom from Roman rule (24:21) and its extortion (3:12-14). Luke refers to
political and religious leaders to provide accurate historical timing: this is fitting for
describing the one who came ‘at the end of the ages’ (Heb. 9:26). At least with
hindsight we can see that the Roman Empire, perhaps answering to the legs of
Nebuchadnezzar’s image (Dan. 2:40 f.), had to precede Messiah’s coming. Under
Augustus (Luke 2:1), the Pax Romana had prevailed. But peace during his tenure
seems to have been achieved through fear, in contrast to the promise of John 14:27.
We are told Tiberius succeeded him in 14 AD, so Luke’s mention of the 15th of
Tiberius gives 29 AD as the approximate timing of the Baptist’s ministry, heralding the
coming of the true King [see Comment 4, latter para.].
Herod Antipas (who reportedly died in 39 AD) had received part of Herod the
Great’s authority. His moral weakness and evil ways were highlighted by John the
Baptist, and were characterized in the way he pandered to Herodias’s desire to
dispose of John. Luke provides enough corroborating historical detail of the other
tetrarchs to permit his statements to be historically verified. It was once a popular
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criticism to fault Luke’s record, but subsequent archaeological finds have in fact only
confirmed its accuracy. The way Luke describes the religious leadership is interesting.
Jewish historical records show Pilate’s predecessor had deposed Annas (contra Heb.
7:23), who is reported to have seen two further replacements before Caiaphas, his
son-in-law, was appointed. However, John 11:47-53 (cp. Mat. 26:3) implies
recognition that Caiaphas was indeed high priest. So was Annas already disqualified,
not by fiat but by undisclosed wrong behaviour (similarly to 1 Kin. 2:27), or was the
dual arrangement exceptionally permitted (see Acts 4:6; Luke 3:2; cp. 2 Sam. 15:35)?
The same parties discussed by Luke here are again seen at the cross, confirming their
rejection of the purpose of God (Luke 7:30; 23:1-25,35).
The Lord’s baptism As an obedient Israelite He allowed His baptism, showing unity
of purpose with the faithful of God’s people. It is like the use of a sieve in preparing
flour for baking: even though fine enough to pass through, sieving proves the purity
(Mat. 3:15,17). The absence of any sin to confess would attest to His personal
righteousness among a nation that had many impurities. John’s message was to clarify
for Israel what salvation really meant (Luke 1:77)—not deliverance from earthly
enemies but the remission of sins after repentance. The Messiah was rejected, not just
by individuals but nationally through Jewish leaders, who held the key but rejected
the Christ (Luke 7:29,30; 11:52; Mat. 23:13). John’s baptism could evidence a
sincere desire to be rid of sins, but the penalty must be borne by Another to procure
salvation (Heb. 9:22). And the proof was in the resurrection of Christ, a prerequisite
to His giving the remission of sins John had preached (Acts 5:31; 13:38-39).
Geoff Hydon

From Podagatlapalli: The political background Tiberius, the Roman emperor, ruled
from 14-37 AD. Pontius Pilate was the Roman responsible for the province of Judea.
Herod Antipas and Philip were half-brothers and sons of the cruel Herod the Great,
who had been dead for more than 25 years. Antipas, Philip, Pilate and Lysanias
apparently had equal power in governing their separate territories. All were subject
to Rome and responsible for keeping peace in their respective lands. Pilate, Herod
and Caiaphas were the most powerful leaders in Palestine, but they were eclipsed by
a desert prophet from rural Judea. God chose to speak through the loner, John the
Baptist. Under Jewish law there was only one high priest: God appointed him from
Aaron’s line, and he held his position for life. By this time, however, the religious
system had been corrupted, and the Roman government was appointing its own
religious leaders to maintain greater control over the Jews. The Roman authorities had
apparently deposed the Jewish appointed Annas and had replaced him with his son
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in law, Caiaphas. Nevertheless, Annas retained the title (see Acts 4:6) and probably
also much of the power it carried. Because the Jews believed the high priest’s position
to be for life, they would have continued to call Annas so.
John the Baptist’s ministry was foretold by the prophet Isaiah (Is. 40:3-5). He called
all mankind to prepare to meet Jesus. Some people wanted to be baptized by John
so they could escape eternal punishment, but they did not turn to God for salvation.
John had harsh words for such people: he knew that God values reformation above
ritual. Many of John’s hearers were shocked when he said that being Abraham’s
descendants was not enough for God. The religious leaders relied more on their
family line that on their faith for their standing with God. For them, the religion was
inherited. However, a relationship with God is not handed down from parents to
children: everyone has to find it on their own. We have to put our own faith in Jesus
and then give evidence of our faith by acting on it every day. Faith without works is
a lifeless faith. John preached against sin and told the people to repent. He gave
specific instructions to his converts on how to put their faith into practice. He was
inspecting fruit (Luke 3:8), getting to the root of sin (v.9) and warning about wrath to
come (vv.7,17).
John’s rugged preaching of repentance prepared the way for the ministry of Jesus.
However, John’s message was not the Christian gospel (cp. v.14 with Acts 16:30-31)
nor was his baptism Christian baptism (cp. Acts 19:4-5). John was privileged to
prepare the nation for the Messiah and then present Him to them.
Jesus’ mission on earth was to identify with our humanity and sin; thus in baptism He
was portraying His upcoming death and resurrection for our salvation. He was also
giving us an example to follow by endorsing the act of baptism. Jesus’ baptism was the
beginning of His public ministry, and because He had come to take away people’s
sin, He was perhaps confessing the sins of the nation through His baptism. The Holy
Spirit coming in the form of a dove showed that God approved of what Jesus was
doing. Jesus was the perfect Man who did not need baptism for sin, but was
nevertheless baptised to demonstrate that He would take away our sin [see
Introducing—Eds.].
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Both Matthew and Luke record the ancestors of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Matthew stresses the kingly line descended from David, and therefore He is
a descendant of Abraham—the father of the nation, so important in a gospel aimed
at those of Jewish background. Matthew, however, points out that this lineage has
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several less respectable points. He includes four women with dubious pasts. The first
is Tamar, who played the harlot when her father in law refused to give his son in
marriage. Then comes Rahab of Jericho, a harlot, but one who feared the God of
Israel. Next is Ruth the Moabitess, who forsook her people to follow her mother in
law and learn more of the God of the Jews. Finally David, whose downfall was in
arranging intimacy with Bathsheba, and then planning murder to cover it up
[Comment 6]. We note that Jesus took upon Himself ‘the likeness of sinful flesh’
(Rom. 8:3).
Luke has a different aim: He seeks to prove the deity and humanity of Jesus. He
records from Adam to show the human ancestry from the first man but also as ‘from
God’, as Adam indeed was. This would be of great significance to the Gentiles. There
are differences in the two accounts. With one name-difference, from Abraham to
David they are consistent. From King David, however, Luke gives us a fuller list via
Nathan. Luke needs to show David as ancestor but then focuses on the non-kingly
descendants to confirm his humanity, and also to avoid the evil kings being included.
Many have sought to reconcile the two records without a satisfactory conclusion. (Cp.
Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, Vols. 2 & 3.) [Also B.S., February issue, ‘Genealogies
of Christ in Matthew and Luke’.]
A more profitable view is to observe that after the fall of Jerusalem many of the
genealogical records were lost. This is especially true of the priesthood records which
were kept at the temple. Individual family genealogies would have been preserved
verbally. Paul cites his own genealogy, and it is possible that he could have given
many more forebears (Phil. 3:5). The title ‘the Son of David’ is used frequently in the
Gospels, and the Lord seems at ease about its usage applicable to Himself. If it could
have been proven that the Lord was not of Davidic lineage the Pharisees would have
been quick to speak out (Mat. 22:42).
Paul gives wise counsel to both Timothy and Titus to avoid getting into arguments
about genealogies. It is not clear whose ancestry he has in mind but it would seem
the lineage of Jesus would be most relevant to the young Church and therefore the
most likely [Comment 7]. There is a very clear signal given to us by the apostle Paul:
He does not use the term ‘Son of David ’ preferring the title ‘Son of God’. He
provides what some think is an early creed statement in Romans:
‘… who was born of the seed of David according to the flesh,
and declared to be the Son of God with power,
according to the Spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead…’
(Rom. 1:3-4 NKJV).
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Luke places his genealogical record at the start of the public ministry of the Lord.
This may be to establish the Lord’s claim to authority at the start of His public
ministry. It would appear that the baptism of Jesus occurs after the rest of the people
have been baptised by John (Luke 3:21; Mat. 3:13). John seems to be unaware of
who Jesus is, but he has been given a sign to look out for (John 1:33). The Lord’s
baptism is not one of repentance but of witness—to let John and his disciples know
the Messiah has arrived. Can we develop the same sense of expectation for His
second coming, and order our lives accordingly?
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Political background The most vociferous critics of the existence of
the Lord Jesus Christ stake their claims on His alleged non-historicity. It is disputed
that any actual record of His birth exists, much less the commencement of His
ministry. Nevertheless, as the Psalmist testified: ‘As for God is way is perfect …’ (Ps.
18:30 NIV), so He who caused His Son to be born when the set time had come (Gal.
4:4) ensured that the evidence of the start of His ministry was preserved. The
methodical doctor Luke, perhaps delicately undertaking a scientific evaluation of the
historical records, was guided by the Holy Spirit to outline this political background
(3:1-2). Very often historical narratives refer to prevalent political events, to give a
reference point for verifying the records.
The doubters need only but check the annals and ascertain if all the characters here
mentioned existed at the time described or were the figment of a zealous disciple’s
imagination. The Almighty, in His omniscience, has set the times and seasons for
every thing and activity under heaven (Eccles. 3:1). He has also set times and dates
by His authority (Acts 1:7). And so is it possible that He who inhabits eternity would
be oblivious of events in time (Is. 57:15)? He also reigns in the kingdoms and affairs
of men (Dan. 4:17) and all things serve His might.
Although our faith does not repose in the accuracy of historical narrative or
otherwise, yet we are buoyed by the knowledge that we have not followed and are
not following cleverly devised stories concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus (2 Pet.
1:16). Indeed ‘... great is the mystery of godliness; He who was manifested in the
flesh … preached among the nations … believed on in the world …’ (1 Tim. 3:16
RV). And a real world it was into which He who took on flesh and blood came and
began His earthly ministry: ‘In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar …’
Frederick F. Ntido
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COMMENTS
1. (Aberkenfig): By doing so, He also identified Himself with sinners. The one who
‘came by water and blood’ (1 John 5:6) began and ended His ministry as a righteous
one occupying the sinners’ place.
2. (Cromer): Indeed, through this arrangement, Jews and Gentiles alike were
implicated in the rejection of Christ (Acts 2:22-23), symbolically leaving all mankind
without excuse for their estrangement from God.
J.T.N.
3. (Greenock): Though the Scriptural links between the Lord’s death and the
Passover might prompt the thought of matching His birth with other feasts, there is
no mention of this in our Bible. Then, any inappropriateness of celebration of the
birth near two pagan observances applies also to the Feast of Lights or re-dedication
of the Temple, which was set at the time of the winter solstice, since that date was the
third anniversary of its desecration by Antiochus (New Bible Dictionary, 3rd ed. 1996,
p.269).
4. (Greenock and Mount Forest): Placing the Lord’s birth ‘before 5/4 BC’ may be
thought necessary to accommodate removal of the family to a house (Mat. 2:11), the
flight to Egypt, Herod’s order against the infants of up to 2 years, and his own death.
The manger, however, could have been in the outhouse or stock shed of an inn or
other house where room soon became available, and the other events could also be
encompassed within 4 BC; including the 40 days of circumcision and purifying (Lev.
12:2-4) and journey to the Temple, if we accept that this period elapsed before
Herod took action (cp. Mat. 2:19-23).
About 28 AD is therefore favoured by scholars as the date of commencement of
John’s ministry and of our Lord’s. Tiberius’ reign could be dated by Roman annalists
from his first day in office in 14 AD, or from first day of the Roman year 15 (ESV
Study Bible, I.V.P. 2008, p.1809), which argues for 29 AD as a latest possible year.
M.A.

5. (Idua Eket): The Spirit’s emancipation of the soul and the filling of the heart of the
redeemed sinner when that is realised, can truly be likened to the new wine being
poured into the new wineskins, the latter having been carefully prepared for such a
fresh inflow (Mat. 9:17; Mark 2:22; Luke 5:38). The filling of the valleys and the
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bringing low of the mountains (Luke 3:5) is a very vivid illustration of the effect and
extent John’s message of repentance and witness to the one who would follow him
(v.16).
6. (Southport): The mention of the names of these amazing three women in the
partly regal lineage of the Lord Jesus elevates and magnifies the grace of God. In the
case of the first two, Tamar and Rahab, it is superabounding grace shown where
immorality had been part and parcel of their lives, and with Rahab and Ruth
supranational grace, extending beyond the boundary of Israel. The New Testament
makes no comment about David’s infidelity and infamy regarding his treatment of
Uriah. This in no way excuses God’s servant, but the Spirit of God puts before us the
divine verdict and highest commendation of David’s way of life before the Lord as ‘a
man after God’s heart, who shall do all my will’ (Acts 13:22).
7. (Southport): I would think the apostle is generalising when he mentions ‘endless
genealogies’ (1 Tim. 1:4; cp. Titus 3:9) doing the rounds, as he does in referring to
the dangers of listening to irreverent and disgusting old wives fables, rather than the
clear and specific lineage of the Lord in the records of Matthew and Luke.
R.B.F.

From the Mail box
FASTENED EYES
Luke’s frequent use of the Greek word
atenizõ is cause for study. W.E. Vine
explains that it is a composite word
“from atenes—‘strained, intent’ and
teino—‘stretch, strain’... (seen in
English ‘tension’)”. Twelve of the
fourteen occurrences are by Luke, ten
of which are in Acts. The Revised
Version seems to me to reflect the
greater intensity of meaning by
translating (eyes as being) ‘fastened’.
Other versions translate ‘look
steadfastly or earnestly’, the former of

these perhaps emphasising a longer or
continuous look, rather than the
concentration and focus of ‘fastened’.
In Luke 4:20 the rapt attention of
(probably) unbelievers to the Lord’s
public reading of Isaiah was as a result
of their amazement at this man from
Nazareth, the carpenter’s son, making
such an impression on His audience by
immediately turning to the passage in
Isaiah (that he would know by heart),
totally relevant on this occasion, and
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also by the way in which He read. We
cannot, however, underestimate the
effect of the Spirit of the Lord who was
upon Him, as we shall see. Their eyes
were ‘fastened’ on Him while He was
reading. Initially they marvelled at His
words after the reading, but they lost
focus as soon as they realised the
import of what He explained.

see his face aglow as someone (like an
angel, and certainly a messenger) in the
presence of God—that experience
made them fasten their eyes on him
(6:15). This was ‘... not the mild, gentle
look that is often seen in paintings of
angels; ... but a look that told of
inspiration within, clear eyes burning
with the inner light’ (L.E. Browne, in
The Book of Acts, F.F. Bruce, 1988,
p.128). Upon concluding his
magnificent Spirit led address Stephen
fastened his gaze into heaven to see
the glory of God and Jesus standing at
the right hand of God (7:55). Flesh and
blood had not revealed that to him!
His tension and stretching of his mind
was worth every bit of it.

The girl who had already seen Peter
with Jesus previously, fastened her eyes
on him (Luke 22:56). This might be an
example of how the Spirit uses our
testim ony to fixate persons’
attention—he had been with Jesus (cp.
Acts 4:13)—but he spoiled it!
Several of the instances in Acts (e.g.
3:4; 10:4; 11:6; 13:9; 14:9; 23:1)
reflect the work of the Spirit in the
revelation of God’s will or presence,
sometimes in conjunction with angelic
action. In 3:12 the work of the Spirit
had been wrongly credited to a man
through whom the Spirit was working.
Maybe we would find it difficult to feel
the ‘tension’ of the ‘stretched thinking’
to take on board what was being
revealed. But being full of the Spirit has
amazing effects on our thinking!

The apostles had watched Jesus
ascend into heaven with fastened eyes
(Acts 1:10). Many disciples would
witness Stephen fastening his eyes gaze
upon heaven and declare that Jesus is
there. Being filled with the Spirit
disciples must still engage in
concentrated stretching of our minds to
understand the word of the Lord, to
understand the will of the Lord when
engaging with people, and to get full
appreciation of the presence of the
Lord in our entry into the holies.
D. Parker, Hayes

Stephen was outstanding in his
witness in the Spirit (Acts 6:8,10), so
that the Sanhedrin was privileged to
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Introducing

April 2016

THE INCORRUPTIBLE CHRIST
The passage from Isaiah 61, which the
Lord read in Nazareth’s synagogue,
provides a clear summary of the
origin, power and purpose of the
Messiah’s ministry. Sent by the Father
in the power of the Spirit, He had
come both to proclaim and to perform
the purposes of God, that all might see
revealed in Him the year of the Lord’s
favour.

Luke 10:18). Sin had not been
tolerated in heaven; how much less it
could be tolerated in Him, for in His
deity, the Son of God could not deny
Himself by being tempted with evil
(James 1:13; 2 Tim. 2:13). Later, in
the upper room, the Lord unfolded the
impeccability of His nature as He told
the Eleven that the ruler of this world
was coming in full array against Him,
but His comforting assurance
remained: ‘he hath nothing in me’
(John 14:30 RV).

Having received the anointing of the
Spirit as He occupied the sinner’s
place in the Jordan, the Lord was
driven by the Spirit into the
wilderness. There, as He engaged the
inveterate enemy of God’s design, He
identified Himself again with sinners as
Satan’s deadly arsenal brought to bear
all its force against Him. It was all in
vain, of course, for we state with
conviction that God’s eternal Son was
in no way susceptible to moral
corruption. He had been there when
sin was first conceived, when, walking
among the stones of fire, Satan set his
heart to usurp the throne of God (Is.
14:13-14; Ezek 28:14-15). And He
had watched as, like a profane thing,
the anointed guardian cherub was cast
from the holy mountain (Ezek. 28:16;

We may ask, if the Lord could not
have succumbed, what was the
purpose of His being tempted? The
answer is given in Hebrews 2:18:
‘because he himself has suffered when
tempted, he is able to help those who
are being tempted’ (ESV).’ The word
Luke uses to describe His temptation
(peirazo) is derived from a word
meaning ‘to pierce’. As for Simon, for
whom Satan asked that he might sift
him as wheat, this was a cruel
experience. Alone in the wilderness,
enduring the merciless onslaught of the
Adversary, the Lord suffered so deeply
that none of us, though affected by a
sinful nature alien to Him, can ever say
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He hasn’t known our experience, and
far more.

wilderness, the Lord knew the sinner’s
place. And now in the synagogue, He
spoke of those He had come to
aid—the poor, the prisoners, the
blind, the bruised. Coming for them
meant knowing their plight. So He
too would know poverty and captivity
(2 Cor. 8:9; John 18:12); He too
would be made blind and bruised
(Luke 22:64; Is. 53:5). And through
the depths of those experiences, as He
learned and demonstrated obedience
by all that He suffered (Heb. 5:8), He
remained the incorruptible Christ,
untainted by malice, undefiled by sin.
This is the one who today occupies the
throne which Satan covets, seated
there by God’s command—‘the Holy
One of God’ (4:34).
J.T.N.

We may ask, if the Lord could not
have succumbed, what was the
purpose of His being tempted? The
answer is given in Hebrews 2:18:
‘because he himself has suffered when
tempted, he is able to help those who
are being tempted’ (ESV).’ The word
Luke uses to describe His temptation
(peirazo) is derived from a word
meaning ‘to pierce’. As for Simon, for
whom Satan asked that he might sift
him as wheat, this was a cruel
experience. Alone in the wilderness,
enduring the merciless onslaught of
the Adversary, the Lord suffered so
deeply that none of us, though
affected by a sinful nature alien to
Him, can ever say He hasn’t known
our experience, and far more.
So both in the Jordan and in the

From Study Groups
‘HE HAS ANOINTED ME … HE HAS SENT ME’ (Luke 4)
From Aberdeen: The anointing and sending of Jesus by the Spirit of God resulted in
Him doing ‘the works which no one else did’ (John 15:24 NASB). The work of the
Spirit was clearly evident at the outset of Christ’s public ministry. Shortly after His
baptism in the river Jordan He ’was led around by the Spirit in the wilderness’ (Luke
4:1). He was led to eat nothing and to resist every temptation. The perfect Man
thwarted each temptation by adhering to the word of God in response to all that
proceeded from the devil.
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Jesus was sent The fulfilment of Isaiah 61 is seen in Christ’s determination to move
on from Capernaum, even when pressed to stay. Rather, He must go and preach the
kingdom of God to ‘the other cities also, for I was sent for this purpose’ (Luke 4:43).
The anointing and the sending go together.
The work of the Spirit was evident in the gracious words of Jesus (v.22), in His
passing through the midst of those who purposed violence against Him (v.30), in His
word of authority (v.32), and in His power to rebuke fevers, diseases and demons
(v.39-41). It is remarkable that the demons acknowledged Jesus as the ‘Holy One
of God’, yet the response of the men of Nazareth was, ‘Is this not Joseph’s son?’
Luke tells us that the demons knew that He was the Christ. The demons assuredly
did know, but men stumbled at the thought of God being manifest in flesh. In
Nazareth they wondered at His gracious words; in Capernaum they were astonished
at His doctrine. Astonished they may have been, but unless they took the vital step
of receiving Jesus as their Messiah they would die in their sins. We may be
astonished at the word of God, but we need to take the vital step of receiving His
word; and this is what makes all the difference to our spiritual well being.
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: Genesis 1 introduces us to the Spirit moving (or brooding) upon
the face of the waters, leading us to consider the work of the Spirit in combination
with the Son (John 1), as They brought the work of creation to fruition.
The word rahap (‘move’ in Gen. 1:2) is used in Deuteronomy 32:11 (ESV) in
connection with the eagle ‘fluttering’ over her young. Here is a beautiful
consideration—that the Spirit displayed a care which was similar to the ‘brooding’
bird at creation. This is something which is then carried forward over the centuries
to the ‘overshadowing’ of Mary as she is enabled to conceive the one who is to be
the Saviour, who was to bring life to the spiritually dead. The Spirit is also seen in
His role as the one who, along with the Lord Jesus, regenerates (Titus 3:4-7), pouring
Himself into the believer so that we can enjoy the love, power and grace of God in
our lives (see Acts 2:33; 10:45; and Rom. 5:5). Wonderfully the Spirit moved with
the Lord Jesus throughout His lifetime, until that moment when He (Jesus) offered
Himself through the eternal Spirit unto God (Heb. 9:14). Thus He was with Him at
conception, throughout life and at His departure in death. Then the Spirit is
inextricably linked with resurrection as in Romans 8:11: ‘If the Spirit of him who
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raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, he who raised Christ Jesus from the dead
will also give life to your mortal bodies through his Spirit who dwells in you.’ It is a
beautiful contemplation that Spirit and Son worked together on earth as the Father
looked down in pleasure at the perfect service being done, in order that we might
also share the glory of recreative power and love in our salvation and service here,
and on into eternity.
It is little wonder that, given this glorious beauty, the Adversary should seek to
destroy it as soon as he possibly could. The examples given in Luke 4 show us the
preferred, though not the only ways in which he endeavours to do the same with
each one of us. He appeals to the natural hunger and desires of the flesh. He seeks
to usurp the place that God should have in our devotion and worship by filling our
eyes with opportunity for self promotion. He emphasises the self preservation
instinct and laces it with the natural fear of death—what 1 John 2:16 describes as
‘the desires of the flesh and the desires of the eyes and pride in possessions’ which
the Lord Jesus endured. Here we have the example of how the Scriptures answer
every temptation, bringing the truthfulness of God to bear on all the twisted
deceptions of the adversary of our souls, so that we also can be delivered from
Satan’s temptations and be strengthened in our service for God [Comment 1].
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: The Lord reading in Nazareth’s synagogue ‘…The Spirit of the
Lord is upon me, Because he anointed me to preach good tidings to the poor: He
hath sent me to proclaim release to the captives, And recovering of sight to the blind,
To set at liberty them that are bruised, To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.
And he closed the book … To day hath this scripture been fulfilled in your ears …’
(Luke 4:18-21RV).
The Lord Jesus selected this prophetic passage because, in the outworking of God’s
sovereign purposes, it marked the beginning of His public ministry. It was therefore
very fitting that He should do this in Nazareth, since that was the place where His
moral and spiritual credentials had been under the closest of scrutiny by both God
and men.
It is especially significant that the original reading in Isaiah has no full stop at (or
Heb. Soph pasuq) the point where the Lord stopped reading and closed the book.
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Had He continued reading, He would have announced ‘the day of vengeance of our
God’. (Note: the Hebrew word naqam is correctly translated ‘vengeance’ here, and
not ‘recompense’ as in the Septuagint rendering [Comment 2]. God’s day of
vengeance was (and, at the time of writing, is) still future and could not be
inaugurated until ‘the acceptable year of the Lord’, i.e. the day of grace, had run its
course. Nowhere in all the land of Israel was a town better placed to receive this
stupendous announcement. For thirty years the inhabitants of Nazareth had the
opportunity to observe His unimpeachable character and behaviour. Of all people,
they ought to have recognised that ‘a greater than Solomon’ had lived and worked
and worshipped among them. He ought to have been able to take for granted their
wholehearted endorsement of His spiritual stature, and equally their confirmation
that He fulfilled all the qualifications of the Messiah as foretold through Isaiah and
other prophetic scriptures. Instead He faced their anger and violent opposition.
Rather than acknowledging that their forefathers’ lack of faith had hindered God’s
blessing upon their widows or the healing of their many lepers, their foolish pride
blinded them to His true identity.
We can be thankful that the Lord Jesus was not discouraged by such intemperate
behaviour. He had ‘come to fulfil all righteousness’ and nothing would deflect Him
from this, least of all the puny attempt of the townsfolk of Nazareth to do away with
Him before God’s appointed time.
Mark writes: ‘… he could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his hands
upon a few sick folk, and healed them. And he marvelled because of their unbelief’
(Mark 6:5-6). Like their spiritual forefathers, they ‘… limited the Holy One of Israel’
(Ps. 78:41 AV). Sadly, we conclude that some places on earth can become so
wicked and the hearts of men so obdurate, that even the gracious presence of the
Son of God among them would make no difference.
Jo Johnson

From Cromer: Temptation and rebuttal It is notable that before the Lord began His
public ministry He was tempted by the devil, and that He was ready with appropriate
words of Scripture to rebut Satan—a good lesson to us, to be armed with ready
recourse to the word of God. However, in the third temptation Satan himself
quoted Scripture (4:10-11), an example of Satan disguising himself as an angel of
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light (2 Cor. 11:14). We need not only to be able to repeat the words, but to grasp
the meaning, integrating each individual scripture into the meaning of the whole.
Real temptations? The three accounts of the temptation raise the question as to
whether the Lord could have done the things He was tempted to do. He certainly
did make bread in feeding the five thousand and four thousand. Would it have
been a wrong thing to do in this particular case? Yes, it would, because it would
have been for His own gratification.
The second temptation was directly contradicted by the scripture that the Lord
quoted, and in any case it would be opposed to His nature to submit to any other
authority—it would be the abdication of the Godhead, an impossibility. Satan’s offer
was—as Satan’s offers usually are—spurious. People’s concept of the power of Satan
has been influenced for 350 years by Milton’s famous phrase in Paradise Lost, ‘Better
to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven’, but the position of Satan is the result of a
punitive dismissal from the presence of God. As one would expect, Satan does not
always tell the truth: it is true that ‘the whole world lies in the power of the evil one’
(1 John 5:19 ESV), in the sense that the world is pervaded by sin, but not that the
authority and glory of the kingdoms of the world have been delivered to him, to pass
on to whom he wishes. This is God’s right alone.
Again, in the case of the third temptation it must surely be admitted that the Lord
had the power to do the act, but the quoted scripture gave the reason why He would
not do it. One suggests that all through the Lord’s life He was submissive to the will
of God, culminating in the subjection of His human will in Gethsemane (Luke 22:42)
[Comment 3].
Peter Hickling
From Greenock: Reading in Nazareth’s synagogue The Sabbath started out like any
other. By sunset the men and women had ceased from their labours and made
ready to go to the synagogue. They looked forward to their weekly day of rest, and
as Jews have done for many centuries in the diaspora, they welcomed the Sabbath
as a bride. They were not to know that the Messiah was in their midst and a 700
year old prophecy was about to be fulfilled in their hearing. The scroll of the
prophet Isaiah was handed to Jesus who, prompted by the Holy Spirit, turned to
Isaiah 61 [Comment 4]. He stood up to read, and with calm demeanour and great
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authority He read the prophetic words of verses 1 and 2, that could only apply to
God’s anointed Messiah: ‘The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed
me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim
the acceptable year of the Lord’s favour’ (Luke 4:18-19 NIV) [Comment 5].
Having omitted ‘... and the day of vengeance of our God’ (Is. 61:2), He rolled up
the scroll. Having given it back to the attendant, He sat down to teach, saying
‘Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing’ (v.21). In the synagogue His family
must have cringed with embarrassment and would have been fearful of the
consequences when they heard Jesus make the bold proclamation that Isaiah’s
prophecy was fulfilled in Him [Comment 6]. At first those assembled spoke well of
Him and were amazed at His gracious words. ‘Isn’t this Joseph's Son?’ they asked
(v.22). Proceeding with His teaching, He reminded His listeners how their
forefathers had reacted to the ministry of Elijah and Elisha, whom God sent to
Gentiles as well as Jews.
The people of Nazareth knew Jesus and His family well, and had seen Him going
about His work daily as a carpenter or artisan. They knew that He was an upright
man and lived a blameless life, adhering to all the commandments of God in the law
of Moses. Physically there was nothing to mark Him out from other men—no great
physique, no handsome countenance (Is. 53:2) that the people would have expected
in their Messiah. When they heard Him elucidate the great prophecy and apply the
words to Himself they were dumbstruck, and when they found their voice they
accused Him of blasphemy, the punishment for which was death by stoning (Lev.
24:14-16).
Such was their fury, they rushed Him to the brow of the hill intending to throw
Him over and kill Him, but that was not how God intended His Son to die. He was
at the beginning of His ministry, not at the end of it. So, despite their hostility to
Him, He went on His way unharmed. It must have grieved the Lord’s heart that He
couldn’t perform His mighty works in His home town of Nazareth and that the
people were so unreceptive to His teaching. The people’s attitude was a microcosm
of the nation of Israel as a whole: ‘He came unto his own, and his own received him
not’ (John 1:11 AV).
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Nationally Christ was rejected by His own people, but individually many people
did receive Him as their Messiah, Saviour and Lord. It would be interesting to know
what percentage of the nation of Israel accepted or rejected Jesus as their Messiah.
The people of Nazareth, like the nation of Israel, knew not the time of their
visitation, that God the Son was in their midst to fulfil the prophetic ministry of Isaiah
61:1-2. Even if Israel had been faithful in keeping the law of Moses since the time
that they became His covenant people at Mount Sinai, Jesus would still have had to
die for the sins of His people and for the sins of the world, for so it was ordained that
He was the ‘… Lamb that was slain from the creation of the world’ (Rev. 13:8). If
the Lord’s appearance was unprepossessing during His life on earth, it was grotesque
at His death (Is. 52:14); but now in heaven He is as He was before He came to
earth—majestic, glorious, altogether lovely.
John Peddie

From Halifax: Is this not Joseph’s son? Immediately upon the Father’s approbation
(Luke 3:22), Jesus, being full of the Holy Spirit (4:1), was driven by the Spirit (Mark
1:12) into the wilderness. There, Jesus was led by the Spirit for forty days (Luke 4:12 ESV), after which time He hungered. Dr. C.M. Luxmoore suggests that these days
correspond to Israel’s wilderness sojourn (Num. 14:34), ‘forty days—a day a year’
(Bible Readings on the Gospels, 1927, p.30). It is probable that Matthew records the
correct sequence of the temptations (Mat. 4:1-13); but along with Matthew, Luke
shows that Jesus’ every response to temptation was from God’s word (Deut. 8:3;
6:13; Ps. 91:11-12; Deut. 6:16). Jesus was tempted and He was without sin (Heb.
4:15). ‘And ye know that he was manifested to take away sins; and in him is no sin’
(1 John 3:5 RV).
Having vanquished Satan, Jesus then returned to Galilee ‘in the power of the Spirit’
(Luke 4:14), and He came to Nazareth. This was the town ‘where He was nursed’
(William Tyndale)—it was where He was brought up, and it was here that He was
known. In the synagogue on the Sabbath day (v.16) the people wondered at His
words of grace (v.22); but they asked, ‘Is not this Joseph’s son?’ ‘No prophet is
acceptable in his own country’ (v.24) is so true! The widow of Sarepta (Zarephath)
and Naaman the Syrian are cases in point, and being reminded of this, the people
were ‘filled with wrath’ (v.28). They cast Him out of their city and tried to throw
Him from the brow of the hill. Jesus, however, passed through their midst and went
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on His way (v.30), coming down to Capernaum, where the people were amazed at
His power (v.36).
Robert J. Butler
From Mount Forest: ‘Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit’ and ‘led by the Spirit’ When
Moses entered into his service for God before Pharaoh, Egypt’s magicians imitated
the first two plagues. The third—the gnats—was beyond them, and they correctly
told Pharaoh, ‘This is the finger of God’ (Ex. 8:19 ESV). The writing of the ten
commandments on the tablets was ‘with the finger of God’ (Ex. 31:18). Knowing
these expressions, the Lord ascribed His ability to cast out demons likewise to ‘the
finger of God’ (Luke 11:20). So that we may not be in doubt about the meaning, the
parallel account in Matthew (12:28) says, ‘But if it is by the Spirit of God …’ The
finger of God is therefore a metaphor for the work of the indwelling Holy Spirit
[though Exodus 31:18 could describe the direct work of God—M.A.]. In Luke 4 we
find the Lord entering into His ministry and casting out demons (vv.35,41), healing
(v.39) and evading a death squad (v.30). These events Luke records to demonstrate
the outworking of his opening statements about the Lord: ‘Jesus, full of the Holy
Spirit’ and ‘led by the Spirit’ (v.1).
Verse 14 says, ‘Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit to Galilee … and he taught
in their synagogues.’ We must not relegate His Spirit empowered preaching in
comparison with His miracles and signs. In the temptations each of Christ’s
responses was likewise a powerful application of the word of God to its human
subjects; in Luke’s account He was not telling the devil what to do, but subjecting
Himself to the Spirit given word of God which forbade His compliance with the
devil’s offers. In our day there are those who still look for the miraculous, but fail to
heed the clear teaching of the word of God. Yet if we are to defeat the evil one we
will be required, like Christ, to apply the Word to ourselves, until ‘Be gone’ is
appropriate (Mat. 4:10).
In 1 Corinthians 12:11 Paul concludes a list of evidences of the Spirit’s work in the
Body, differently for each member, and makes the point that ‘All these are
empowered by one and the same Spirit, who apportions to each one individually as
he wills.’ But John commented that God gives (Christ) ‘the Spirit without measure’
(John 3:34). Here the AV explanatory addition ‘unto him’ appears helpful in a verse
that can be justifiably translated in several different ways. John 3:35 may confirm the
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intent to show the unlimited giving of the Spirit by the Father to the Son [Comment
7]. When Paul commanded us to ‘be filled with the Spirit’ (Eph. 5:18) he knew
there were other possibilities—that we might prevent such filling by worthless
preoccupation with worldly things. Not so with the Lord. And if Paul could put
before disciples the possibility that they could be ‘a letter from Christ delivered by
us, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone
but on tablets of human hearts’ (2 Cor. 3:3), we find in Luke 4 the one sent from
God, upon whom the Finger of God found no resistance to His writing, as depicted
in the fine flour of the meal offering (Lev. 2).
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Resisting deceptions Jesus was full of the Holy Spirit, who
had descended on Him like a dove. Believers who are full of the Holy Spirit are well
armed against the strongest temptations. Jesus was newly returned from Jordan
where He was baptized and owned by a voice from heaven to be the beloved Son
of God. Sometimes we feel that if the Holy Spirit leads us, it will always be ‘beside
the still waters’. But that is not necessarily true. The Holy Spirit led Jesus into the
desert for a long and difficult time of testing, and He may also lead us into difficult
situations. Satan tempted Eve in the Garden, and he also tempted Jesus in the
wilderness. Satan is a real being, not merely a symbol or an idea. He constantly
fights against God and those who follow and obey God. Jesus was a prime target for
his temptations.
Luke presents the order of the temptation as it affected Christ’s human nature,
body, soul and spirit in the perfect Man. (Matthew’s order is different.) The first
temptation concerned the body: ‘If You are the Son of God, command this stone to
become bread’ (v.3 NKJV); the second the soul: ‘Therefore, if You will worship
before me, all will be Yours’ (v.7); the third the spirit: ‘If You are the Son of God,
throw Yourself down from here’ (v.9). The whole Man was tested. Satan’s attempt
was to deflect Jesus from the cross and to win the people through other means, but
Jesus could not respond to pride, vainglory or a kingdom without the cross. This
testing of the last Adam (1 Cor. 15:45) in the wilderness was in striking contrast to
that of the first Adam in the Garden of Eden. The first Adam, as lord of the first
creation acting in his obedience to God, fell and lost all. But the last Adam, as
servant in submission to the Father, acted wholly in dependence upon the Father,
and in thus resisting the three fold temptation of the devil, regained all. He thus
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proved His worthiness and ability as the sinless one to redeem sinners, as the true
one rejecting Satan’s lies, to declare truth as the prophet; and rejecting Satan’s
kingship, to be the true King of kings and Ruler of the redeemed earth.
Temptations often come after a high point in our spiritual lives or ministries.
Remember that Satan chose the timing for his attacks. We need to be on our guard
in times of victory, for, just as much as in times of discouragement, Satan is
constantly fighting against those who follow and obey God. Satan’s temptations are
real, and he is always trying to get us to do things his way or ours, rather than God’s.
Jesus was indeed tempted by Satan, but He never sinned. Although we may feel
dirty after being tempted, we should remember that the temptation itself is not sin.
We sin when we give in and disobey God. Remembering this will help us walk away
from the temptation, knowing and obeying God’s word as an effective weapon
against temptation—that offensive weapon provided in the Christian ‘armour’ (Eph.
6:17). Jesus used scripture to counter Satan’s attacks, and we can do the same. But
to use it effectively we must have faith in God’s promises, because Satan also knows
scripture and is proficient at twisting it to suit his purpose. Obeying the Scriptures is
more important than simply having a verse to quote. So we have to read them daily
and apply them to our life. Then our sword will always be sharp.
James 4:7 says, ‘Therefore submit to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from
you.’ God has already defeated Satan (Col. 2:13-15; Rev. 12:10-12), and when
Christ returns Satan and all he stands for will be eliminated forever (Rev. 20:10-15).
Satan is here now, however, and he is trying to win us over to his evil cause. With
the Holy Spirit in our lives we can resist Satan and he will flee from us.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Resistance to enemy deceptions Luke records three sample
temptations, yet states the Lord Jesus was tempted for the full 40 days. Mark gives
no detail, but confirms the 40 days testing. Matthew seems to imply 40 days of
solitude, probably in communion with God the Father, followed by the same three
illustrative temptations. Since our Lord was tempted ‘in all points like as we are’ it
seems logical to deduce that there were more temptations than those three
recorded; however, John groups these into three generic types (1 John 2:16) which
cover most events in our lives [Comment 8].
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Only two other people are mentioned in the Bible as having completed a forty
day-long fast—Moses (Ex. 34:28-29) and Elijah (1 Kin. 19:7-9). The accounts written
of three events widely spaced in time which have similar factors linking them
together is another evidence of the inspiration of the Bible. The significance is
clear—the Law, then the Prophets and finally the Gospels, are delivered by those
who have spent time alone with God and who have had a supernatural overcoming
of bodily weakness. The three met again on the Mount of Transfiguration (Luke
9:28-32).
Death by withdrawal of water can take place in five days in such hot conditions as
would be found in the Judean wilderness. Death by starvation takes longer, as
evidenced by the I.R.A. hunger strikes in 1981. Those men were in their early
twenties: they were prisoners who were inactive, inside a building, not subject to
temperature extremes and who had water available. The mean time to death was
62 days. However, by day 40 all of these men were unable perform everyday tasks
such as walking and talking coherently. There were others who survived for a mean
of 37 days until the end of the hunger strike. Many of these had resulting long-term
health problems including digestive, visual, physical and neurological disabilities. This
evidence proves divine intervention in the three biblical fasts.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1981_Irish_hunger_strike#Participants_who_died on
hunger_strike)
Although free from the penalty of sin, the believer still has a daily battle with sin.
Our adversary is always active and is adept at exploring our weaknesses until one is
found which can be exploited (1 Pet. 5:8). He has great powers and is able to quote
scripture, although he misapplies it to suit his purposes. Nowhere in scripture do we
have a description of a physical appearance. Our warfare is not physical but spiritual
(2 Cor. 10:4-5). Even although he knows he has been defeated, Satan’s
determination to destroy the works of God is unchanged (Rev. 12:12). As believers
we need to be prepared for this onslaught.
The apostle Paul’s letter, written whilst under guard in prison, gives us excellent
advice (Eph. 6:12-18). Like a soldier, we need protecting from wounds. Again we
must be familiar with this armour to benefit from it. Young David was not
accustomed to armour and chose not to use it (1 Sam. 17:39) [Comment 9]. Note
the emphasis on ‘stand’: We are to maintain our spiritual position in the face of the
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Adversary. In the Napoleonic wars the infantry square was an excellent protection
against cavalry—but only if every soldier kept his position.
The inseparable links between the armour Paul describes and the applied word of
God in a believer are clear to see. If we are to be fully equipped and ready for the
conflict, we need to have experience of using it. Our arsenal has truth,
righteousness, the gospel of peace, faith, salvation and the word of God. If any part
of the Roman soldier’s equipment was missing he was much more vulnerable. The
two part strategy James gives us draws us nearer to God and so less vulnerable to
Satan (James 4:7).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Resisting temptations employed by the enemy The disputations of
sin and the panoply of satanic inducements have remained essentially the same since
the entrapment of Eve and rebellion of Adam in the garden of Eden. The malevolent
force of evil seeks principally to bait the righteous with ‘… the lust of the flesh, the
lust of the eyes, and the pride of life …’ (1 John 2:16 AV). This probably shows the
dynamics of the devil’s own fall from divine privilege. For even though the angelic
hosts are of a higher order than mankind, there seems an affinity in the workings of
evil in both creatures. Lucifer was the seal of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect
in beauty. Yet his heart became proud on account of his beauty and he corrupted
his wisdom because of his splendour (Ezek. 28:15-18). Isaiah 14:12-15 describes
the catastrophic fall of the prince of darkness who in his twisted rage seeks to corrupt
all God’s children.
It is the audacity of evil that Satan nursed the strange belief that he could get the
Holy One of God, the Word made flesh, God in human form—Emmanuel—to
succumb. How could He, who in the beginning was the Word and the Word was
with God and the Word was God (John 1:1), be challenged, in the face no doubt of
blinding hunger, to turn stones to bread as a proof of His divinity? Did Satan suspect
that the weakening of Jesus’ flesh could have induced some doubt in Him?
Nevertheless, the Lord laid down the essential principle for the righteous in this battle
with the purveyor of evil: ‘It is written’ (v.4). It really does not matter what the
argument of sin is, whether it is for stones to be turned to bread to satiate the Lord’s
genuine hunger, or for Him to bow down and worship Satan in exchange for the
authority and splendour of the kingdoms of the world, or for Him to jump down in
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hope of an assured angelic intervention, if He was the Son of God. It is the written,
unerring word of God which has been settled forever in heaven, that is the sure
means of protection and victory (Ps. 119:89). Also, in a coming day, the righteous
will overcome the devil by the blood of the Lamb and the word of their testimony
(Rev. 12:11).
There is an ever present danger not to trust in the Lord with all our heart, and the
injunction is forceful that we should allow the word of Christ to dwell in us richly in
all wisdom (Col. 3:16).
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberkenfig): The whole thrust of the Adversary’s frontal attack on the Saviour
was to create a wedge between Him and His Father, seeking to draw the Lord into
acting independently of the one who had sent Him and whose glory He ever sought.
Satan was well aware of the fact that as the Son of God there was nothing that was
outwith Christ’s authority even in His humanity, and therefore He could really
choose to do as He wanted without resorting to the counsel of the Father. In effect,
he was saying to the Lord: ‘You have the ability to change a stone into a loaf; why
not prove you can do something that is really startling’; ‘You can worship whom you
like’; ‘You don’t need your Father’s word to ensure your own physical safety’. The
Lord’s utter dependence in His life on earth is well illustrated in the Messianic words
of Psalm 22: 9-10 (RV): ‘But thou art he that took me out of the womb: Thou didst
make me trust when I was upon my mother’s breasts. I was cast upon thee from the
womb: Thou art my God from my mother’s belly’ (RV).
R.B.F.
2. (Buckhaven): We agree that naqam in Isaiah 61 is correctly rendered ‘vengeance’
as the universal Biblical sense, yet such a respected commentator as A. Motyer (Isaiah,
Tyndale, IVP, 377) draws from several passages ‘just requital, the apportionment of
what is justly due (35:4; 47:3; 59:17; 63:4; cf. the verb in 1:24)’. Recompense of this
sort does have relevance; the LXX word could have been chosen to bring this out.
M.A.
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3. (Cromer): Building on the question whether the Lord could physically have
yielded to the temptations of Satan is the question whether He could morally have
done so. To this, we say emphatically no. See Introducing.
J.T.N.
The Lord’s daily delight was in doing the will of His Father at all times; this was His
constant occupation (John 4:34; 8:29). At no time was His will ever at variance with
the Father’s. In deity there is complete oneness in essence and counsel—‘I and the
Father are one’ (10:30; cp.17:22). This ‘togetherness’ also applied in the Lord’s
humanity. At that moment of cross contemplation, the Lord was not saying His will
was antithetical to the Father’s, and He would rather not go through with what was
ahead of Him personally and experientially; nor would He have chosen a different
direction to take when faced with the awaiting agony of His soul. It was simply a case
of His intense feelings being expressed that if there had been any other way to deal
with the sin problem it may well have been preferable, as being far more sufferable.
R.B.F.
4. (Greenock): In later years, it was the practice in synagogues to follow prescribed
readings from Moses, then the prophets (see Acts 13:14-15). It is not known whether
that was the practice in Nazareth at this time. If so, then no doubt the overruling of
God combined with the prompting of the Spirit to bring Him forward to read from
the prophets on the very day set aside for Isaiah 61.
J.T.N.
5. (Greenock): On the grounds that Isaiah was repeatedly given messages for his
own generation as well as having future application, we can readily understand the
opening of Isaiah 61 as at one level true of the prophet’s ministry. He could preach
good news of the Lord’s care for the poor, spiritual release for prisoners and insight
for the blind; bind up the broken hearted; and proclaim the prospect of the coming
physical healing and spiritual rebirth through the Messiah. In Josiah’s time there would
even come years of the Lord’s favour.
M.A.
6. (Greenock): Would Mary have been so embarrassed, who had stored up in her
heart the expectation of the day in which He would come forth as the Saviour of
Israel (Luke 1:32-33)? If not embarrassed, then perhaps concerned, for she knew
with that revelation would come pain (2:35).
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7. (Mount Forest): Is not the giving of the Spirit to us also unlimited, since the Spirit
indwells us in the fullness of His person, rather than, say, as a measure of impersonal
divine power? No doubt the gifts He imparts are granted according to His will, but
to be emptied of self and filled with the Spirit promises all the power with which the
Lord returned triumphant from the wilderness (Luke 4:14). It seems to me that, in
living in the fullness of the Spirit, the Lord received no greater power than is available
to us, but demonstrated the reality of what it means to live in His power instead of
our own: ‘”As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending you.” And when he had
said this, he breathed on them and said to them, “Receive the Holy Spirit.”’ (John
20:21-22 ESV).
J.T.N.
8. (Southport): Since the devil was to return later (Luke 4:13), there seems no need
to deduce from Hebrews 4:15 that every point was included in the forty days.
‘Completed’ (RV) can imply the end of those three vital points described.
M.A.
9. (Southport): David’s choice enabled him to win his battle for he had spiritual
armour for spiritual warfare. For us as for him there is no other choice possible if we
are to be victorious.
P.D.
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Introducing

May

SOME JOURNEYS AND EVENTS OF THE SON OF MAN ON EARTH
We are indebted to Doctor Luke,
directed and guided by the Spirit of
God, for his attention to detail in
ensuring such an accurate record would
be kept of the many places visited and
incidents that took place in the
extremely busy life of the Lord Jesus
during ‘the days of His flesh’ on planet
earth.

faith of four faithful friends of a paralytic
was rewarded (Luke 5:20), not only in
the sufferer being released from his
straitjacketed physical condition, but
also his spiritual bondage, and that of his
friends too, coming to believe in the
Great Physician who can heal body and
soul. From there, some time later, the
Lord makes His way to the public tax
collector’s office at the roadside to call
an official of an earthly government to
change guard and serve in the royal and
divine kingdom. Onward and forward to
the farm fields, where the bunch of
religious miscreants ever on the lookout
to trip Him up, are challenged as to
their ignorance of scripture.

In the passage before us this month,
the Lord first came to the lake shore
and made such an impact upon four
fishermen that their lives were changed
forever. Although Andrew is not
mentioned by name we would presume
he was present with his brother Simon
clearing the nets of all sorts of debris.
Assuming the events noted here are
time sequenced, He then makes His
way to the city streets where He
encounters a leper. The touch of His
hand and the commanding word of God
from His mouth, bring about a
transformation both physical and
spiritual, we would understand. On to
the wilderness He travels for private
prayer to His Father (Luke 5:1,12,16).

At least a week later, the Lord is found
in the synagogue restoring the
appearance and capacity of the
deformed hand of a God-fearing
worshipper (5:27; 6:3-4, 10). Finally, it’s
on to the hilltop for an all-night prayer
meeting with sweet and close
communion with the One who means
everything to Him (6:12).
The Lord help us faithfully to follow
the footsteps of the Master that we too
might make a difference to folks’ lives.
R.B.F.

His next stop, the following day, finds
Him in His own residential dwelling in
Capernaum (see Mark 2:1). Here the
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From Study Groups
THE SON OF MAN HAS AUTHORITY (Luke 5-6:19)
From Aberdeen: The Son of Man is a lowly title for the one who is the Son of God.
Nevertheless, it is a title that He owned, often referring to Himself as the Son of Man.
However, as well as drawing our attention to His manhood, there is a majesty about this
description of Christ: it applies uniquely to Christ. The wonderful thing is that the Son
of Man is also the Son of God. No other man could ever equal the Son of Man. In
contrast to all men, the Son of Man was the perfect man. He was without blemish. So,
although Ezekiel was addressed as ‘son of man, he was a prophet who foreshadowed
the Prophet who would come as the Son of Man [Comment 1].
By telling the palsied man to take up his bed and walk, the Son of Man demonstrated
His authority here on earth, in the days of His flesh, to forgive sins. What authority and
what power He showed on that notable day, when the power of the Lord was with Him
to heal! Not long before this, the Lord had touched the leprous man and healed him.
Often the Lord reached out and touched people. Some indeed touched Him, in faith,
and were healed. Today, the Lord’s touch still has authority and healing power; His
healing touch is needed yet amidst this bustling twenty-first century, so crammed full
of technology.
How instructive is the example of the Lord, even as the crowds began to grow in size,
due to the reports of His healing miracles. Yet at this point we read how ‘he withdrew
himself in the deserts and prayed’ (Luke 5:16 RV). And again, we read how ‘he went out
into the mountain to pray; and he continued all night in prayer to God’ (Luke 6:12).
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: Solitude in the Lord’s ministry In Matthew 6:6 the Lord Jesus said,
‘But when you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who
is in secret. And your Father who sees in secret will reward you’ (ESV). According to Dr.
Strong’s Concordance the ‘room’ here is an ‘inner chamber used for privacy’. It becomes
obvious that in His busy, very public life, the Lord Jesus needed time in private where
He could speak to His Father, not only to unburden Himself but also to receive the
commandments for the day (cp. Isaiah 50). This He did by withdrawing to lonely places
by Himself, as we see in Luke 6:12, where He spent all night in prayer prior to the
choosing of the twelve apostles, and again in both Matthew 14:23 and Mark 1:35. Mark
indicates that His rising to pray was ‘very early in the morning’, whilst Matthew shows
us how necessary prayer was, not only before any action He took, but also afterwards.
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Very often we pray before an event, but seldom return for the protection of prayer
afterwards, when we are most at risk of falling foul of the adversary’s temptation towards
pride in what we have done. Perhaps the most poignant of all His examples is His time
spent in Gethsemane. John 18:2 tells us that Judas knew the place, because Jesus ‘often’
visited there. It was a retreat that gave Him respite from His busyness and where He
could enjoy the communion of His Father. It is significant that the disciples all went to
Gethsemane with Him; most were left on entering (Mat. 26:36), whilst He took with
Him Peter, James and John. Similarly they were left behind as He went on to where He
could be alone in His agony. There is a place when we too need the company of many
friends as we seek comfort through the difficulties of life. Then again there will be times
when only a few close friends will share in our trial. But there will also be many times
when we will need this ‘alone’ time with our God, pouring out our innermost feelings
and thoughts to the one who will always hear our cries and supply the succour we need.
We are led to Hebrews 5:7: ‘In the days of his flesh, Jesus offered up prayers and
supplications, with loud cries and tears, to him who was able to save him from death,
and he was heard because of his reverence’. This supports so well the truths of Hebrews
2:17-18 and 4:15-16, both showing the merciful, faithful nature of the Son who
identified Himself so deeply with man, in order that He could sustain us in our need,
especially when we come to the throne of grace. Little wonder then that God provides
us with the ‘cloak’ of all prayer and supplication, which is to be utilised at all times, with
all perseverance, under the guiding hand of the Spirit—all of which we see in the prayer
life of the Lord Jesus as He resorted to the quiet solitude of lonely places.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: ‘But that ye may know that the Son of man hath power on earth to
forgive sins … “Arise, and take up thy couch, and go into thy house”’ (Luke 5:24, RV).
The Greek word exousia’ used in this verse, is usually translated in English using either
the word ‘power’ or the word ‘authority’. When translated ‘power’ as above, it is used
in the sense of ‘right’ or ‘privilege’. Pilate also used this word when he said ‘… I have
power to crucify thee …’, and the Lord used the same word in His reply, when He said
‘Thou wouldst have no power (i.e. no right, no authority, no privilege, no freedom to do
anything) against me except it were given thee from above’ (John 19:10-11). In contrast
to the word exousia is the Greek word dunamis, also translated ‘power’, as in Luke 5:17:
‘the power of the Lord was with him to heal’. In this case the word means the explosive,
dynamic, wonder-working power of God (our English word ‘dynamite’ is derived from
this word).
Both the authority to act and speak as the Sovereign Lord of all, and the ability to use
His innate, supernatural power to operate beyond the normal laws of physics, were
delegated to the Lord Jesus as Son of Man, by God the Father.
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The Lord’s use of the words ‘on earth’ in verse 24 shows that the Lord was conscious
of the delegated nature of His power. As Son of God, He was ‘on an equality with God’
(Phil. 2:6). On earth He had ‘emptied himself’ of ‘the glory that was His before the
world was’ (John 17). Therefore, as Son of Man (‘being found in fashion as a man’),
everything He did had to be done in accordance with the will of God. As Son of God
in heaven, the Lord was impervious to the temptations of the Devil. When He came to
earth as Son of Man, Satan tried his utmost to make Him act independently of God, and
found to his frustration that there was nothing of which he could accuse the Lord that
would incline Him to such action (John 14:30). On the contrary, ‘Morning by morning’
His ear was opened to hear what God would have Him do or say (Is. 50:4).
Before He went back to heaven the Lord said to His disciples, ‘All authority (exousia)
hath been given unto me in heaven and on earth. Go ye therefore, and make disciples
… baptizing them … teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I commanded you
…’ (Mat. 28:18-20). Our authority in churches of God to preach and to teach disciples
to serve and worship has been delegated to us from our risen Lord, who now sits ‘on the
right hand of the Majesty on high’ (Heb. 1). Our model is the Son of Man who, when
here on earth, acted in accordance with God’s will and God’s word in everything that
He did.
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Alone with God—The Lord Jesus led a very busy life. In Mark 6:31
(NIRV) we read, ‘… so many people were coming and going that they did not even have
a chance to eat.’ He knew that it was vital that if He was to keep up the pace of spiritual
service He had to spend time alone with God. There are several scriptures in Luke that
tell us that He spent time alone, usually to pray; e.g. ‘Jesus often withdrew to lonely
places and prayed’ (5:16 NIV); ‘One of those days Jesus went out to a mountainside to
pray, and spent the night praying to God’ (6:12); ‘Once when Jesus was praying in
private …’ (9:18); ‘Jesus went out as usual to the Mount of Olives’ (22:39). If it was so
important for the Lord Jesus to spend time alone with God in prayer it must be
important for us to do the same.
The title ‘the Son of Man’ The Lord Jesus was the Son of God, but He also used the title
‘the Son of Man’, showing both His divinity and His humanity. Psalm 8 speaks of the first
man, Adam, as ‘the son of man’ whom God created, crowned with glory and honour,
and ruler over the created world. Sadly, he disobeyed God, and because of his sin
Adam fell from this lofty position of honour, bringing sin and death upon the whole
human race [see Comment 1].
What a contrast it is therefore to read those same scriptures from Psalm 8! They are
quoted again in Hebrews 2:6-9, but this time referring to the Lord Jesus who, in contrast
to Adam, is the obedient one, who bears the title ‘The Son of Man’, who is ‘crowned
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with glory and honour’. He tasted death for every person, thereby ‘bringing many sons
to glory’.
In the future that same Son of Man will come in judgement riding on the clouds of the
sky with power and great glory (Mat. 24:30). This title that He bears is not a lowly title
but an exalted one.
Different modes of living John the Baptist lived a sober life of self-discipline which
included fasting; so did his disciples (v.33). The disciples of the Lord Jesus had Him with
them all the time and just needed to follow His example. He corrected their behaviour
if they strayed, but they could rejoice in the many blessings, both temporal and spiritual,
that they shared with Him every day. In the Lord’s words, ‘How can the guests of the
bridegroom mourn while he is with them?’ (Mat. 9:15).
Another aspect of this is seen in the parable of the wineskins. If you put new wine into
old skins, which are already stretched from previous use, they will burst. In other words,
you can’t mix the new with the old. The old covenant days were coming to a close. The
law and the prophets were until John (Mat. 11:13), and the Lord Jesus was ushering in
the new covenant order. Soon the old ceremonies and sacrifices would be obsolete, and
after His death and resurrection they were indeed. Hebrews 8:13 says, ‘By calling this
covenant “new” he has made the first one obsolete; and what is obsolete and ageing
will soon disappear.”’
John had brought the message of repentance, but now people who believed on Jesus
could have new and abundant life in Him. Here was the new order and the new wine
that could not be contained in the old skins. The old and the new could not mix.
John Parker
From Derby: Ever the Son of God In partaking of flesh and blood, as a man the Lord
Jesus knew all that humankind passed through—the trials, sorrows, the cost of being
here in this scene of disobedience. Hebrews 5:7-8 speaks of the days of His flesh and
tells us that there were prayers that were offered ‘with strong crying and tears’ (RV). The
Lord saw all around Him the consequences of sin—man's hatred and rebellion against
His Father, God, and living amongst it caused Him many a sorrow. They hated Him
without a cause, and attributed His works to Beelzebub when He did so much good
and effected healing and gave blessing to all. Seeing everything around Him caused Him
heartache (Ps .69:20).
He continually needed to speak to His God and Father, who was able to save Him out
of death, but not from it. He also learned what it cost to be obedient in this world of
disobedience. He entered into all that man experienced as we have already stated, but
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always without sin. He was the perfect man. We thought of Philippians 2:5-11 which
speaks of the Lord emptying Himself, becoming a bondservant. Men saw Him as an
ordinary man, but He was the Eternal Son of God, and was never divested of this whilst
here on earth.
Luke 2:14 (RV margin) reads, ‘Peace, good pleasure among men’. This was the
message of the heavenly host concerning the Lord at His coming to earth. We can recall
Isaiah 40:9: ‘O thou that tellest good tidings to Zion, Jerusalem lift up thy voice with
strength; lift it up, be not afraid: say unto the cities of Judah, Behold, your God!‘ It was
a time when the Lord came to His own, but they rejected all the blessings that would
have been theirs had they received Him. We know these verses will have fulfilment in
the future when the Lord is accepted by Israel in revealing Himself to them.
From Luke 1:67-80 we read of the work of John the Baptist. Zacharias commences
in verse 68 with ‘Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel: For he hath visited and wrought
redemption for his people.’ These verses speak of the work of the Baptist, and his
mission is clearly seen in verses 76-79. The Lord's disciples knew His blessing, and the
people of Israel saw it too. John's message, and also the Lord's, was for people to repent
(Luke 3:3-8; Matthew 3:2; cp. Mat. 4:17 and Mark 1:14-15). The Lord was able to do
what John could not. John's mission was to prepare the people for the Lord’s coming.
While in prison, John asks ‘Art thou he that cometh, or look we for another?’ Matthew
11:5 tells of the good things the Lord had accomplished. The Lord was here amongst
men: it was a time to rejoice.
We also thought that the parable of the garment and the wineskins would speak of
the contrast of the dispensations: the Old Covenant coming to an end with the Lord
accomplishing His Father’s work; the New Covenant coming in through the Lord's death
(Heb. 9:11-28) with the day of grace bringing blessing to both Jew and Gentile alike.
G.W. Conway
From Greenock: The importance of solitude Jesus is the only Person who has come
from heaven to live on earth, which by definition means that He whom all heaven
worshipped knew solitude on earth as a homeless stranger. He was as an alien from
another world, whose purpose in coming to earth was to die for the sins of the world,
to redeem humankind, and to restore back to God all that had been lost in the fall of
man.
One of the many griefs that filled Jesus' heart during His ministry was that no one
understood Him. How could the finite mind of man comprehend in any measure the
infinite mind of God the Son? Of Him it was true as it was of the Father: ‘As the heavens
are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than
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your thoughts’ (Is. 55:9 NIV). Neither His brothers and sisters, nor His disciples, nor
religious leaders, nor the people of Israel understood Him or His ministry. Such was His
heavenly-minded character and His intrinsic holiness that He was as a stranger in His
own home and among His own people in the world His hands had made. Mans
expectations of Him were at odds with His own. His people wanted their Messiah to
come to deliver them from the power and the bondage of Rome. He had come as a
servant to do His Fathers will and to die for the sins of the world on a cross of shame.
Since sin does not trouble some people, how should a Saviour from sin delight them?
[Comment 2]
In the midst of the Lord’s daily busy schedule of preaching, teaching and healing there
were times when He longed for solitude, to get away from the demanding, clamouring
crowds of people and to be alone with His Father and the Holy Spirit. Oh the solace
and the blessed release from tension where He could be as one in communion with
God the Father, and God the Holy Spirit—one God in three Persons as they had been
from eternal ages!
Solitude in their wilderness experiences brought out the best in the characters of
Moses, David and Paul—qualities needed to shepherd and lead God’s people. Jesus
was tempted forty days and forty nights by the devil in the wilderness, but He was
perfect and sinless, and the solitude of that extreme privation couldn't improve His
unblemished character. Yet there were times when God the Son in His humanity sought
solitude.
John Peddie
From Halifax: Jesus’ Galilean ministry now brought Him to the shore of Lake
Gennesaret—the ‘Sea of Chinnereth’ of Numbers 34:11 and Joshua 13:27. Here the
multitude pressed upon Him, so much so that He took to Simon’s fishing boat, from
which vantage He taught God’s word (Luke 5:1-3). Having finished speaking, Jesus
instructed Peter to launch his boat into the deep and there to let down the nets (v.4).
Although the fishermen had toiled through the night for naught, Peter was willing to act
on Jesus’ word. What a haul was taken, enough fish to fill both boats F.W. Farrar writes
of Simon, ‘A flash of supernatural illumination had revealed to him both his own sinful
unworthiness and who He was who was with him in the boat’ (The Life of Christ, 1885,
p.114).
On one of those days when Jesus was teaching, Pharisees and teachers of the law
were present (v.17). Finding no way through the crowd, some men brought their
paralysed friend on to the roof and lowered him through the tiling down to Jesus. Seeing
their faith, He said, ‘Man, thy sins are forgiven thee’ (v.20 AV). All were amazed as they
saw the palsied man healed, testimony indeed that ‘the Son of Man hath power upon
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earth to forgive sins’ (v.24). Likewise, Jesus powerfully demonstrated that the Son of Man
was ‘Lord also of the sabbath’ (6:5). ‘Stretch forth thy hand’ (v.10), He said to a man in
the synagogue, and his hand was restored whole. The scribes and Pharisees there were
‘filled with madness’ (v.11); their rage being almost akin to insanity. How different from
those in Luke 5:26 who had been ‘filled with fear’, saying, ‘We have seen strange things
today’!
Robert J. Butler
From Mount Forest: The Lord explained the different practice of John's and His
disciples. In Luke 5:34 both were categorized as ‘sons of the bride—chamber’, i.e.
attendants or special guests. The difference was that His disciples had the close
presence of their Bridegroom (Christ), whereas John's did not [Comment 3]. Fasting by
such was inappropriate while the Bridegroom was present. Revelation 19:9 raises
interesting comparisons [Comment 4].
Luke 3:20 indicates that John the Baptist who had rejoiced at Christ's presence (John
3:29), had been taken from his disciples: but were they fasting just because of the loss
of their leader? The parable might simply mean that . However, Ezra 8:21 or Isaiah 58:6
may be applicable [Comment 5]. Surely they were praying for the consolation, or
entreaty, of Israel to be fulfilled from on high, for Johns ministry was designed to
emphasize the need for repentance and preparedness for the Messiah. Fasting was
therefore appropriate as they waited for God to respond. The Twelve actually had the
King in their midst, already recognized, for instance, by John, Andrew, Philip and
Nathanael (John 1:19-49). Some left John to be with the Lord: that was the right thing
to do. But when would the Lord's disciples have the Bridegroom taken from them, so
that they too should fast?
Although He left them at Mount Olivet (Luke 24:50; Acts 1:12), it was with the earlier
assurance (Mat.28:16-20) that He would nevertheless be with them constantly. In Acts
1:9 the Greek verb for ‘taken away’ (or lifted up) is epairo; in Luke 5:35 it is apairo, and
the Lord is seen there as passive in being ‘removed’ from His disciples. It seems that the
Lord's statement applies to Him being taken from the disciples at Calvary rather than at
Olivet; but their fasting in sorrow then would not be expected to continue after He
rejoined them, for He broke it (Luke 24:30,41; John 21:12). This is not addressing
appropriateness of fasting today, simply the specific fasting referenced by the Lord
[Comment 6].
The Lords parable amplifies the difference between John and Himself. The Lord did
not come to destroy the old covenant, but to bring a new and better covenant. Hebrews
is an extensive commentary on this point (e.g. 8:6-13). There would be no logic in trying
to apply a bit of the new to address the deficiencies of the old; both would suffer (in
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parable the new is ‘rent’ and there is a mismatch with the old). Its interesting that the
Lord uses different words for ‘new’ for the new garment and the new wine. The garment
is new (Gk. kainos) in the sense of being different from the old; the wine is new (Gk.
neos), as being more recent. A new garment must be a total replacement, even though
it may satisfy some of the other's purposes. The new fruit of the vine needs its own
container; a similar contrast would be between stone tablets and human hearts as
receptacles of Gods law (Heb. 10:16). The Lord was about to embark on teaching the
beatitudes (Luke 6:20 f), spoken to people under the old covenant and more than likely
only a true statement of what God had always wanted to see in its adherents. But
Christ's explanation of God's expectations was both new in time and new in
quality/character, therefore seen as different. The questioners, comparing Christ’s
disciples to John's, lacked understanding of such things. Christ was giving them the
possibility of a fresh appreciation of what really matters. But perhaps we, like them, are
not noted for being open-minded, and we may prefer old constraints we have grown up
with (Luke 5:39).
A. Hydon, G.M. Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: The Son of Man has authority The phrase ‘Son of Man’ is found
in the Old Testament in the Psalms, Ezekiel and Daniel. According to some
commentaries, in Matthew the phrase occurs over 30 times, in Mark 15 times, in Luke
25 times and in John 12 times. ‘Son of Man’ is the favourite self-designation of Jesus in
the Gospels. It is always from the mouth of Jesus Himself that it occurs, except once
when the bystanders ask what He means by the title (John 12:34). Outside the gospels
it occurs only once in the Acts, in Stephen's speech (Acts 7:56) and twice in the book
of Revelation (1:13; 14:14). At first sight it appears so apt a term for the human element
in our Lord’s person, the divine element being similarly denoted by the title ‘Son of
God’. The Messiah is the Son of Man [see Comment 1].
When Jesus told the paralysed man (Luke 5:18-24) his sins were forgiven, the Jewish
leaders accused Him of blasphemy—claiming to be God or to do what only God can
do. In Jewish law blasphemy was punishable by death (Lev. 24:16). In labelling Jesus’
claim to forgive sins as blasphemous, the religious leaders did not understand that He
is God and that He has God’s power to heal both the body and the soul. Forgiveness of
sins was a sign that the Messianic age had come. Jesus’ linking of healing with
forgiveness is also evidence that human wholeness is His concern. Obviously,
forgiveness of sins is our greater need, but Jesus does not assert that very real need for
divine forgiveness without affirming His partnering concern for human suffering. He
claimed ‘I, the Messiah, the Son of Man, have the authority on earth to forgive sins’
(Luke 5:24).
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According to verses 15-16, people were clamouring to hear Jesus preach and to have
their diseases healed, but Jesus made sure He often withdrew to quiet, solitary places
to pray in sustaining His ministry (5:16; 6:12; 9:18). Seeking solitude was an important
priority for Jesus. He made room in His busy schedule to be alone with His Father. The
gospel writers note that before every important event in Jesus’ life He took time to go
off by Himself and pray.
Many things clamour for attention and we often run ourselves ragged attending to
them. Like Jesus, however, we should take time to withdraw to a quiet place to pray.
Strength comes from God, and we can get it only by spending time with Him. Spending
time with God in prayer nurtures a vital relationship and equips us to meet life’s
challenges and struggles. Developing the discipline of spending time alone with God will
help us to grow spiritually and become more and more like Christ.
Solitude will strengthen our relationship with God; develop our trust in the Lord; will
help put life in focus; and will give direction for ministry. Today’s world is a noisy one:
it is also a busy world. Don’t let the noises of the world deafen us to God's instruction.
Elijah the prophet lived in a busy time. The kingdom in which Elijah lived was a divided
one. In the midst of his busy time God spoke ‘Go hide yourself’.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Port Harcourt: Solitude most certainly sustained the Lord’s ministry. The ministry
of Christ never knew a better ‘previous’ day. On the contrary, it moved higher with ever
increasing glory. John the Baptist had declared, ‘He must become greater; I must
become less’ (John 3:30 NIV). Taking the divinity of the Lord into account might make
us consider this as deterministic, propelled by omniscience and omnipotence.
Nevertheless, we explore the role of solitude in His ministry.
The Lord often chose quiet places, not just any place, and prayed in communion with
His Father (Luke 5:16). Luke 6:12 says ‘… Jesus went out to a mountainside to pray and
spent the night praying to God’ showing the time dimension. Clearly, the Lord’s ministry
sustained His intimacy with the Father in a quiet place and at a quiet time. There was
and is no substitute for such.
In this era of ‘over-spiritualisation of the Scriptures’ it is held that the quiet place is the
serene heart. Why did Christ choose a quiet place then? Could He not have found a
quiet place in His own heart, instead of going to the mountainside? The lesson here is
that the environment affects the level of solitude, and if we are to have communion,
physical serenity (quietness of environment) is very important. Time of engagement is
also key. Christ chose the period of the day with the least acoustic disturbance. We
should attempt these in our morning devotions.
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Lastly, Christ’s perfect choice of place and time for prayer shows us the importance
He attached to prayer. Quiet place and quiet time are the requirements for undisturbed
prayers that will not only simulate the Eden of God where fellowship was known with
God, but can improve stamina for effectual communion.
Eliezer Okeke
From Southport: The title Son of Man The first occurrence of ‘son of man’ in the RV
is in Numbers 23:19 where the contrast between eternal God and mortal man is
emphasised. In the Psalms, the phrase is used together with ‘What is man?’ to show the
vast gulf between God and men (8:4)[see Comment 1]. Isaiah used ‘son of man’ on two
occasions, again speaking of mortal man and his successive generations. Jeremiah used
the phrase speaking of cities being destroyed in judgment, and none of the next
generation would inhabit them: Edom (49:18), Hazor (49:33) and Babylon (50:40).
Edom, the land lying to the southeast of Judah, is now an uninhabited wilderness. Hazor
was destroyed by Joshua (Josh. 11:10-12) and later rebuilt; it was finally destroyed by
Tiglath-Pileser in 732 BC. (Jer. 49:33). Babylon’s moat did dry up as prophesied (Jer.
50:38). Cyrus diverted the rivers that fed into Babylon’s defences.
The phrase is used most frequently in Ezekiel, occurring ninety-three times. It is first
used immediately after he has seen the glory of God and has thrown himself to the
ground (Ezek. 2:1). He is commanded as ‘son of man’ to stand up! All of these occasions
emphasise the power, infinity and majesty of God (Is. 40:28) compared with Ezekiel,
who as a frail ‘son of man’ came from the dust of the earth—to enjoy a brief life (Ps. 90),
then back to the dust.
Daniel gives us the first instance of ‘Son of Man’ being a revered title (Dan. 7:13). In
his vision this person was brought near to the Ancient of Days. He is given an everlasting
dominion, one which shall not be destroyed. Daniel’s second and final use directs the
title to himself—a mere mortal hearing divine commands being given to Gabriel (Dan.
8:17).
The title ‘Son of Man’ as used by our Lord is an expression of greatest selfdepreciation, and yet at the same time it is the high point of the plan of salvation.
Without becoming man He could not taste death for all men (Heb. 2:9). Our Lord could
have used any of the magnificent names in Isaiah 9:6, and He could have used ‘Son of
God’, but in keeping with His veiled glory He uses the lowly title ‘Son of Man’. It occurs
some eighty times in the gospels and once in the book of Acts, the latter being used by
Stephen, where Luke records the events at his martyrdom (Acts 7:56). The title Son of
Man appears only three times in the rest of the New Testament. This is perfectly in
keeping with the writers seeking to glorify our Lord after His crucifixion and resurrection.
In the synoptic gospels the title Son of God is mostly used by others directing scorn at
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Jesus Christ. The few occasions where it is applied with reverence and accuracy is by
persons who have seen clearly who Jesus is and what He could do, and have humbled
themselves before Him. [Cp. Cromer paper, Section 2, on the Lord returning in
judgement; and Comment 1.]
Paul, immediately after his Damascus road experience, appears in the synagogues
proclaiming Jesus as the Son of God (Acts 9:20). He is able to prove from scripture the
validity of the claim. This same title is used some eight times in John’s writings at the
close of the New Testament. John clearly seeks to honour his Lord and it is incumbent
on us to do likewise as His witnesses.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Ministry sustained by solitude With profound reverence we approach
this subject—the Son of God’s reliance on solitude with His Father for the sustaining of
His earthly ministry. How was this necessary for the one in whom ‘all the fullness of the
Deity lives in bodily form’ (Col. 2:9 NIV), who declared that He is not alone for the
Father is with Him (John 16:32); to whom the Holy Spirit was given without limits (John
3:34); and out of whose fullness we have all received, grace in place of grace already
given (John 1:16)? Yet undeniably He was dependent on His times of solitude with His
Father for renewal. In the divine intercourse of deity, predating the dawn of time, were
not all aspects of the Son’s earthly sojourn covered to render daily engagement
irrelevant? Therein lies the wonderful truth of the relationship between the members of
the Godhead: three distinct personalities yet infinitely one and interdependent: ‘No-one
knows the Son except the Father, and no-one knows the Father except the Son and
those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him’ (Mat. 11:27); and ’The Spirit searches all
things, even the deep things of God (1 Cor. 2:10).
The ministry of the Lord Jesus was premised on one great truth: ‘… God was with him’
(Acts 10:38), and He had come to do God’s will (Heb.10:9). For ‘… when the set time
had fully come, God sent His Son, born of a woman, born under law’ (Gal.4:4), and
also, ‘… the Son can do nothing by himself; he can do only what he sees his Father
doing, because whatever the Father does the Son also does. For the Father loves the Son
and shows him all that he does’ (John 5:19-20). The Lord Jesus’ quest for solitude came
not of any deficiency on His part, but of His deep love for the Father and sheer delight
in communing with Him. He was the perfect Servant of whom the Isaiah spoke: ‘The
Sovereign LORD has given me an instructed tongue, to know the word that sustains the
weary. He wakens me morning by morning, wakens my ear to listen like one being
taught’ (Is. 50:4). He is the Son of God, who in the days of His flesh ‘… offered up
prayers and petitions with loud cries and tears to the one who could save him from
death, and he was heard because of His reverent submission’ (Heb. 5:7). And herein
lies the crux of His practice of solitude: reverent submission to God. For though He is
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in very nature God, yet He did not consider equality with God something to be used to
His own advantage (Phil. 2:5). In Luke 5:16 He needed not to have spent all night in
prayer to determine who the apostles would be; and surely that was not the only point
of His prolonged engagement with His Father: it was exceedingly much more precious
than that! He was always about His Father’s business and needed quality time in
solitude to refresh Himself for the ministry. ‘… In quietness and trust is your strength’
(Is. 30:15).
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberdeen, Cromer and others): The Son of Man Two references to the Son of Man
in this month’s study help give a sense of the meaning behind the title: ‘the Son of Man
has authority on earth to forgive sins’ and ‘the Son of Man is lord of the Sabbath’ (5:24;
6:5 ESV). In this we find a sense of the humility of Christ; and yet, by claiming the title
Son of Man, the Lord was in fact proclaiming His supreme authority on earth—which
extended even to matters reserved for God.
In Daniel 7:13, Daniel sees one ‘like a son of man’ appear before the throne of God,
to receive from Him ‘dominion and glory and a kingdom, that all ... should serve him.’
The kingdom He receives is the mountain which Nebuchadnezzar saw filling the whole
earth, after destruction of gentile empires which had gone before (Dan. 2:34-35,44-45).
It is God’s own kingdom (Dan. 4:2-3,34-35), and in the heavenly scene in chapter 7 He
gives it to this son of man.
In Psalm 8 the son of man again is associated with rule on earth. In the wonder that
God should be mindful of man, David speaks of enowsh, derived from anash (‘frail,
feeble, sick’), which speaks of man in his fallen state. But when he goes on to speak of
the son of man, this is not the son of enowsh, but the son of adam—man in his original,
dignified state as the glory of God’s creation. Certainly it was true that God made Adam
a little lower than the angels, giving him dominion over the works of His hands. But
David speaks here, not of the authority of Adam (who is described as the son of God in
terms of his origin (Luke 3:38)) which was lost through sin, but of the ‘son of Adam’,
interpreted for us in Hebrews 2 as the Lord Jesus Himself (Heb. 2:6-9). It is this son of
man who goes on to display that authority, described in verses 5-8, which Adam lost
when he fell.
So in Daniel 7 and in Psalm 8, the theme is the same. The Son of Man is the one into
whose hands God places the authority of His kingdom to be established on earth. In that
context, there is nothing incongruous about the Son of Man coming ‘in his glory, and all
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the angels with him, then he will sit on his glorious throne …’ (Mat. 25:31). This is not
the humble man upon a throne; it is the Messiah, claiming His divine title, and with it
authority in matters of the law (Luke 6:5) and authority in matters of the human
condition (5:24), because He was God’s own man, exhibiting all the dignity of
uncorrupted humanity and invested with that supremacy which He will soon display as
King amidst an eternal kingdom (Mat. 24:30; 28:28).
J.T.N.
2. (Greenock): While the thoughts of God and the sin-reduced natural mind of man
are as far apart as God declared in Isaiah 55:9, we should avoid giving the impression
that there is no possible communication. The work of the prophets and the ministry of
our Lord were designed to open up a degree of understanding that would prepare
listening hearts for the moment of divine revelation and answering belief. That change
enables the discipled mind to learn by the Spirit’s help, but souls could also be steered
towards it by touches of God’s grace and challenge in earlier life. Like the witness of
creation, the witness of the apostles and other followers of Christ already works on the
minds of those that Jesus draws to Himself.
M.A.
3. (Mount Forest): There may be an element of truth in this suggestion although we
cannot know for sure that John’s disciples spent an awful lot of time away from their
mentor and tutor (cf. John 1:35). Certainly, by comparison, the divine record of the
gospels shows that the Lord’s close followers seemed to be in His presence virtually all
of His daytime whereabouts.
R.B.F.
The point being made seems to me to be that John’s disciples had little opportunity
to take time with Jesus, although some had transferred to following Him, surely
prompted by John (John 1:29-40).
Though John had spoken of himself as friend or attendant of the bridegroom (John
3:29), it is difficult to see the Lord as commending to the Baptist’s followers that they
need not fast, since at that time they had a separate task in calling Israel to repentance,
and the Lord seems to make the contrast clear. Soon John would also be imprisoned.
When, however, they realised that with John’s death, his work as forerunner was
finished, after mourning for him, they could surely look to the Lord and seek to serve in
whatever way He might direct them. Like the 72 after they returned from their mission
(Luke 10:17), they might have heard His ministry at times, and could then learn to
rejoice and not fast.
M.A.
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4. (Mount Forest): A brief comment on this verse would be that the invited guests to
the marriage feast / supper of the Lamb would be all those of faith who are not part of
the church the body of Christ, the latter being described in verse 7 of Revelation 19 as
‘his wife’.
5. (Mount Forest): The fact that John’s diet was what we might regard as restrictive
(Mat. 3:4; Mark 1:6) would not preclude him from fasting and the passage, in my
understanding, would lend more to the thought that his companions in the work would
look upon it as a valuable exercise and therefore make it habitual, long before his
imprisonment.
R.B.F.
Ezra’s call to fasting is comparable, but I do not think we have any evidence that the
disciples of John needed guidance from Isaiah 58:6, i.e. correction of fasting as an
outward show.
6. (Mount Forest): The verbs in Acts 1:9 and Luke 5:35 are both in passive form, but
the usage of the two words supports the difference argued for, while context does
suggest that the bridegroom being removed refers to the Lord’s death. There could,
however, also be relevance to testing situations after Pentecost when the disciples had
to rely on the Holy Spirit rather than the physical presence of the Lord. Fasting could
then be helpful.
M.A.

From the Mail-box
‘THE SON OF MAN’
If the Lord’s audience wondered why
He called Himself ‘Son of Man’ He
doubtless knew they should connect His
appellation to that of Ezekiel. There
were few Old Testament references to
this title outside the book of Ezekiel,
where the title is used of men—mainly
the prophet himself through whom God
spoke to rebellious Israel. Daniel,
however, sees a vision (7:13) of one
‘like’ a son of man, and this vision could
only be of the Christ The vision is

primarily to reveal God's future dealings
with faithful Israel (‘the saints’ 7:18, 21,
25, 27), opposed by Gentile nations and
the kingdom of antichrist. The suffering
saints in those time periods evidently are
those on earth, whereas the saved of our
time will, in the vision of the end, then
have been taken to be with Christ.
Therefore, we may postulate that the
Son of Man is a term that primarily has
to do with God's dealing with Israel, His
earthly people. [Note 1]
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To Israel, to whom Christ was sent, He
almost always presented Himself as the
Son of Man. To the disciples He
declared Himself ‘Lord and Master’
(John 13:14 and, e.g. Mat. 10:25; 21:3;
23:10), and that is what they called Him
(e.g. John.13:6). ‘Lord’ is the usual title
applied to Jesus in Acts and the Epistles.
Stephen, significantly, provides the only
New Testament reference to the title
Son of Man outside the Gospels and
Revelation. Stephen's last words in Acts
7 are a Christ-like intercession for Israel,
his murderers (vv.51-53,60). Why does
He see the one who is now enthroned
‘seated at the right hand of the throne of
the Majesty in heaven’ (Heb.8:1;
Ps.110:1) as ‘standing’ in the heavenly
scene as ‘the Son of Man’? Is Stephen
given a vision of the Son of Man as He
begins His return, and thus the fearful
position of those who are stoning him?
When the Lord said to Israel's leaders
(Mark 14:62) that they would not taste
death until they saw Him as Son of Man
at His coming, it is clear from Matthew
16:27 that the coming is His return to
earth to judge, not His reappearance in
resurrection. Which death did the Lord
mean, then—the first or the second
(Rev. 2:11; 21:8)? [Note 2] How badly
mistaken were those who thought that
by killing Him they would refute His
prediction! The very prophetic words of
the Son of Man will condemn them
(John 12:34, 47-49).

(e.g. Mat.13:41; 19:28; 24:30). In each
case His coming as Son of Man would
primarily have in view His return in glory
to earth, not just to the air. On earth He
will set up His kingdom and act in
judgment as Son of Man, and God will
continue His purposes here among the
Twelve Tribes (Rev. 7:4; 12:17). The
last use of the title is in Revelation
14:14. Some have suggested the
description there is of just another angel,
but it is perhaps better to see the scene
as angels proclaiming to the Son that His
time for judgment has come (in answer
to Rev. 10:6 and John 5:27). If so, the
connection between the titles Son of
Man and the Lamb are perhaps worthy
of consideration as to similarities in
primary application to Israel.
Of course, He was not the son of
Joseph (Luke 3:23), and the title He
chose to use does not give emphasis to
His birth of a woman, Mary. So ‘Son of’
is not primarily conveying the thought of
generation (see Mat. 22:42). Christ is
the Man par excellence, not just ‘first
among equals’ (1 Tim. 2:5). As a man
He represents all that mankind could
ever be, in design—though only in
fulfillment in Him (Col. 1:15f.). God
combines glory and humility. ‘Son of
Man’ is a lowly title in terms of its
evidence of the Son of God's humility,
being born in the likeness of men (Phil.
2:7). Yet it extends to be the applicable
title for Him in His glory (Mat. 25:31). In
Isaiah we find Israel as the people of
God repeatedly depicted as His
‘servant’. Israel should have satisfied
that description: God's servant on earth.

If we pursue this line of thinking about
the use of ‘Son of Man’ as a title of
Christ, it may help us to understand His
Gospel statements about future events
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What they failed to do, the pattern
Servant would fulfil (e.g. Isa. 52:13).
Israel should have represented on earth
all that God intended for mankind (Ps.
8:4-6; 80:14-15). They did not; but He
does. Against this background Luke 5:24
and 6:5 are not surprising.
Geoff Hydon, Mount Forest

12:11; cp. 13:7-8; Mat. 13:41 etc.). Cp.
also the witness and resulting
persecution of those who believe ‘the
eternal gospel’ (Rev. 14:6-7). Therefore
the title ‘Son of Man’ would have a
wider connotation than that suggested
here.
Note 2 The context in Matthew would
definitely suggest that ‘no wise taste of
death’ refers to the time when the Son
of Man shall return to establish his
earthly reign. Some of the Lord’s
audience would not at that present
time, on hearing the heavenly message
and rejecting it, have any idea of the
severity of the judgement (the ‘second
death’) awaiting those who denied his
person and authority (John 3:36; 5:24).
Editors

Note 1 In our view, the expression ‘the
saints of the Most High‘ here would
have a wider application than Israel, and
encompass those who will believe the
gospel of the kingdom which will be
preached initially by the 144,000
chosen Israelites to the world, and
despite the onslaught of the Adversary
will ‘endure’ by faith ‘to the end’, either
of their lives in martyrdom, or until the
return of the Lord as Son of Man in
judgement (Mat. 24:13-14; Rev. 7:4,
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Introducing

June

NO COMMON GROUND
For the scribes and the Pharisees the
crucial issue was whether Jesus kept
the Law. When His disciples did ’that
which it is not lawful to do on the
sabbath day’ the Lord did not respond
from the same standpoint as their
accusers. David, as was plain to all,
had himself done that which was not
lawful, as recorded in 1 Samuel 21. It
was no big deal.

hearts of love and regard for the man
who was but a pawn in their game.
How different from the Lord! Now we
see that on the previous sabbath
incident he was not making light of
keeping the sabbath, but He would not
engage with the scribes and Pharisees
on a ground of their invention. In their
hands the ritual of sabbath-keeping had
become a burden, and God, as
provider of the sabbath rest for man, a
tyrant and a taskmaster. He does not
set aside the law but He does set it
aside as handled by them.

And yet it was. Jesus said in Matthew
5:18 (RV) that ‘Till heaven and earth
pass away, one jot or one tittle shall in
no wise pass away from the law, till all
things be accomplished.’ He required
of those healed by Him that they did
according to the law. He took care that
those who might be stumbled by a
perceived failure on the apostles’ part
to keep the law were given no
opportunity of stumbling (Mat. 17:2427).

Luke records how Jesus exposed
their heart’s attitude. Is it lawful, He
asks, to do good on the sabbath day? If
it is not lawful to do good, for example
to heal a man with a withered hand,
then to do harm must be lawful.
Equally, if activity that one can do to
restore a sick man’s well-being and
quality of life is wrong because done
on the sabbath then to fail to do so
when opportunity came must be right!

Why is it dismissed then as an issue
here in Luke 6? Because there was no
common ground upon which He and
the accusers could meet. That is
brought out in the next incident
recorded by Luke, another involving
controversy on the sabbath—in a
situation engineered by the scribes and
Pharisees who were there to watch
Him to see ‘whether he would heal on
the sabbath; that they might find how
to accuse him.’ Not a thought in their

What then is the ground upon which
He operates? What is the crucial issue
for Him? It is that His Father is
manifested in truth, not in travesty. He
says to us ‘… ye shall be sons of the
Most High’, and ‘every one when he is
fully trained will be like his teacher’
(ESV). ‘Sons of the Most High’ because,
like their Lord and Teacher, they
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reflect the character of the Most High
in their behaviour to their fellow men,
toward whom their heavenly Father is

indiscriminately kind and merciful.
P.D.

From Study Groups
‘YOU WILL BE SONS OF THE MOST HIGH’
(Luke 6:20—7:17)
From Aberdeen: The accounts of Luke and Matthew differ because of the individual
impressions left on their minds—even though they were listening to the same sermon
[Comment 1]. It is possible that the Lord’s words included all that Luke recorded and
all that Matthew recorded. Could the Lord have taught His disciples by reinforcing His
message with slightly different wording, as He recapped and expanded on prior
utterances? If this is what happened it could explain the points of difference as well
as the points of convergence that we find in the accounts of Luke and Matthew.
The Lord encourages us as His disciples to love our ‘enemies and do them good,
and lend, never despairing’ (Luke 6:35 RV). Although such actions do not come
naturally, yet the Lord is pointing us to higher ground. Can we as Christians claim this
higher ground? A Christian who accepts such challenges (if indeed they cross his path)
will have the assurance of God’s approval. The Christian who does good to his
enemies will be rewarded by knowing he is one of the ‘sons of the Most High’ (Luke
6:35). This will be profit indeed!
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: When Samuel was sent to anoint a new king over Israel he
learned a big lesson—that God did not look on the outward appearance, as men do,
but on the heart (1 Sam. 16). This passage amplifies that lesson, for what men see as
important, that is in getting a good return on their investments, is nowhere nearly so
important as reflecting the heart of God in our ways with men. This is where true
riches are to be found; for when we imitate God we glorify Him and enhance our
own experience with grace and righteousness as we learn from Ephesians 5:1-2 and
James 3:17. In Matthew 5:48, ‘You therefore must be perfect, as your heavenly
Father is perfect’(ESV), we see that doing such ‘good works’ without expectation of
return is not an ‘optional extra’ but a definite requirement of our discipleship and
faith.
It is in our giving that God replenishes what we have expended, and that also in a
way that we cannot comprehend, for it is far in excess of what we had originally.
Obviously the motivation to give is not to be based upon an expectation of
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enrichment in a material sense (although that is not beyond what God can and often
does give to us—see Mark 10:29-30), but it has to be done in love and as an example
of God’s love toward us. However, it should be recognised that it is only in our giving
that we can hope to obtain the essential spiritual enrichment that makes us ‘sons of
God’ as our characters are moulded to reflect His own.
Personal holiness has to be a function of our nearness to God. We cannot hope to
be free from sinful behaviour and a faulty mindset if we live out our lives in selfish
ambition and aims. ‘Walk in the light’ is the good advice that so many scriptures give
us, no more so than in 1 John 1:7: ‘But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we
have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all
sin.’ This makes it abundantly clear that holiness and an exemplary lifestyle is only to
be found in those who keep company with their Lord and imitate His ways (see also
Eph. 5:8-10). The expression ‘… everyone when he is fully trained’ (Luke 6:40)
shows that this is a learning process, where our education in the ways of God
continues and develops throughout our lifetime, with this wonderful end-product in
view, that we should be like our Teacher.
Romans 12 teaches us that such behaviour is found in those whose minds have
been renewed. It takes us back to Samuel, who was quick to learn that his mind
needed to think and see as God did; so do ours, which comes through constant
contact with our Saviour and Lord, thus ensuring that we glorify His holy name.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: ‘Love your enemies … never despairing; and your reward shall
be great, and ye shall be sons of the Most High: for he is kind toward the unthankful
and evil…’ (Luke 6:27-35 RV). The Most High is ‘kind’—(Greek chrestos, meaning
benevolent, gracious, gentle, pleasant)—‘towards the unthankful and evil’. This is the
calibre of the God we serve! He is merciful, too, and equally showers the common
blessings of life upon those who ‘spurn His grace’ and upon those who serve Him.
‘He maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the just and
the unjust’ (Mat. 5:45). If we want to reflect His character, then we will need to be
as pleasant to those who don’t appreciate our kindness as we are to those who do;
and to those who are ill-disposed toward us we will be required consistently to show
them the agap love of Christ in return. This is not normal human behaviour; it can
only be accomplished in the power of the Spirit of God by persons who by faith have
become ‘new creatures in Christ’ (2 Cor. 5:17). Only when those who have been thus
regenerated and who from day to day overcome the old nature by putting to death
the natural responses of the old man (Rom. 8:13) and can therefore say with Paul,
‘I am crucified with Christ. Nevertheless, I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me …’
(Gal. 2:20 AV)—only when all these conditions are operative will we begin to reflect
the character of God in our lives.
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Those who live and walk by the power of the Spirit of God will not only reflect the
character of their Lord but ‘their reward shall be great’. They are assured of great
reward when they reach the eternal tabernacles. But such Christlike behaviour also
brings a present reward: for, in the measure that we enter into ‘the fellowship of his
sufferings’ (Phil. 3:10) we enter into the privilege of His abiding presence with us. ‘If
a man love me, he will keep my word: and my Father will love him, and we will
come unto him, and make our abode with him’ (John 14:23).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: The Lord’s teaching to His disciples found in Matthew 5 and here in
Luke 6 differs in content, perhaps because they may have been given on two different
occasions, though each account gives essentially the same message [see Comments
1, 2 and 5]. This is often what preachers do today, as they draw on their reservoir of
knowledge and characteristic sayings, dispensing the same truths but adapting what
is said to the type of audience.
Alternatively, the differences between Matthew and Luke may be accounted for by
the differing viewpoint of the two writers. Matthew, the ex-tax collector, lays out his
account in a most meticulous manner, and tabulates word-for-word what the Lord
said; whereas Luke the physician gives an abbreviated account without missing the
heart and soul of the message.
Love and forgiveness were at the core of the Lord’s teaching. This was so different
from the teaching of the scribes and Pharisees, who kept the letter but not the spirit
of the Law; and, furthermore, invented additional rules and obligations, which they
laid like heavy burdens upon the people (Mat. 23:4).
The Lord emphasised to His disciples, and therefore to us, that we should love both
one another and our enemies, and do good to those who hate us. Like Him we
should also be merciful and forgiving, not judging people’s motives for doing things,
because we do not know what causes others to do what they do: only the Lord
knows.
All these characteristics were shown by the Lord Himself throughout His life, and
particularly in the circumstances that led up to His death: He expects us to follow His
example. It is of no benefit to the testimony of Christ to those around us if we behave
exactly like unbelievers when we are treated badly by others, or pass through the
many other trials of life (see vv.32-36).
The Scripture says, ‘Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved,
clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. Bear
with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another.
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Forgive as the Lord forgave you. And over all these virtues put on love which binds
them all together in perfect unity’ (Col. 3:12-14 NIV).
John Parker
From Derby: Having examined both Matthew’s and Luke’s accounts of the
Beatitudes in some detail, we came to the conclusion that these two accounts are not
two different occasions. This is because, as you look at the accounts in context in
each book, both are in the same setting, both have similar events surrounding them
and in both of them it is essentially similar teaching. The differences are there because
the writers were not automatons; they were ordinary human beings who wrote what
they remembered later. For instance, if I were to ask my brother to write what he
remembered of our discussion, he would probably give a completely different
account from the one I am presenting here [Comment 2; see also Comment 1]!
Some of the points enumerated in verses 27-36 we considered to be ideals. Many
of these things do not come naturally to us. That being said, it does not mean that we
should not attempt to strive after them. So far as ‘profit in this behaviour’ is
concerned, we should not be expecting anything in return. Our reward will be to see
the Lord face to face in a coming day. What we should do is as the Lord Jesus says
in verse 36, ‘Be merciful, even as your Father is merciful’ (ESV). [But see also
Buckhaven’s last para.—M.A.]
Laurence Foster
From Greenock: Beatitudes How blessed were Jesus’ brothers and sisters who lived
with Him, yet they did not believe in Him! How blessed were the towns of Nazareth
and Capernaum where Jesus lived, and these knew not the time of the visitation of
the Son of God to them! How blessed were the disciples whom Jesus chose to share
with Him all the vicissitudes of His ministry, though even they couldn’t comprehend
His mission! How blessed were the women who ministered to Him and who gave all
their hearts’ love to Him! How blessed was the nation of Israel in Jesus’ day to have
their Messiah in their midst: nationally they rejected Christ but individually many
believed in Him! How blessed were the children who, having eluded the disciples
who would have chased them away, knew that they would always receive a welcome
in the outstretched loving arms of Jesus! Would that all children of God could retain
the innocence, enthusiasm, faith, trust, first love for the Lord Jesus throughout their
lives, even as Jesus said to His disciples, ‘I tell you the truth, unless you change and
become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven’ (Mat. 18:3
NIV).
From Jesus’ day back to Adam and forward to the present time, there has never
been anyone who has been more celebrated in word or song than Jesus, the humble
carpenter from Nazareth. He had been many times in the world His hands had
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made, before His incarnation: with Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden; with
Abraham at his tent; with Jacob at Bethel; with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego
in the fiery furnace; with Daniel in the lions’ den; and at many other times. Now God
the Son, the Creator and Designer of the universe, became a carpenter in a town of
no renown, and then an itinerant teacher. There have always been teachers, because
teachers have always been needed to impart knowledge; but never has there been
a teacher like Jesus. ‘No one ever spoke the way this man does’ (John 7:46), the
guards declared. There were eminent teachers in Jesus’ day—Nicodemus, Hillel and
Shammai, who taught and represented the Law of Moses. ‘The law was given through
Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ’ (John 1:17).
Jesus’ teaching was revolutionary! No other teacher before had taught his followers
to ‘love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you,
pray for those who ill-treat you. If someone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the
other also’ (Luke 6:27-29). Who but Jesus—the Son of God incarnate, could teach
His disciples by example and precept to live by the golden rule of doing to others as
they would have done to them? This is a difficult standard to live by, but He who
enunciated this golden rule will help us to live it out in our lives.
John Peddie
From Halifax: The Beatitudes Many able critics contend that Luke and Matthew
record the same discourse, where Luke reports less fully and with considerable
variation. Others take it that there were two distinct discourses—one presented by the
Lord at the end of His first mission tour and the other after a second such tour and
His choosing of the disciples. (See A Commentary on the Old and New Testaments,
R. Jamieson, A.R. Fausset and D. Brown.) Those who maintain there were two
discourses refer to the Lucan material as the Sermon on the Plain [cp. Mount Forest
numbered point 2—Eds.] W. L. Liefeld, however, says, ‘The probability is that there
was one sermon among many that Jesus preached on similar themes that was
something like a “keynote” address’ (The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, Vol. 8, 1984,
p. 890). Matthew Henry’s view of Luke’s account is that ‘… it is probable that this is
only the evangelist’s abridgement of that sermon, and perhaps that in Matthew, too,
is but an abridgement ...’ Whatever the case may be, it is Jesus’ message that is
important.
We find that in the ‘Sermon on the Mount’ (Mat. 5) the benediction is pronounced
on ‘the poor in spirit’ (v.3) and they which ‘hunger and thirst after righteousness’
(v.6); whereas, in Luke 6 we have simply ‘ye poor’ (v.20) and ‘ye that hunger now’
(v.21). It appears in Luke’s record that our Lord had in view the poor of this world;
as paraphrased by James (2:5 RV): ‘… did not God choose them that are poor as to
the world to be rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he promised to them
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that love him?’ Jesus said, ‘Blessed are ye poor: for yours is the kingdom of God’
(Luke 6:20) [see Mount Forest para 1 and Comment 3—Eds.]
Robert J. Butler
From Mount Forest: Difference and unity Detailed correspondence of Matthew’s
and Luke’s records is not crucial. Rather, we can profitably consider how just by
saying ‘Blessed are the poor’, Luke’s frequent concern for the sick and
underprivileged is emphasized while omitting Matthew's addition of ‘in spirit’ [cp.
Comment 3]; how Luke uses ‘kingdom of God’ for his Greek reader (Luke 1:3) and
Matthew for his readers uses ‘kingdom of heaven’ so consistently (in a message
concerned with correcting Jewish misunderstandings of the Old Testament and
Messianic fulfilment). Luke in the Beatitudes uses the second person plural and
Matthew uses the third person plural. The difference is not without possible
explanation, for if one writer used witnesses who heard the Lord make certain
statements directly to them and their fellow disciples, he would surely quote ‘you’.
If the recollection was of the broad application of the teaching to all disciples, ‘they’
would reasonably be used. Neither writer would have been a direct witness (cf. Mat.
9:9) [Comment 4]. The important thing is that the teaching points are
complementary, not contradictory, and the Gospels are more than verbatim quotes.
Minor differences in reported statements from different witnesses tend to reinforce
the authenticity of the event recorded, whereas identical word-for-word records
might in other literature be regarded as evidence of possible collusion between the
writers.
But because we hold fast to the inerrancy and plenary inspiration of Scripture we
may not dismiss differences as immaterial. If in some places we note that even
number or tense are critical to meaning (e.g. Gal. 3:16; Mat. 22:32), we cannot easily
say such detail doesn't matter elsewhere. So, from an apologetic perspective, we may
need to show reasonable causes contributing to apparent differences:
1. It could be simply that, as noted above, Matthew and Luke take different things
from Jesus’ lessons, and each records the things that were thought to be important to
the audience and purpose of their books. This explains different content, but not
differences between records of apparently the same utterances. The point is that both
records express truth even though different words are attributed to witnesses.
2. Another logical explanation is that there was likely more than one occasion where
Jesus preached on the Beatitudes and woes. However, both these accounts share the
same ‘bookend’ events (compare Luke 5:2 and 7:1 to Mat. 4:18 and 8:5). Even the
mount and plain settings could be the same, the level place of Luke 6:17 still being
on the mountain (Mat. 5:1).
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A fuller explanation perhaps draws on both points. Even if both records reference
the same core event it does not necessarily mean both accounts must exclude similar
teaching that was actually given before, during or after. The Gospel records are
sufficient but not exhaustive (John 21:25). Thus the woes Luke records (and other
variations Matthew records) could be an accurate recollection of statements during
the same event, or be drawn from a different occasion and helpfully placed here to
present a suitable account of what the Lord taught in keeping with the writer’s
objective (Acts 1:1) [Comment 5].
Andrew Hydon, Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Let us allow the teaching of the Master to penetrate deep into
our hearts, and let us live it out in our daily lives! Most of this teaching is to be found
in Matthew, chapters 5-7, but the message of Luke 6:20-26 is more personal. This is
most probably a shorter version of the sermon recorded in Matthew: Jesus may have
taught these truths on many different occasions. Having chosen the Twelve, Jesus
comes some distance down the mountainside to a level area. Here He sits down to
teach the apostles, and a crowd gathers around Him.
Luke’s account of the Beatitudes and woes is so different from Matthew’s. It is not
‘Blessed are the poor in spirit …’ but ‘Blessed are you poor …’ This teaching is more
personal. It is much less striking than Matthew’s. These Beatitudes describe what it
means to be Christ’s followers: they are the standard of conduct. They contrast
kingdom values with worldly values, showing what Christ’s followers can expect from
the world and what God will give them. They contrast fake piety with true humility.
And finally, they show how the Old Testament expectation will be fulfilled in the
kingdom of God that had come near.
Luke 6:27-36 relates to our outward behaviour towards others. This unit has two
parts. The first (vv. 27-31) states the principle that Jesus’ followers do not draw
behaviour patterns from those who victimize them—hating, cursing, abusing, striking,
stealing, begging—but rather should respond to others as they would wish to be
treated. The second part (vv.32-36) insists that neither should our behaviour be
determined by one’s friends—rather, one is to imitate God who loves even the
ungrateful and selfish.
The Jews despised the Romans because they oppressed God’s people, but Jesus
told them to love those enemies. Such words turned many away from Christ. Jesus,
however, was not talking about having affection for enemies. He was talking about
an act of the will. Loving our enemies means acting in their best interests. We can
pray for them and we can think of ways to help them. Jesus loved the whole world
even though the world was in rebellion against God. He asks us to follow His example
by loving our enemies.
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If we are critical rather than compassionate we will also receive criticism. If,
however, we treat others generously, graciously and compassionately these innercondition qualities will come back to us in full. We are to love others, not judge them.
B.V.Prasada Rao
From Southport: There are many differences between the Beatitude accounts of
Luke and Matthew. The multitudes who were following the Lord have a different
composition—Luke records the sea-coasts of Tyre and Sidon far to the north-west,
whereas Matthew has regions to the east of the Jordan and Decapolis [Comment 6].
Luke records the Lord coming down from the mountain, having chosen His disciples
and standing in ‘a level place’. Matthew has the Lord going up and sitting on the side
of a mountain [Comment 7]. The two locations appear quite different and there is no
compelling need to reconcile the two accounts as one event. The same applies to the
miracles of feeding of the multitudes: Why should it be an event which only
happened once and has been misreported? The Lord travelled widely across Galilee,
and why should He not preach the same message twice, or why should He not feed
different crowds in different locations? Why do some wish to see similar events that
are reported individually as errors arising from multiple reports of one event
[Comment 8]?
The differences have led to Matthew’s account being labelled ‘The Sermon on the
Mount’ and Luke’s ‘The Sermon on the Plain’. Of the four statements that seem
similar in both accounts, two have additional information in Matthew. The ‘poor’ are
now ‘the poor in spirit’, and the reward is the ‘kingdom of God’ and ‘the kingdom of
heaven’ respectively. Those who ‘hunger’ are now described as ‘hunger and thirst
after righteousness’: both have the reward of being filled.
The most significant difference between the accounts is the way the comments are
directed. Matthew has ‘they’ and ‘the’, until the Lord addresses those who will be
persecuted for His sake. Luke has a more direct account with ‘you’, suggesting the
comments are more focussed, which is in agreement with v.20 where He lifted up His
eyes and spoke to the disciples. The content down to v.38 seems only applicable to
the disciples, as the contrast is made to ‘the sinners’. To be called ‘sons of the Most
High’ indicates a familial relationship (Heb. 2:10; 1 John 3:10; Gal. 3:26) [Comment
9].
The warning is for us today as much as for the disciples then. If we put our trust in
our own wealth rather than thanking God for our daily bread (Mat. 6:11), or if we
desire the adoration of the world with its falseness, or the laughter of the world’s
entertainment (Eccles. 7:6), we deserve the admonition: we are not following our
Lord’s direction as to how He would have us live our lives.
Steve Henderson
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From Surulere: Behaviour towards others A monumental tragedy it would have
been for Christianity if all it could lay claim to were the divinely inspired, wise,
morally challenging teachings and miracles of its Progenitor. It would be no different
from the religions of the world, which are replete with inspirational and didactic
teachings. It is no light thing that the Lord Jesus first began both to do and teach (Acts
1:1), for the actions must precede the teaching in order to underscore the truth of
that which is taught. The example set by the Lord is that of outward behaviour
reflecting the inner state of renewal and grace: ‘Let your light so shine before men,
that they may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven’ (Mat. 5:16
NKJV). In the Beatitudes the Lord Jesus presents the best attitudes, symbolic of that
which the divine Holy Spirit will accomplish in all yielded believers: ‘But we all, with
unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed
into the same image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord’ (2 Cor.
3:18).
Outward behaviour harmonizing with inner spiritual conviction is a recurring
principle in the Scriptures. ‘Having a form of godliness but denying its power’ (2 Tim.
3:5) is antithetical to the teachings of Christ. In the words of the New Living
Translation: ‘They will act religious, but they will reject the power that could make
them godly…’ The Christian life is not a show or make-belief akin to the hypocritical
posturing of the teachers of the Law and the Pharisees that necessitated the divine
stricture: ‘The teachers of the Law and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat. So you must
obey them and do everything they tell you. But do not do what they do, for they do
not practise what they preach’ (Mat. 23:2-3 NIV).
Verses 27 to 36 outline behaviour which, to the hearers then, and also to the
unbelieving today, inspires much incredulity: love for our enemies, turning the other
cheek, lending without expectation of repayment, discomfiting oneself to please
others, etc. To the Lord’s first audience these were indeed revolutionary concepts and
deemed well nigh improbable to live by or up to. Yet for the one who did not come
to destroy the Law or the Prophets, but to fulfil them, and who is the end of the law
and righteousness to all that believe (Mat. 5:17; Rom. 10:4), it was to be the new
template for their daily living, empowered by the Holy Spirit: ‘for it is God who works
in you both to will and to do for His good pleasure’ (Phil. 2:13). Although
clarifications are required in certain respects to underline the Lord’s fundamental
teaching, such as regarding turning the other cheek (which is not to be taken literally)
or giving to everyone who asks of you in such a manner that the giver becomes
financially indebted, the Lord’s message is selflessness in its considering others better
than ourselves. A more powerful message cannot be conveyed than that evidenced
in our following the example set by our good Lord.
Frederick F. Ntido
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COMMENTS
1. (Aberdeen): Luke collated material from those who ‘from the beginning were
eyewitnesses and ministers of the word’ (1:2). It seems unlikely that he himself would
be among those as he makes no claim to that. Even Matthew himself might not have
heard the sermon(s)—see the Mount Forest paper.
P.D.
It does seem indisputable that although Matthew’s account is considerably more
comprehensive and inclusive than Luke’s, it is one and the same incident that’s
recorded. Matthew’s professional rise in the world of taxation would certainly provide
him with an ability to record detailed analysis of narrative and experience. It could
well have been that later on (for Matthew wasn’t present when this event occurred)
the Lord informed Matthew directly of all that was said and what took place that day
on the hillside. Luke, on the other hand, would be dependent on apostolic source
material, in all likelihood supplied by the apostle James. All that written in the divine
record was under the supervisory control and direction of the divine Spirit, of course
Cp. Comment 4.
R.B.F.
2. (Derby): While that may well be true—and it is certainly true to life—we consider
that for all the Old and New Testament Scriptures, not just the word of prophecy, ‘…
men spake from God, being moved by the Holy Spirit’ (2 Pet. 1:21 RV).
P.D.
Though the two renderings of the Beatitudes are similar, Luke’s account rings with
a conciseness that suggests a rallying call suited to commissioning the apostles,
preparing them for the times of rejection they must face. Cp. Cromer’s view.
3. (Halifax): Surely Matthew’s phrase ‘poor in spirit’ includes those who are reduced
or limited by material poverty? While Luke’s use of just ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ first bring to
mind material resources, there can be a further level of cultural or spiritual reference.
Here we may be seeing Luke’s compassion for the disadvantaged (cp. Mount Forest
para. 1), as well as the immediate relevance to some at least of the Twelve being
called to leave prosperity behind for their years on the road.
4. (Mount Forest): We cannot rule out that Matthew had taken time to join the
crowds who listened to the Lord’s early teaching. In fact it seems very likely that a
socially observant man, as Matthew would have to be to survive in his work, when
he was called at his tax-point, had already gathered some understanding of the Lord’s
purpose and message, and recognised that this prophet could show him the true way
of life. He expresses throughout his book a keen interest in God’s purposes in Israel,
as though before he heard the Lord’s ministry he had been deflected from his true
inheritance into collaboration and the lure of wealth.
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5. (Mount Forest and others): We agree with this considered assessment that the
sequence of events around both writers’ accounts of commissioning the disciples is
similar. Yet Luke follows his passage of the Lord’s teachings with the story of the
centurion’s servant being healed (7:1-10). The connective, ‘After he had finished all
his sayings ... he entered Capernaum,’ is definite, while Chapter 6 seems to have no
break following the choosing, so that we have the puzzle of why Matthew places the
centurion’s story before sending out the disciples. The cure of the demon-possessed
man (and we assume, of another with him) is also placed earlier by Matthew
(8:28-34). It appears, then, that the sending out happened some time after the
choosing of the Twelve; while Matthew wished to present choosing and sending
together, allowing him to set out his second collection of teachings, in his highly
structured book.
M.A.
6. (Southport): This would not necessarily indicate a separate event. The Lord
himself travelled between Galilee and the region of Tyre and Sidon (Mat. 14:34;
15:21,29). Those from that region may have done the same.
7. (Southport): See the Mount Forest paper for an example of another angle on the
debate.
P.D.
8. (Southport): The first point to notice in Matthew’s account of the composition of
the multitudes desperate to be with the Lord to hear what He would say and see
what He would do, is that a good percentage of His audience had travelled far from
such a wide range of territory in the land (see Mat. 4:25; Luke 6:17). There was no
great disparity in terms of the geographical make-up of those who were present at this
time. Secondly, as to his teaching locale, Matthew tells us He ascended the hillside,
followed by the disciples who would naturally be in closest proximity to Him (5:1).
Luke simply says the disciples were ‘called’ (6:13) by Him, presumably to His
side—no disparity there either as far as location is concerned. It is also worth bearing
in mind that after the mountain sermon ended, with the words of wisdom from the
Saviour of building a domicile on a rock and not sand, the Lord ‘came down’ from
the hillside and was confronted by a leper, who was immediately cleansed from his
disease when the Lord touched him (Mat. 8:1-4). We are then informed He made
his way to Capernaum where we have the healing of the Roman centurion’s servant
(vv.5-13), which exactly corresponds with the occasion recorded in Luke 7:2-10 that
took place in Capernaum.
R.B.F.
9. (Southport and others): ‘The Most High’, however, adds a distinctive view of God
besides the theme of sons of the Kingdom. It was used from earliest times, when
Melchizedek was ‘priest of God Most High’ (Gen. 14:18-20,22 ESV). Its use by
Balaam (Num. 24:16) and frequently in Daniel is further evidence of the title being
recognised beyond Israel. Repeated use in the Psalms shows its lofty poetic flavour.
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Luke is thus choosing a title that would be meaningful to the international audience
he wished to read his book and to bow to the claims of Christ, the pre-eminent Son
of the Most High.
M.A.

Feature
LUKE THE MAN AND THE RIGHTEOUS SON OF GOD
If there is one central belief that is
essential to all four Gospels it is that
Jesus of Nazareth is the Son of God.
Matthew makes the revelation of this
truth to Peter a focal point of the story.
Whereas Mark (8:29) and Luke (9:20)
record this moment as a realisation that
Jesus was the Christ, Matthew adds
Peter’s affirmation that He is also ‘the
Son of the living God’ (16:16). For
Mark it is the key theme of the gospel,
announced in the very title, ‘... the
gospel [good news] of Jesus Christ, the
son of God’ (Mark 1:1 ESV). Equally,
John concludes his narrative by stating
that it is the whole point of his book to
convince us of this truth: ‘but these are
written so that you may believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and
that by believing you may have life in
his name’ (John 20:31). As we would
expect, Luke is also fascinated by this
great marvel that the man about whom
he is writing is the eternal Son of God
inhabiting a human body. In his
Gospel, he unfolds it slowly and with a
sense of wonder as he dwells on the
mir acle of the incar nation.
Subsequently the narrative is full of
sudden reminders that the fully

humanised figure he presents is also a
Man apart, divine and awesome,
however loving and approachable.
‘The Son of the Most High’
Perhaps the most distinctive feature
of Luke’s Gospel is how much space he
gives to the events building up to the
birth of the Lord Jesus compared to the
other three writers. He seems
particularly impressed by the
astonishing information given to Mary
that the child to whom she would give
birth would be called ‘the Son of the
Most High’ (Luke 1:32): ‘The Holy
Spirit will come upon you, and the
power of the Most High will
overshadow you; therefore the child to
be born will be called holy—the Son of
God’ (1:35). This gives unique, if (to
us) incomprehensible, information
about the involvement of the Holy
Spirit in His conception. It explains
how He came to be fully human
without inheriting Adam’s sin, so as to
be able to pay the price of sin. He
would thus be God’s Son, not Joseph’s,
as Joseph with all his virtues was a
human being and passed on Adam’s
sin to the rest of his children with
Mary. To be God’s Son was to be
‘holy’, belonging in a very special sense
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to God, set apart for His purposes and
utterly unstained by the sin of all
around Him as He moved about on
earth. The description of the Lord in
Hebrews 7:26 shows that this qualified
Him not only for His role as sacrifice,
but for His role today as priest,
standing before a perfect God on
behalf of imperfect humans: ‘For it was
indeed fitting that we should have such
a high priest, holy, innocent, unstained,
separated from sinners, and exalted
above the heavens.’ Luke, the
thorough historian and companion of
Paul, who supplied so much of our
Christology, would have been equally
thor ough in his theol ogical
investigation. We can sense the hushed
tones with which Luke shares Mary’s
amazement at the angel’s
announcement.

behaved to the Lord Jesus with just the
same love and responsibility he would
have shown to his biological children.
Nevertheless, the Lord’s answer
emphasizes that He has another
Father: ‘Did you not know that I must
be in my Father’s house?’ (2:49). His
love for God’s house, shown
throughout His lifetime, was
conditioned by His love for the one
whose house it was. The same should
apply to us today.
Eye-witnesses of a divine visit
From where did Luke get this
information? He probably never met
the Lord Jesus in person, but spoke of
‘the things that have been
accomplished among us’ having been
‘delivered … to us’ by ‘those who from
the beginning were eyewitnesses and
ministers of the word’, although he
himself had ‘followed all things closely
for some time past’ (Luke 1:1-3).
Twice, however, Luke recounts that
‘Mary treasured up all these things,
pondering them in her heart’ (2.19; cp.
v.51). Did Luke’s research include
visiting this closest of all eyewitnesses
and seeing first-hand how she
cherished these memories?

The identity of the child yet to be
born was confirmed by Mary’s relative
Elizabeth in the miraculous leaping for
joy of John the Baptist in her womb at
the presence of Christ. Luke records
the insight given to this humble woman
of the privilege she had: ‘And why is
this granted to me that the mother of
my Lord should come to me?’ (Luke
1:43). The yet-unborn baby was
already her Lord.

If there is a disciple through whom
Luke seems best able to relate his own
discovery of the person of the Lord
Jesus, it is surely Peter. While the other
Gospel writers record the calling of
Peter (Mat. 4:18-22; Mark 1:16-20;
John 1:40-42), Luke includes the
miraculous catch of fish that
accompanied the event. Peter instantly

It is also Luke who records the sole
incident given in the Scriptures from
the Lord’s childhood, and again His
special relationship with His heavenly
Father is the point of the episode.
Mary in her anxiety refers to Joseph as
‘your father’, suggesting that Joseph
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perceived that one who could do such
a thing was not only powerful, but also
divine and therefore holy. His response
was, ‘Depart from me, for I am a sinful
man, O Lord’ (Luke 5:8). Perhaps Luke
was moved to include this as reflecting
his own dawning realisation of the
identity of the awesome person whose
life he was now recording.

had seen their affliction’ (Ex. 4:31).
Similarly in Ruth when the Lord caused
crops to grow in the land, it was
reported that ‘the LORD had visited his
people and given them food’ (Ruth
1:6). Now, however, Luke seems to be
emphasizing that the Lord was visiting
personally, showing His shepherd care
in practical, miraculous action.

Although they did not have the
theological understanding granted to
Peter and Mary, it was obvious to the
people in general who heard Christ’s
teaching and saw His miracles that a
special person was among them.
Providing some examples of their
expressions of amazement, Luke
uniquely includes an Old Testament
idiom that ‘God has visited his people!’
(Luke 7:16). This was a fulfilment of
the prophecy of Zechariah, which uses
the same idiom, again given only in
Luke:

‘Your sins are forgiven’
Another feature
of
Christ’s
uniqueness in assuming the
prerogatives of God that seems
especially to have impressed Luke is
His power to forgive sins. All three
synoptic Gospels give the story of the
paralysed man and the shockwaves
sent out by the Lord’s words, ‘My son,
your sins are forgiven’ (Mark 2:5; see
Mat. 9:2; Luke 5:20). To this, Luke
adds the example of the woman who
kissed the feet of the Lord Jesus,
wetting them with her tears and wiping
them with her hair in her gratitude at
the banquet hosted by Simon the
Pharisee. Again those beautiful words,
‘Your sins are forgiven’ (Luke 7:48) led
to speculation about the identity of the
man in front of them: ‘Who is this,
who even forgives sins?’ (v.49). This
second incident is clearly intended to
prompt reflection on the same subject
in the mind of the reader. The episode
certainly has the effect of contrasting
the self-righteousness of the Pharisee
with the true righteousness of the Son
of God.

‘because of the tender mercy of our
God,
whereby the sunrise shall visit us from
on high
to give light to those who sit in
darkness and in the shadow of death,
to guide our feet into the way of peace’
(Luke 1:78-9)
We all appreciate a visit at times
because it demonstrates that the visitor
is interested in our situation and cares
enough about us to spend time with
us. When Moses reported the attention
God was paying to their plight as slaves
in Egypt, the Israelites worshipped
‘when they heard that the LORD had
visited the people of Israel and that he

The details in the narrative of the
crucifixion and resurrection exclusive
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to Luke also emphasize the Lord’s
mercy and forgiveness of sins. For
example, when the Lord rebuked the
disciple for swiping off the ear of the
servant, it is Luke who adds the
touching fact that He went the extra
mile and lovingly healed the man who
had come to do Him such harm
(22:51). Still more amazingly, Luke
records His request for those
maliciously nailing him to the cross,
‘Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do’ (23:34) and provides
the promise of the Lord Jesus to the
repentant thief ‘today you will be with
me in Paradise’ (v.43).

twin truths.
We can only speculate about how
Luke came to faith in Christ.
Nevertheless, it seems clear from
Luke’s fascination with the forgiveness
available through Christ that Luke
himself had come to realise he was a
sinful man in need of a Saviour. His
careful mind would not easily accept
that one man could die for another’s
sins unless He Himself was perfect, and
perhaps a serious desire to satisfy
himself on this point led to his longer
exploration of the unique manner of
the Lord’s incarnation which qualified
Him for this task. We can imagine him
on his travels in conversation with Paul
who taught so clearly that: ‘... when
the fullness of time had come, God
sent forth his Son, born of woman,
born under the law, to redeem those
who were under the law, so that we
might receive adoption as sons’ (Gal.
4:4-5). His exploration of this subject
must have made for unforgettable
conversations late into the night as
these gifted writers travelled together.
May our conversation be of Him, and
may we never tire of learning about
who He is and what He has done for
us.
Karl Smith, Kirkintilloch

There are four versions of the Great
Commission as sometimes called, each
of which must be considered a
selection from the Lord’s continuing
discourse to them on this crucial topic.
For Mark the emphasis is on preaching
the good news (Mark 16:15), whereas
for Matthew it is on making disciples.
Luke provides another two, in his
Gospel and in Acts 1. Here in his
Gospel, the content of the message is
‘that repentance and forgiveness of sins
should be proclaimed in his name to
all nations, beginning from Jerusalem’
(Luke 24:47). As we have seen, Luke
was faithful to this message in carefully
selecting material that highlights these
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Introducing

July 2016

LUKE’S CONCERN FOR WOMEN AND FAMILIES
authorities. Surely Luke also expects us
to pick up that illness and Satanic attack
afflict both rich and poor, while the
gospel and the Lord’s compassion were
a lifeline to all social levels—perhaps of
special interest to Theophilus (1:3) and
aimed at his associates; he mentions
people’s huparchonta, means or
substance, frequently. We notice also
that Mary of Magdala came from a town
three miles from Tiberias on the west
coast of Lake Galilee, her journey
showing her devotion to her Saviour.

‘A woman of the city, who was a
sinner’ (7:37 ESV) Connection of this
woman with Mary Magdalene by some
commentators is based only on the
proximity of the following passage, so
it seems a liberty to build anything on
this. Luke was a sensitive gatherer of
accounts of women who met Jesus,
and chose to leave this person
unnamed; while the focus in Chapter 8
is quite distinct—on women who had
been cured of evil spirits and diseases,
with the fact that they followed the Lord
and helped provide for the company
from their possessions. We could expect
of Luke the doctor that he withheld the
lady’s name (if his informant knew it), to
defend this notable believer or her
family from unhelpful attention.

Family Like Matthew and Mark, Luke
records in 8:19-21 the remarkable story
illustrating the Lord’s attitude to family
ties. Readers are usually concerned
about what may seem dismissive of
family anxieties, these apparently
justified by Mark’s earlier note that when
the family heard that crowds were
preventing Jesus taking a meal ‘... they
went to take charge of him, for they said,
“He is out of his mind”’ (Mark 3:21-22).
The family, however, appear not to have
grasped the measure of the eldest son’s
commitment to His calling, part of the
failure of the brothers to believe in Him.
We can also understand the Lord first
making clear that those who longed to
know more of the will of God had a
claim on Him as well. The comment
could have been made with a winning,

There is, however, in chapter 8 a real
link with the widow of Nain and the
woman with the perfume in that they all
drew the Lord’s compassion, but it is
characteristic of Luke that types of
circumstance as well as of illness are
kept distinct. He would be well aware
that ill health or demon possession
drained resources and the latter
especially brought social stigma, but
here he keeps to introducing the Lord’s
next travels, stressing that He was on
mission with the gospel of the Kingdom
(8:1; cp. v.9), not eluding the
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kindly smile as He made His way to the
door. Certainly the Saviour of all men,
women and children won over His
brothers when they realised that He had
come to die for them, and it is Luke who

tells us in Acts 1:14, showing that with
their mother they joined the apostles in
prayer.
M.A.

From Study Groups
‘TAKE CARE THEN HOW YOU HEAR’ (Luke 7:18-8:21)
From Aberdeen: The kingdom Since Luke and Matthew write about the same incident,
it would seem reasonable to conclude that they are describing the same kingdom, even
though Luke writes ‘kingdom of God’ (7:28) and Matthew writes ‘kingdom of heaven’
(11:11). Perhaps there is a major convergence of meaning to be found in the differing
terms used by both writers, even if we are hesitant about accepting that those
descriptions are completely interchangeable [Comment 1].
How do we explain Luke 7:28? Why was John the greatest Old Testament prophet while
one who is least in the kingdom of God today is greater than he? This statement must be
in the context of transition from an earthly kingdom to a spiritual kingdom. John was
greatest of all the prophets because he was not only a prophet but also the messenger
who prepared the way of the Lord. John’s privilege was greater than that of all previous
prophets. But how is the least in the kingdom of God greater than John? Surely it must
be that those within the kingdom have a greater privilege than John had: they are part
of a spiritual kingdom. The kingdom of God came with power on the day of Pentecost,
and the arrival of this spiritual kingdom coincided with the sending of the Holy Spirit [see
Comment 2].
Rejecting the counsel of God In Matthew we read about how the kingdom of heaven
was suffering violence during John’s ministry and the Lord’s ministry. Men of violence
were taking the kingdom by force (Mat. 11:12). The scribes and Pharisees appear to fit
this description because they rejected the message of repentance which was preached
by John and then the Lord Jesus. They refused John’s baptism (Luke 7:30). They ‘shut
the kingdom of heaven against men’; they neither entered in themselves nor suffered
‘them that are entering in to enter’ (Mat. 23:13 RV) [Comment 3].
In contrast to the Pharisees’ rejection of John’s baptism the Lord confirmed John’s
ministry by quoting the prophecy, ‘Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, Who
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shall prepare thy way before thee’ (Luke 7:27). So the Lord confirmed that God had sent
John, validating the accuracy of scriptural fulfilment in relation to both John and Himself.
Probably John had not expected to be set aside in such an abrupt manner: he might
have been perplexed and depressed [Comment 4]. Nevertheless, the Lord’s words must
have cheered and comforted him in his confinement. John would be strengthened by this
assurance even in the face of the traumatic death he was shortly to experience. [Cp. B.S.
January issue, p. 15, Comments 3 and 9, and Aberkenfig paras. 2-3.]
James Johnson
Aberkenfig: Doubts despite power? Luke 1:15-17 (ESV) records the angel’s declaration
regarding John: ‘… he will be filled with the Holy Spirit, even from his mother's womb
... and he will go before him in the spirit and power of Elijah ..., to make ready for the
Lord a people prepared …’ 1 Kings 19 reveals that Elijah was stricken with severe doubts
and fears, even though he had witnessed the powerful work of God on Carmel. He
needed an encounter with God to restore him. So did John succumb too, or was his
questioning of Jesus’ authenticity for someone else’s sake?
John had had the revelation that he would see the Spirit descend upon one who was
the Son of God (John 1:31-34) and had testified to Him being the Lamb of God (v.29).
Now he is incarcerated by Herod and is isolated from his life’s work (Mat. 11:2 6). So did
that precipitate doubts in this great man’s mind? It seems inconceivable that it would;
his actions in sending his disciples to Jesus appear to be more for their benefit than for
his own. John knew Jesus was to increase while he steadily decreased: as a result he
directs those men to the One who could give them a new purpose in life, showing how
concerned he was for their spiritual well-being. Jesus proceeded to do a whole range of
wonderful miracles in the hour that they came with their enquiry. Can we imagine the
excitement of those disciples returning to John with their glorious message of what they
had seen and heard Jesus do [In support, see Comments 2 and 4.]
Jesus’ words about John are very revealing: was he a ‘reed shaken by the wind’? Did
he have ‘soft clothing’? Was he a prophet or more than a prophet, being the messenger
who was sent before His own revealing to the people? John never shrank from declaring
his message, even to soldiers (Luke 3), the Jewish leadership (Mat. 3) and to Herod about
his sinful behaviour (Luke 3). How could such a man be shaken by the winds of
adversity? Had he left behind the tokens of his work—the hairy garment and the leather
belt, for soft clothes? None of that applied to John, and rather than highlight any
deficiency Jesus speaks of his greatness amongst mankind. When we think of men like
Abraham, Moses, David and Daniel, it is not easy to see how John surpassed them all;
yet that is what Jesus says about him [Comment 5]. So could such a man be subject to
doubts? We know that spiritual depression can, and does, take hold of us all from time
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to time; but perhaps John shows us the strength of his character and faith in God even
in a difficult situation, giving us a wonderful example to follow today.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: Willing and able to forgive ‘Her sins, which are many, are forgiven;
for she loved much … Thy faith hath saved thee; go in peace’ (Luke 7:47,50 RV).
The Lord Jesus told Simon the Pharisee about two debtors who owed their lord money.
One owed a lot, the other a small amount. When the Lord asked, ‘Which of them
therefore will love him most?’ Simon correctly answered, ‘He, I suppose, to whom he
forgave the most’ (RV). The Lord then pointedly applied this lesson to Simon, who in
contrast to the woman, had not even offered the common courtesy of a bowl of water
to wash His feet on entry to the house. The Lord thus disturbed the smug, self righteous
notions held by Simon and his pharisaic friends, toward those whom they considered
beneath them morally.
It would be flawed logic however, to infer from the Lord’s conversation with Simon that
the basis on which He was willing and able to forgive this dear woman was the effusive
love she displayed by anointing His feet with ointment, wetting His feet with tears and
kissing His feet. It is clear from the Lord’s statement: ‘Thy faith hath saved thee’, that her
salvation did not depend on her emotional reaction, even though she had ‘a broken spirit
and a contrite heart’ (Ps. 51:17). It was surely her belief that He was the Lord’s Anointed,
the Messiah, and as such, had divine power (Gk. exousia: authority—cp. Luke 5:24) to
forgive her sins and save her from the eternal consequences of her sinful human nature.
This conviction, not simply her tears, elicited His forgiveness.
Repentance is one of the ‘things that accompany salvation’ (Heb. 6:1,9) [Comment 6],
i.e. ‘repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ’ (Acts 20:21). The
woman’s actions were visible evidence of repentance and sorrow for her sins. It was
repentance that brought the prodigal son back to his father, but it was the father’s
prerogative to forgive. Repentance always accompanies true faith, but the basis on which
God grants salvation ultimately rests on the atoning work of Christ which He
accomplished on the cross when He, the spotless Lamb of God, ‘… bare our sins in his
body upon the tree …’ (1 Pet. 2:24).
The Lord said to the woman, ‘Go in peace.’ The use of the Greek word eis, translated
‘in’ means ‘to or into’ and gives us the precious thought that she went from the unrest
of a troubled soul into that deep and lasting ‘peace … that the world never gave, A
peace it can not take away’ (W.L. Murphy, Gospel Songs 165).
Jo Johnson
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From Cromer: John the Baptist had begun to doubt whether the Lord Jesus was the
Messiah. Perhaps John had expected that the Lord would have begun to establish an
earthly kingdom, something the Lord’s own disciples also expected (Luke 24:21).
Alternatively it might just have been that John had become depressed due to his
confinement in prison, where he was unable to witness the mighty works that Jesus was
doing. If this was the case then he was certainly not the first of the prophets to suffer from
doubts. The message Jesus sent to him through John’s own disciples would reassure him
that He was indeed ‘the one who was to come,’ and there was no need for John or his
disciples to look for another. All of us may suffer from doubts about spiritual things from
time to time. Messages of reassurance can only be found in Scripture.
Explanation of 7:28 The Lord Jesus gives John the highest place possible by saying
‘Among those born of women there is none greater than John’ (NIV). This is because John
was pre kingdom, and the last of the prophets. In that dispensation there had been no
one greater than John [Comment 7].
The Lord Jesus, however, ushered in a new kingdom and a new and better covenant.
Even the least of those within it occupy a greater position than John because it has
greater blessings and privileges. John was the friend of the Bridegroom, but those who
have believed that Jesus is the Son of God are part of His bride, the church.
Parables These both reveal and conceal meaning. Those who are willing to dig beneath
the surface will discover the meaning. On the other hand there are those who are
content just to listen to the story. Jesus said, ‘The knowledge of the secrets of the
kingdom of God have been given to you,’ (addressed to His disciples). They wanted to
know the meaning, and He revealed it to them.
Spiritual profit and loss The Lord says consider carefully how you listen. Whoever has
will be given more. This does not refer to material wealth but to knowledge of spiritual
things, which may result in blessing to the believer and on to others as a result. The
opposite is true: if we do not listen we will finish up with nothing, i.e. no increase in
knowledge of spiritual things and no blessing.
John Parker
From Greenock: At the Pharisee's house Mary of Bethany (John 12:1), and the
unnamed woman of Luke 7:36 38 vie for performing the most beautiful act of worship
of anointing the Lord. The unnamed woman is suggested by many commentators to be
Mary Magdalene because she is mentioned in the opening verses of chapter 8. It would
be discourteous to keep calling the subject of the passage 'the unnamed woman' so some
may wish to call her Mary [Comment 8].
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This woman had been known for her sinful life, and shunned by most. She may have
seen herself as worthless, beyond redemption, and in that state of mind and spirit
entered Simon the Pharisee's house uninvited, despite the stares of his guests. She had
heard of Jesus—perhaps had heard Him herself—and His wonderful teaching and His
miraculous healings, and it was imperative in her desperate state that she see Him.
Could Jesus do for her what He has done for so many others? She had brought a very
precious possession—an alabaster jar of perfume. Would He accept such a sinner as she
was? Unbidden, she poured out all of the perfume over Jesus' feet. She washed His feet
in her copious tears and wiped them with her hair, her crowning glory. It was forbidden
by tradition for a woman to let down her hair in the presence of a man, but in her
spontaneous act of devotion and love she cared not for convention. She kissed Jesus' feet
much. Jesus looked into her soul and saw deep contrition and conviction of sin. What
rapturous joy she must have felt when Jesus said to her, ‘... Your sins are forgiven ... Your
faith has saved you; go in peace’ (7:48-50 NIV)! Mary had come to Jesus knowing that
she needed salvation. She left Jesus forgiven, cleansed, justified, sanctified, a saint.
Jesus did not chide Simon, the proud, self-righteous Pharisee. Instead He told him a
story but then contrasted Simon's pride and lack of action with Mary's deep humility and
act of love. The woman who went into Simon's house to meet Jesus was the same
woman who came out of it, but oh, what a transformation would be seen in her! She was
a new creation in Christ in body and mind, soul and spirit.
John Peddie
From Halifax: Who was Jesus? In Capernaum, He healed a centurion’s servant (Luke
7:1 10), and the following day He visited a city called Nain. There Jesus raised a young
man from death (v.15). ‘And he that was dead, sat up …’, or as James Moffatt translates,
‘Then the corpse sat up and began to speak.’ As the mother’s grief was turned to joy,
those present said, ‘A great prophet is risen up among us … God hath visited His people’
(v.16 AV). John the Baptist’s disciples reported all these things to Him. John at this time
was in prison (Mat. 11:2)—‘a place of bondage’; he was ‘shut up … in prison’ (Luke
3:20)—‘a guarding place’. Josephus records (Ant. XVIII 18.5.2), that the prison was at the
fortress of Machaerus.
Sent by John, two disciples asked Jesus, ‘Art thou He that should come? Or look we
for another?’ (Luke 7:20). Later, the high priest spoke similarly, ‘Art thou the Christ, the
Son of the Blessed?’ (Mark 14:61). ‘It is taken for granted’ says Matthew Henry, ‘that the
Messiah should come. It was one of the names by which he was known to the Old
Testament saints, he that cometh or shall come’ (Commentary on the Whole Bible); see
Psalm 118:26. John himself had said that he was not the Christ (John 1:20); but was
Jesus the one? The Samaritan woman said to Jesus, ‘I know that Messias cometh, which
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is called Christ: when he is come, he will tell us all things’ (John 4:25). ‘Go your way,’
Jesus said to the two disciples of John the Baptist, ‘and tell John what things ye have seen
and heard …’ (Luke 7:22). The sight of the blind was restored, the lame walked, lepers
were cleansed, the deaf were made to hear, even the dead were raised, and, to the poor
the gospel was preached!
Robert J. Butler
From Ibadan Alawaye: Doubts towards the Lord? John the Baptist was the forerunner
of the Lord Jesus who prepared the way for His coming. Yet Jesus did not deliver him
from Herod’s prison, though he had heard about the signs wrought by the Lord. This
possibly made John to doubt Him. If truly the Lord was the Messiah, He surely could
save him from prison [Comment 9]. Jesus told John’s disciples that were sent to Him to
tell their master what they had seen and heard (Luke 7:22), the sign which was to
establish the fact that He was indeed the Messiah.
In our lives as Christians we’ll be faced with challenges from which God may choose
to deliver us, or may choose not to deliver, not because He is not able to deliver, but all
for Him to be glorified. He could save Stephen from being stoned to death, but He chose
not to do so, and the persecution that arose after his death led to rapid and wider
spreading of the gospel. Our challenge should not make us doubt God: He’s making all
things work together for our good (Rom. 8:28). The Lord did not promise us a smooth
sailing but assured us of a safe landing (John 16:33; 2 Tim. 3:10-12; Heb. 12:1-3).
In Matthew 6:9-15 (NIV) Jesus taught His disciples how to pray: they should say ‘…
Our father in heaven, hallowed be your name, your kingdom come, your will be done
on earth, as it is in heaven …’ This tells us that for the will of God to be done on earth,
the kingdom of God must be established. The kingdom of God is where the pattern of
worship and service to God can be practised. The early disciples who constituted the
house of God, which at that time was the church of God in Jerusalem, were following the
pattern after the day of Pentecost when about three thousand believed and were added
to them (Acts 2:41-42). God the Father paid an inestimable price through the death of
His Son, Jesus Christ, to save every member of His kingdom. John the Baptist and other
prophets did not experience [this phase of—Eds.] the kingdom of God because Jesus
Christ had not died then, and salvation for mankind had not been perfected [see
Comment 2]. Obedient disciples of the Lord Jesus have access to worship in the
presence of God by being parts of this kingdom.
Samson Ogunleye
From Mount Forest: A common explanation is to see John as the final and greatest of
the prophets under the old covenant (see Luke 7:26-27; 16:16), whereas the ‘kingdom
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of God’ is those comprised in the new, better covenant. Indeed the new covenant far
excels the old (see the repeated reference to it and its blessings being ‘better’ e.g. Heb.
7:19,22; 8:6; 9:23; 10:34; 11:40). Also, the following contrast (Luke 7:29-32) between
believing ones including publicans, and disbelieving ones such as Pharisees and lawyers,
may help us to be satisfied with this explanation [Comment 10].
Nevertheless, a difficulty with this view is that it must assume John is not part of a
future expression of the kingdom. Many of the Lord's references to the kingdom of God
are indeed forward-looking: but if Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are to be seen in the
kingdom of God (Luke 13:29), why then would an even greater person of the
subsequent dispensation of the Law and the Prophets—John, be excluded? And how
could the kingdom be taken from Israel's leaders if entitlement to it was not then present
(Mat. 21:43 cf. Luke 12:32); and if present, why would John not be part of its then
present composition? The same difficulty arises when we try to explain parables of the
kingdom. We usually suggest that the Lord is speaking of the new covenant entity, but
this creates a problem when the Lord says it has already come prior to Pentecost (Luke
11:20, and note the present rather than future tense in Luke 6:20;16:16). Also, Luke
13:18-21 can be reasonably understood as describing growing evil within the kingdom
in the past, so the kingdom in that context is not composed only of faithful ones in
churches of God now [Comment 11]. Without dogmatism, we can reasonably conclude
that the ‘kingdom of God’ describes past, present and future realities, and some
differentiating features exist. [See Comment 2.]
Looking at the preceding context in Luke 7 and the Lord's summation in vv. 33-35, we
find it is not so much a comparison of hearers that led to His statement in verse 28, but
a contrast between John and the Lord Jesus: just these two. Verse 28 does not say ‘all’
or even ‘anyone’; the Lord uses the singular: ‘the least is …’ Our exegesis of the verse
may be sounder if we do not look for a group of people who all potentially are greater
than John, but simply the One who is [Comment 12]. Looking back in time, the Lord says
there is no man originating on earth greater than John. But, at the time He spoke, the
heavenly King of the kingdom was in the midst of His hearers, and He is indeed greater
than John. Those who aspire to the kingdom must be like their King, and the glory of His
kingship is not diminished by His humility. If greatness in the kingdom is achieved by the
lowest place in earthly service (cf. Luke 9:46-48), none can be greater than the Lord
Himself (Phil.2:8). This explanation leaves John as indeed great, but his Lord and King
so much greater than he [Comment 13].
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: ‘Take care how you hear’ Behind the questions asked by the
disciples sent, John’s doubts and his discouragements are obvious. He had proclaimed
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the kingdom and had been thrown into prison as a result. Is it really possible that the
Lord Jesus is ‘the coming one’? The healing and life giving works of the Lord Jesus then
give an answer: ‘Go and tell John the things you have seen and heard.’ [Cp. B.S. January
issue, p.15, Comment 3, and Aberkenfig paras. 2-3.]
Perhaps many of John’s disciples were jealous of the success of the new Teacher and
disbelieved His claims. So he sent certain of them to Jesus, that by seeing His works and
hearing His words they might be convinced of His Messiahship. Jesus’ answer recalls
Isaiah 61:1-2, which He had read in the synagogue at Nazareth, and is a description of
what He was doing at that time. The proofs listed here for Jesus being the Messiah are
significant. They consist of observable deeds—not theories, and the actions that Jesus'
contemporaries saw and reported are for us to read today. The prophets had said that
Messiah would do these very acts (see Is. 35:5-6; 61:1).
John the Baptist was the last of the Old Testament prophets, the last to prepare the
people for the coming Messianic age, which John had testified of the Lord. Now it is the
Lord who testifies to the same crowds about John (Luke 7:24-28) as: (1) He was a man
of steadiness and constancy. He was not a reed (v. 25) shaken with the wind; (2) He was
a man of unparalleled self denial (v.25); (3) He was a prophet (v.26); (4) He was the
forerunner of the Messiah, and was himself prophesied of in the Old Testament (v.27)
of all people; (5) In all humanity there is no one greater than John (v.28).
Of all people no-one fulfilled his God-given purpose better than John the Baptist,
aiming at obedience and putting all his energies into his task. Yet in God’s kingdom all
who come after John have a greater spiritual heritage than his. Jesus was not contrasting
the man John with individual Christians: He was contrasting life before Christ with life in
the fullness of His kingdom. For all John’s greatness, he belonged to the old age.
Luke 8:18 is principally about growth in physical, mental and spiritual life. He that has
gifts and does good with them shall have more; he that buries his talent shall lose it.
When we reject Jesus, our hardness of heart will drive away even the little understanding
we had. Proverbs 9:9 (NKJ) says, ‘Give instruction to a wise man and he will be still
wiser; Teach a just man, and he will increase in learning.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport: Possible origins of John’s doubts From the earliest commentaries on
Luke 7 to the present day there have been only two views on John’s question:
(a) John has started to have depression from his imprisonment and now doubts some of
his previous beliefs (John 1:29-36).
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(b) John sends his disciples, who have started to doubt the things they were taught about
Jesus, to see a dazzling display of power, which leaves no room in their minds for doubt.
The events recorded provide ample evidence of the fulfilment of Isaiah’s prophecy (Is.
29:18; 42:18). This was proof to those who knew them that the Messiah had come to
His people. Whether it was the disciples going back to John with their faith bolstered, or
the Baptist to whom they took the great news back, we do not know. What we do know
is that we have the events recorded so that we in turn might have our faith strengthened.
[Cp. B.S. January issue, p. 15, Comment 3, and Aberkenfig paras. 2-3.]
Luke tells us of two occasions on which Mary kept all these things in her heart (Luke
2:19; 2:51). She and Joseph also marvelled at them—in the Temple when Jesus was
circumcised, and again in the Temple when Jesus was 12 (Luke 2:23,48). Gabriel
announced a saviour and king for Israel (Luke 1:31-33) but Simeon increases the scale
including a blessing to the gentiles (Luke 2:32). He warned Mary of the great pain she
would suffer, as if stabbed—a real ‘body-blow’. There are no reasons to suppose her
thoughts on the role her son would play were any clearer when He started His ministry.
Jesus’ brothers did not believe on Him (John 7:5). They now wish to see Him, but the
crowd around the house prevents them. Mary is with them—perhaps the hostility of
those in Nazareth made it safer for her to be with her grown up children than to remain
behind alone. Their request would have disrupted His discourse. The closeness of Jewish
family life is as nothing compared with the close relation the true disciple has with the
Lord Jesus and His relationship with the Father. After all, the disciples were taught to
speak to the LORD God as ‘Father’. The true disciple is one whose love for the Lord Jesus
is greater than all familial love or even self interest (Luke 14:26; 1 Cor. 6:19).
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Origins of the doubts towards the Lord A more poignant question was
seldom asked than that which came from him adjudged by the incarnate God to be the
‘greatest of all born of women’, ‘Are you the Coming One, or do we look for another?’
It must have pierced the tender heart of the Lord Jesus Christ. What could have inspired
this seeming distrustful inquiry from the one who had himself declared that ‘this is the
Son of God”‘(John 1:34 KJV). Again John had declared ‘Behold! The Lamb of God who
takes away the sin of the World! ... I did not know Him, but that He should be revealed
to Israel, therefore I came baptizing with water”’ (John 1:29-31). The frequency of John’s
expression is instructive: ‘I did not know Him ...’. Did John perhaps dwell too much on
Jesus’s humanity—‘… After me comes a Man who is preferred before me, because He
was before me’? Does this not suggest an appreciation of the divinity of the Lord Jesus,
if John considered Jesus to be before him, true in His pre incarnate state? Also, John had
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said, ‘I have seen and testified that He is the Son of God.’ [Cp. B.S. January issue, p. 15,
Comment 3, and Aberkenfig paras. 2-3.]
John, we suggest, had hoped that the Man whom he had heralded would have taken
a more pragmatic interest in his personal circumstances. Why should he, who had
spoken against the evils of the establishment as he had done earlier with the religious
order, be languishing in a cell without any hope of reprieve? A man, if Jesus was that
alone, would no doubt have deployed His formidable resources in rescuing John the
Baptist. But He was much more than a man, unlike Pilate’s lame statement to the crowd,
‘Behold the Man!’ (John 19:5). He was Israel’s Messiah, David’s Son and David’s Lord.
The Lord Jesus gave John’s emissaries proof of His divinity—the blind see, the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the gospel
preached to them. And capping it all, ‘… blessed is he who is not offended because of
me’ (Luke 7:23).
Of a truth, whatever lingering doubts John had must have been dispelled as the
messengers returned with the Lord’s missive. John had no iota of doubt about who Jesus
was as he went to meet the executioner.
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberdeen and Mount Forest): Bible Studies (1957) contains an enlightening debate
about the similarities and differences between the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom
of God. In his summing up, A.T. Doodson remarked, ‘… though the same things be said
about two differently named bodies that does not make the bodies to be the same’
(p.179). While both kingdoms have to do with the rule of God, the apparent differences
between them necessitate, in my view, the conclusion that they describe His rule
exercised in different spheres. I would understand the kingdom of heaven as an
expression of the rule of God where men are; whilst the kingdom of God is the
manifestation of the rule of God where He is, exercised amongst a called-out people
gathered together to Him.
J.T.N.
As we know, Matthew alone in the gospels makes mention of the kingdom of heaven
(29 references) although he also speaks about the kingdom of God (5 times). On the
other hand, the other three gospel writers refer to the kingdom of God extensively (50
occasions). While it is quite clear that there are distinct differences between the two
expressions in a number of instances, in this particular incident it would appear they are
one and the same in the earlier stages of the Lord’s ministry (see B.S. Volumes
1996-1998; 2005-2006).
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R.B.F.
See also the view suggested by G. Prasher, Jr., in Needed Truth, 1991, pp.179-182,
that the Lord was describing His millennial reign as the kingdom of heaven, along with
the strategy by which it would be brought about.
M.A.
2. (Aberdeen, Cromer and others): The kingdom of God was already expressed in the
rule and law of Israel, until it was taken from them to be given to ‘a nation bearing the
fruits of it’ (Mat. 21:43 NKJ; Ex. 19:5-6) i.e. the ‘little flock’ accepting the rule of God in
churches of God from Pentecost (Luke 12:32; Heb. 12:28). We may, however, contrast
the material kingdom and its service on earth with the spiritual sphere of the New
Covenant kingdom, as in Cromer’s next para. and Aberdeen para. 2.
Of John the Baptist we note that the Lord did not say that he was greatest, but that
‘none is greater’ (Luke 7:28) and ‘... there has arisen no one greater’ (Mat. 11:11), thus
placing him in the company of prophets of such stature as Moses and Elijah. Rather than
prompting thoughts of a rank order of prophets, was the Lord not aiming for the priests’
and Pharisees’ resistance to the preacher in the desert? We agree that the Lord’s purpose
in this striking description was to endorse John as the last and immediate witness of a
series pointing men to Himself, and so to greater spiritual opportunity. See also Mount
Forest paper, para. 3.
M.A.
Another aspect of looking at the Lord’s statement ‘yet he that is lesser in the kingdom
of God is greater than he’ (John), would be that all we have now and know through the
revelation of the Spirit of God concerning our riches in Christ, far exceeds what was
imparted to and understood by those of faith up to the time of John (cp. 1 Pet. 1:12). It
has nothing to do with character or personality. Furthermore, the gospel witness that may
be borne by those now ‘in Christ’ may be far greater in geographical extent than
prophets and preachers in the old economy who were generally restricted to defined
areas of testimony.
R.B.F.
3. (Aberdeen): Indeed the scribes and Pharisees went further still. In taking the kingdom
by force, they not only prevented others from entering, but they appropriated to
themselves by the adoption of vain tradition the authority of God which should have
been exercised through His word (Mark 7:6-13).
J.T.N.
4. (Aberdeen): The corresponding passage in Matthew 11:2-6 informs that John was
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imprisoned when he commissioned two of his followers to ask the Lord Jesus for
confirmation of His messiahship. John was in no doubt, in my understanding, as to the
credentials of the Saviour. His concern was ensuring those who had been in his retinue
for such a long time would be in no doubt as to who the Lord was.
5. (Aberkenfig): The point is well made in Comment 2 that the statement is not saying
that John was the greatest of the prophets, rather there were none who outclassed him.
He was certainly unique as the person chosen to be the messenger of the Lord of hosts.
6. (Buckhaven): Would it not be more in line with scripture, such as those quoted, to
speak of repentance as one of the two essential elements of salvation, the dual
foundation stones, rather than an ‘accompaniment’? The ‘works’, namely actions
motivated by faith that produce patience and diligence, are evidence of God’s
workmanship in our lives to His glory (Eph. 2:10; Heb. 6:10-12).
R.B.F.
7. (Cromer): Within the context of Luke 7:26-28, the greatness of John arises as a result
of his work. He was more than a prophet, since he was one about whom the prophets
spoke, the forerunner who would prepare the way of the Lord. It was that work, which
provided the point of focus to which all the prophets had spoken, which ensured than
none born of women was greater than John. But the essence of greatness was changing.
In the era the Lord was ushering in, greatness was no longer evidenced in the magnitude
of a work, but in the lowliness of a heart, and the humility in which any work is
undertaken. To see ‘the one who is least in the kingdom’ as the Lord Himself requires
us to view that verse strictly in the context of its own day, since now the Lord has
authority over the kingdom. But if we see that verse as applying more widely, even to us
in our day, then certainly the one who assumes the lowliness of Christ will be great
amongst His people.
J.T.N.
8. (Greenock): On ‘a woman of the city, who was a sinner’ (ESV) see ‘Introducing’
above.
9. (Ibadan Alawaye): There is, however, no hint of this expectation in the message sent
by John, or in the answer from the Lord. (See Aberkenfig para. 2 for another view.)
M.A.
10. (Mount Forest): John, being a part of the nation of Israel, was still a bona fide
citizen of the kingdom of God (cp. Mat. 21:43) of that day. It certainly has a past
application as well as a present and future one. There can be no doubt he will have a
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full part to play in that future kingdom of God, and surely share an exalted place with
the patriarchs.
11. (Mount Forest): There is nothing to suggest that the paragraph quoted is saying
anything detrimental or negative affecting the kingdom of God in a past time. It is dealing
with the then present and expanding and mushrooming of the kingdom of God in a very
positive sense.
12. (Mount Forest): The contrast the Lord is speaking of is with John and ‘them that are
born of women’ i.e. all men, as well as the individual.
R.B.F.
13. (Mount Forest): This way of regarding Luke 7:28 is helpful indeed for appreciating
the main point of the passage, that we should come humbly to the Lord that He might
change us and work through us, since He taught that any who wished to be first in the
kingdom must become last, and a servant (Mark 9:35). But there is still an essential
difference between a covenant requiring good works to bring spiritual life and
achievement, and a covenant that brings eternal life through trusting in Christ’s atoning
death, the presence of the Holy Spirit in every believer, and His equipping of each for
service. All who commit themselves in faith to the New Covenant kingdom can enter into
the power of these better things.
M.A.

Feature
We are pleased that a practising cardiac consultant agreed to contribute this fresh and
perceptive study in our series on Luke the author.

LUKE THE DOCTOR AND CULTURED HISTORIAN
Luke the doctor
We learn of Luke’s profession as a
physician in Paul’s writings (Col. 4:14).
His description as ‘beloved’ recalls this
characteristic of his Master, the Divine
Healer. Scripture is entirely silent
regarding his medical practice, but Paul
notes with appreciation his fellowship in
the work of the Lord and faithfulness in
service when others had departed

(Philem. 24; 2 Tim. 4:11).
Luke mentions a large number of
medical conditions, both physiological
and pathological, in his narrative. Study
reveals references to pregnancy,
childbirth, impairments of hearing,
speech, and vision, infertility, fever,
leprosy, dropsy, limb and spinal
deformities, hemorrhagic conditions,
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traumatic injuries including amputation,
plagues, snakebite, death as the result of
illness or accident, and a host of
otherwise unspecified ailments. In
addition Luke documents some of the
physical and mental manifestations of
possession by unclean or evil spirits
including epileptic activity, supernatural
strength, mental instability and
dumbness. He also describes physical
aspects of resurrection. Many of these
conditions are discussed in association
with miraculous healings performed by
the Lord and His apostles. As a medical
professional, with knowledge of the
extent and course of disease, Luke must
have particularly appreciated and
marvelled at the power of God displayed
in these actions.

challenging for physicians even today
with advanced diagnostic facilities.
Doctor Luke’s faithful recording of what
he and others witnessed, in everyday
terms, strengthens his account and we
take encouragement from his testimony
of Christ that He healed ‘any sick with
divers diseases’ (Luke 4:40 RV), and ‘…
healed them that had need of healing’
(Luke 9:11).
As a physician instructed in the natural
basis of physical disease, Luke would be
reluctant to attribute medical conditions
to unverifiable mystical phenomena,
a l t h ou g h s u c h b e l i e f s w e r e
commonplace among the general
population of the day. He does not
attribute all illness to divine judgement
as did the disciples (John 9:2). Only in
the minority of instances are divine
actions (Zacharias’ speech; Elymas’
sight), or evil influences (Legion; the
crooked woman) implicated in the
condition. Much less would Luke be
prepared to ascribe healings to
supernatural intervention if alternative
natural explanations for recovery existed.
In this respect Luke’s professional record
that miraculous healings occurred
frequently during this period is of
immense historical value. Of note,
nowhere is the fact of individual healing
disputed. It is implicit in every incident
Luke describes that recovery, which was
often dramatic, actually took place. The
controversy separating believers from
unbelievers was about the mechanism of
recovery, whether it was of God or from
some other agent (Luke 11:15).

It is not possible, however, from Luke’s
record to diagnose precisely the medical
conditions afflicting people who were
healed by the Lord and the disciples.
The fever and bloody flux of Publius’
father (Acts 28:8) could result from
diagnoses as varied as a viral
haemorrhagic fever like Ebola, cancers
like leukemia, or inflammatory and
autoimmune conditions such as
rheumatoid arthritis, among many
others. The Lord healed a man
described as having dropsy or edema
(Luke 14:2 4), and while this is
commonly encountered in heart failure
it could also have resulted from
numerous conditions affecting the liver
or kidneys. Such imprecision does not
indicate inaccuracies in the scriptural
record, since correct diagnosis is
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From Luke’s writings we learn the
work of the Holy Spirit in the
manifestation of divine power on earth.
His first book, with its personal
introduction, describes the acts of the
Holy Spirit through the person of the
Lord Jesus Christ, and his second the acts
of the Holy Spirit through the Lord’s
apostles (Acts 2:22; 10:38). The doctor
identifies the Spirit as empowering the
testimonies of Zacharias, Elisabeth,
Simeon, John the Baptist, Mary, and
indeed as working in the life of the Lord.
He acknowledges the Spirit as the
source of the works and witness of the
apostles, and of those Jewish and Gentile
believers who responded to their
teaching (Luke 3:16, 24:49; Acts 1:8).

(Luke 5:20, 7:9, 18:42; Acts 3:6, 16;
9:33 34). Contemporary witnesses also
recognized this, and men at Ephesus
invoked the name of the Lord and also
Paul in an exorcism attempt. In the
absence of faith, this was reminiscent of
a magical spell and the evil spirit resisted
the men to their hurt. The impact of this
event cannot be overstated and
multitudes of hitherto superstitious
people in Ephesus forsook their practices
at great material cost, embracing the
certainty of belief in the word of God.
Luke further documents superstition as
ubiquitous in civilized Athens, together
with Paul’s rejection of it.

Luke comments on the mechanism of
healing (e.g. laying on of hands, spoken
words etc.). In this respect, the doctor
recognizes a distinct subtype of Paul’s
miraculous healings as unique, deeming
them ‘special’ (Acts 19:11), and one is
left wondering at such a description. The
distinctive aspect of these miracles
appears to be their remote nature.
Importantly Luke records that it was God
who was working, not Paul.

He emphasizes that man does not
consist of a body alone. The body is
controlled by a life giving spirit, and man
has a soul which continues to exist after
death (Luke 12:20; 16:22, 23; 23:46).
Luke displays a holistic approach to
man’s fallen condition and documents
the effects of sin on bodies, souls and
spirits. The doctor describes in detail
both the certainty and the physical
nature of the Lord’s resurrection,
revealing to us a body of flesh that can
walk, talk and eat (Luke 24, Acts 1:3).

Sceptics portray early believers as
primitive, gullible people pressed into
superstitious belief after encountering
phenomena they could not readily
explain. Luke’s record shows that the
opposite is true, with miracles following
the demonstration of genuine
faith—securely held convictions centred
on the name and person of the Lord

Finally Luke, as doctor, is not
altogether complimentary of his
profession. Health care is documented
as being expensive (primarily
reimbursement of the physician) and
occasionally, if not often, futile (Luke
8:43). Today substantial resources are
spent on disease prevention, but Luke
reminds us of the Lord’s words that
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treatment of the sick should be the
physician’s prime responsibility (Luke
5:31).

repeatedly encountered, e.g. the
Augustan census, the genealogy of
Joseph, Paul’s journey’s, and the
commencement of John’s ministry (Luke
3:1 2) among many others. In the latter
instance Luke’s attention to historical
detail is meticulous. Gazing deeper we
appreciate the Spirit’s revelation that
God is no respecter of prominent
persons, temporal positions or material
wealth and bypassing such, spoke to
men through John in the wilderness.
Luke writes as one who has himself been
convinced of the factual accuracy of the
events he is portraying for others.

Luke the historian
He does not indicate that he was one
of the Lord’s original followers and we
understand that he came to faith in
Christ after careful review of the
accounts of first hand witnesses. Not for
doctor Luke the ‘blind faith’ which
atheists disparagingly assign to believers,
but rather a considered position based
on a thorou g h, u nprejudiced
examination of all the available
evidence. On this basis he claims
understanding of all things from the
beginning of the Lord’s life and
commends the Saviour and His
teachings to Theophilus (Gr. ‘lover of
God’). He does so in an orderly account
with the express objective of affirming
certainty in belief. In days when men are
lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of
God (2 Tim. 3:4), we find Luke’s careful
account to be very instructive. As a
divinely inspired writer, Luke provides a
reliable account, faithful in its historical
details (Prov. 14:5; 1 Cor. 4:2). This is
supported on many levels.

Luke does not display bias, and writes
history, not propaganda. He records
events that were discrediting to
prominent members of the new
movement—e.g. Peter’s betrayal of the
Lord, the pre conversion life of Saul of
Tarsus, the judgmental attitude of the
disciples towards others (Luke
9:49,50,54). Furthermore, he does not
omit incriminating material even though
he may have faced persecution. The evil
actions of influential political figures and
authorities (Herod, various Roman and
Jewish leaders) are documented for all to
see.

The record presented is not vague.
Luke does not espouse the ‘Once upon
a time’ opening, favoured in fiction. He
records the precise time and place in
sufficient detail as to be factually
verifiable (although we are limited today
by how far other precise historical
records have survived, with varied use of
titles of the period). Such detail is

Luke’s authentic history is enhanced
by the use of disinterested touches. In
4:16, he records that the Lord came to
Nazareth, ‘where he had been brought
up’. The phrase is apparently redundant,
since the Lord was known everywhere as
Jesus of Nazareth. To the historical
student, however, such instances convey
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authenticity since they are not used by
the author to make a dogmatic point.
This supports an original account, rather
than construction of a prejudiced
document (as some have claimed) since
the latter would have left out such
details. To the believing Christian parent,
the divinely inspired phrase directly links
the Lord’s adult habits to His upbringing,
recalling the truth of Solomon’s words
(Prov. 22:6) and encouraging the
attendance of even young children at
assembly meetings.

blessedness of those who hear and keep
the word of God (Luke 11:27 28).
Herod is dismissed as one who sought
only to see a miracle and not the Lord
Himself. In recording miraculous events,
Luke is careful to give pre eminence to
the forgiveness of sins, as more
important than healing of the body (Luke
5:20, 24). Similarly power over demons
is relegated, in favour of the greater
blessing of eternal salvation (Luke
10:17,20).
The medical writer
The study of medicine has been an
enduring pursuit of men for millennia.
God in His grace has revealed to many
physicians techniques for the relief of
human suffering (Deut. 29:29). Those
who disseminate their knowledge
through writing have been a source of
blessing beyond their immediate sphere
of operation. In medicine, as in many
disciplines, publication in professional
journals denotes academic excellence.
Luke did not compose his letters in the
knowledge that he was contributing to
the scriptures. What a delight to learn in
eternity that his Spirit inspired work
stands as part of the divine record! Like
another writer he can say, ‘The Spirit of
the Lord spake by me, and his word was
in my tongue’ (2 Sam. 23:2). When the
dawning of the eternal Day of God
renders all other writings by medics
inconsequential, those of the loved
physician, a prepared man in the
Master’s hand, will endure for ever.

Though Luke writes with the style and
skill of a cultured man, he does not
express his personal opinion,
docu me nt ing e v e nt s b u t not
commenting on them. He refers to
himself only in his introductions to both
letters. He records the opinions and
feelings of others to provide context and
the many natural responses he records
support the truth of his account.
In his gospel he progressively draws
Theophilus beyond the miracles to focus
increasingly on the Lord of the miracles
and His teaching. The word of God, not
the confirming miracles, is upheld as the
predominant revelation of His Person
(Luke 24:27; Heb 2:4). The preaching of
the Word is central among the miracles
noted in the Lord’s reading at Nazareth
and his subsequent message to John.
While the Lord’s incarnation is the
greatest miracle of all, to those who
misdirect their fascination towards the
blessedness of His mother, Luke records
the Lord’s words declaring the greater

David McCarty, Brantford
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Introducing

August 2016

THE LORD OF THE STORM
On the day when he was rescued from
all his enemies, David reflected on the
goodness of God and the gratitude he
owed Him in return. In the distress of
his darkest hours, entangled with the
cords of the grave, David had called
upon the Lord and his cry had reached
to heaven. Then the Lord, whose voice
‘shakes the wilderness ... and strips the
forests bare’ (Ps. 29:8-9 ESV), roused
Himself to David’s aid, making
‘darkness his covering, his canopy
around him, thick clouds dark with
water’ and ‘the Most High uttered his
voice, hailstones and coals of fire’
(18:7-15).

death encompassed me; the torrents of
destruction assailed me’ (Ps. 18:4). Yet
in their boat slept the Lord of the
storm. The one who for David had
thundered in the heavens, and
gathered His might against the enemies
of His anointed, now rose up to claim
authority over the elements He
created. ‘The foundations of the world
were laid bare,’ David said, ‘at your
rebuke’ (18:15). The Lord’s rebuke
echoed once more above the waves,
but this time He called them to order
and peace to draw His disciples, as He
had once drawn David, ‘out of many
waters’ (18:16).

The storm is an apt depiction of the
unbridled power of God, for in no
other human experience is the
impotence of man so clearly seen. As
storm clouds gather and darken, the
heavens are brought low; and from its
darkness, light flashes and thunder
crackles. As the wind drives the rising
waves, and rivers become torrents
spilling over their banks; as creation
seems to rear up and break out in
might, with what power can man
restrain it?

Like David’s plea for salvation, the
cry which had roused Him in the
stern—‘Master, Master, we are
perishing!’—had reached the divine
ear and touched His heart. It was the
cry, too, of the human condition, and
though it seldom found expression on
the lips of men oblivious to the danger
which overwhelmed them, still it
reached into heaven and aroused the
grace of the heart of God. To answer
that cry required Him to stand before
a greater storm by far—not merely the
thunderous shouts of those who would
have Him crucified, nor the blows
which rained down on Him from the
Gentiles, but the flood of the wrath of

For the disciples engulfed by
Galilee’s storm, the waves breaking
into their stricken vessel, David’s
experience became theirs: ‘the cords of
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God for sin which surrounded Him,
the storm-driven waves which closed
over His head as He went down into
the deep (Jonah 2:3-6).

taught, not only in word but in deed,
when by faith His sight saw through the
storm of Calvary and into the joy of His
eternal possession (Heb. 12:2). For
that, His disciples, and we among
them, still marvel—not at His power to
still the storm, but at His love to
endure it for us.
J.T.N.

For the disciples, the lesson was that,
empowered by faith in the living God,
they should have no fear if even the
greatest powers should rise against
them (Luke 8:25). It was a lesson He

From Study Groups
‘WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM?’
(Luke 8:22 - 9:27; 10:1-16)
From Aberdeen: The miracle of the storm being rebuked on the Sea of Galilee
caused the disciples to exclaim, ‘What manner of man is this?’ (Luke 8:25 AV).
Indeed, God ‘manifest in flesh’ is seen in the four consecutive miracles which Luke
records in this passage: we see His power over the physical world, power over the
spirit world, power over bodily ailments and also His power over death.
The Lord’s purpose for the man called Legion was that he should ‘return to thine
own house, and shew how great things’ God had done for him (8:39). Similarly, the
Lord drew forth a public declaration of faith from the woman whose bodily ailment
He had healed. Yet, in the case of Jairus’s daughter being raised, the Lord charged the
parents to ‘tell no man what was done’ (8:56). Why did the Lord insist on this matter
being kept private? First, God is sovereign in His dealings with us. We will never regret
following His will for us personally. Nevertheless, the reason for telling the astonished
parents to ‘tell no man what was done’ may have been the follow-through of the
principle that we should not cast our pearls before swine. The people who had
gathered to mourn had ‘laughed him to scorn’; and so it was fitting that this miracle
should be kept private (8:53-56) [Comment 1]. Perhaps also for the girl’s sake it
would have been right that minimal fuss be made with unhelpful attention avoided
from people who were merely curious.
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: In looking at the four miracles in this passage we note that the first
has to do with the power of the natural world, the second with the power of the host
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of spiritual wickedness, the third with the power of physical illness and the fourth with
the power of death. In each case the almighty power of God is demonstrated as being
more than adequate to change completely the plight of those affected.
The calming of the storm displays the way in which the Lord Jesus was willing to bring
peace to the troubled disciples, regardless of their lack of faith and of appreciation of
just who He was. It takes us to 2 Timothy 2:13 (ESV): ‘if we are faithless, he remains
faithful—for he cannot deny himself’—a wonderful Rock to rest upon when our
circumstances threaten to overwhelm us and our faith is small [Comment 2].
The restoration of the demon-possessed man reveals to us how completely subject to
God are the powers of wickedness. Even though this man seemingly had no choice
in the matter, the Lord’s presence brought him to his knees as the demons
acknowledged the authority of the Son of God. Matthew 8:29 shows that the demons
had knowledge of the time that they would be judged and punished for their
wickedness; it helps us to appreciate more fully James 4:7—‘Submit yourselves
therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you ...’, and to commit our
lives more readily to our Saviour.
The healing of the woman reveals her faith in Jesus’ power and highlights her
diffidence in being seen to be seeking Him. Jesus, in His omniscience, puts Himself
where she could reach Him and find healing. He then proceeds to bring her into the
open, not to embarrass her, but to give her a clear conscience and peace for her soul.
How many ‘secret’ disciples have forfeited the richness of fellowship with Him
because they were unwilling to show their faith? (We acknowledge, of course, that
sometimes there are extreme circumstances that prevent such a revelation of faith in
Christ.) Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathaea show us how the cross changes natural
reluctance and political fears, and brings with it its own strength and reward.
Lastly, the raising of Jairus’s daughter displays to us the supreme, omnipotent power
of the Saviour over our final enemy, Death. We have Hebrews 2:14-15 to reveal how
completely He has delivered us from death and the devil. Whilst deliverance from
our natural propensity to sin is soon to be removed by Jesus when we join our Saviour
in heaven (Rom. 7:24; Heb. 9:28), 1 Corinthians 15:56-57 shows that this victory is
already complete in Christ. Thus our salvation from sin’s penalty, its power and its
presence, is once more displayed in all its glory through the power of ‘the Son of God
who loved us and gave Himself for us’.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: Taking up our cross daily It is remarkable that the Lord Jesus
spoke to His disciples about taking up a cross of their own before He himself was
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crucified. Even if they did not understand that He was born to die, they could not fail
to see that His whole life on earth was one of self-denial and self-sacrifice. He said:
‘... I am come down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that
sent me’ (John 6:38 RV). It was men who gave Him a cross and made Him carry it
to Golgotha. But it is the Lord who gives His disciples their cross.
The cross worn around the neck by some religious people is not sufficient for
disciples of Christ. We need a cross big enough to crucify the old nature; a cross on
which we can die to self each day so that Christ may live in us and through us. Death
by crucifixion is painful and prolonged. Taking up our cross daily is no easy option,
but a conscious choice, for the Lord also said: ‘seek ye first his kingdom ...’ (Mat.
6:33). Therefore, the things of God ought to be given the first place in our lives. By
applying this principle day by day, we become imitators of Christ, and by practical
experience we learn to die to self.
‘I have been crucified with Christ; yet I live; and yet no longer I, but Christ liveth
in me ...’ (Gal. 2:20). Writing out of deep concern for the spiritual welfare of the
Corinthians, the apostle Paul gives an insight into the things he endured as he took
up his cross and followed Christ: labours, prisons, stripes, deaths, five times forty
stripes save one, three times beaten with rods, once stoned, three times shipwrecked,
a night and a day in the water—‘in journeyings often, in perils of rivers, ... robbers,
... from my countrymen, ... from the Gentiles, ... in the city, ... in the wilderness, ...
in the sea, ... among false brethren; in labour and travail, in watchings often, in
hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness ...’ plus ‘daily, anxiety for
all the churches’ (2 Cor. 11:23-28). What a humbling example to us!
Only true disciples can put to death the old nature, because when they do, Christ
will shine out from their new nature. People who are not born again have no new
nature; they cannot please God because they are ‘dead through ... trespasses and
sins’ (Eph. 2:1). Only when a person becomes ‘a new creature’ in Christ (2 Cor.
5:17), do they begin to ‘walk in newness of life’ (Rom. 6:4), with the pure motives
that come from the indwelling Holy Spirit, in contrast to the self-righteous motives
that come from the proud, corrupt heart of the old nature [Comment 3].
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Miracles in Luke 8 The table below summarises the effects of these
miracles, both in relation to the power of God and the response of the hearers. The
lesson for us is that we can rely on the power of God, even in apparently lost causes.
Is Hebrews 2:3-4 relevant in this context? The confession by the disciples of Jesus as
the Christ seems to be promoted more by His personality than by His power
[Comment 4].
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Miracles in Luke 8

The nature of
God

Faith or unbelief

God’s action

Calming of the
storm

Power over
nature – our lack
of power

The disciples
were afraid –
Who is this?

Storm calmed –
use of power; –
reinforcement of
faith

Healing of the
demoniac

Power over the
forces of evil

People afraid –
had God’s
salvation within
reach, but chose
swine

Sent out the first
missionary to the
Decapolis the
cured demoniac

Healing of the
woman

Power concealed;
acted in spite of
Leviticus 15:25

The woman
believed Jesus
could heal

‘Your faith has
made you whole;
go in peace’

Raising of Jairus’s
daughter

No fear – God
puts away fear

... only believe,
and she will be
well

The mourners
knew she was
dead, but her
spirit returned at
the call of the
one who first
gave it

The seventy-two missionaries Luke 10:1-16 can hardly provide a template for
present-day activity, because the circumstances are so different. The expected
courtesy was to receive a stranger and to provide for him. Would a town accept such
a pair of men today? It might, but would we be willing to leave all visible means of
support and rely on the hospitality of strangers? We do not have the powers that they
had. Their message was ‘The kingdom of God has come near’ (10:9,11). What do we
understand by this, and how would the hearers take it? The returning disciples
rejoiced that the demons were subject to them (v.17), but had this any relation to the
kingdom of God?
What is the kingdom of God? Does this phrase always mean the same in all
occurrences? Three definitions were suggested:
‘God’s rule and government in life; the acknowledgement of Him as Lord’
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‘Not the consummation of all things, but the completion of God’s self-revelation in
Christ’
‘The rule of God among the people of God’.
Are any of these appropriate in this case (10:9,11), or was it that the King was near
them, since the disciples were sent to every place where Jesus Himself was to go
(10:1) [Comment 5]?
Peter Hickling
From Derby: The disciples were desperate and cried out to the Lord to help them
with the immediate problem. But instead of helping them bail out the boat, He
calmed the root cause of their despair. Again with Legion, Jesus tackled the root
cause, cast out the demons and sent them into the swine. Jews should not have been
keeping pigs, but this may have been for the occupying Romans. Those, however,
who were tending the pigs told others what had happened. Now that Jesus had
changed Legion he was able to worship God and was welcomed back into the
community [Comment 6].
Resurrection of the dead Jairus, a ruler of the synagogue, was desperate to see Jesus,
and the people probably recognised him, making it easier for him to get to Jesus.
However, at the same time, a woman who was barely noticed was just as determined
to get close. She did not even have to say a word—just one touch would heal her.
The Lord knew that healing power had gone from Him, and the woman was drawn
into the centre of attention. There was no need for her to be worried, however, for
the Lord declared that her faith had made her whole and she could go in peace.
Meanwhile Jairus’s daughter had died, and we see how people put limits on what
God can do. Jairus was told not to bother Jesus any more as they were certain that
this case was beyond all hope. Yet Jesus was able to raise the girl from the dead,
before a few close witnesses. The Lord did not want people to come to Him through
signs and wonders only but by His teaching as well. It is true that we also were once
dead in trespasses and in sin, but believing in Jesus has restored us to true order and
peace before Him, our Lord [Comment 7].
The purpose of miracles was to prove that God was behind this new covenant, and
that upon acceptance the initial miracles would cease [see Comment 4]. The model
we see for our own outreach is to leave everything behind that restricts us and go out
in faith according to what the Lord has commanded. Later Luke 10:1 states there
were 72 disciples, so there had obviously been an increase in numbers. The pattern
is still the same, and we need to go out with the spoken word and the written word
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by the channels available to our time. We go as the Lord bids, and as disciples for
whom crucifying the parts of self that get in the way of God’s will for our lives is not
easy.
Robert Foster
From Greenock: The passages give an indication of the range of Jesus’ miracles and
illustrate the words, ‘with God all things are possible’ (Mat. 19:26 AV).
The feeding of the five thousand, plus women and children (Mat. 14:21), was one
of Jesus’ greatest and most public miracles, witnessed by a cross section of the
people—religious leaders, soldiers, citizens of Israel, and a mixed multitude that
attended all large gatherings. It was a family day out and few, except perhaps for the
boy who willingly gave up his lunch to Jesus, had the foresight to bring food with
them [Comment 8]. Jesus, God the Son, without whom nothing was made that has
been made (John 1:3), took loaves and the fish in His hands and, giving thanks to
God, multiplied them until there was sufficient for all, with twelve baskets of
fragments left over. The miracle was a reminder that God had fed His people for forty
years in the wilderness. The bread on this occasion may not have tasted like the
matza—the unleavened bread that is eaten at Passover—nor like the manna that the
children of Israel ate in the wilderness. Yet when Jesus turned water into wine it was
the finest vintage that had been tasted in Cana (John 2:10). Possibly it was the same
with the loaves and the fish coming from Jesus’ creative hands, that the bread and the
fish had a new unique flavour [End of Comment 8 and Comment 9].
Why didn’t the people there and then, after witnessing such a stupendous miracle
[as well as the healings of 9:11—Eds.], believe that it could have only been wrought
by God working through Jesus, and that Jesus was truly the Son of David, their
Messiah, as well as being the Son of God? It has always been true that ‘not everyone
has faith’ (2 Thes. 3:2 NIV), and as long as their stomachs were filled, that seemed to
be the priority. Yet many people would believe on Jesus that day and would regard
Him as being more than a Jewish rabbi or a carpenter from Nazareth.
Five thousand, ten thousand, or ten million: numbers here are not so important to
God: He has been feeding the world since its creation! What an all sufficient God His
people have always had! God brought them into ‘a land with streams and pools of
water, with springs flowing in the valleys and hills’ (Deut. 8:7). The feeding of the five
thousand took place in a well watered land. God supplied where there was no
water—except where oases existed. God’s people today can be assured that ‘God will
meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus’ (Phil. 4:19).
John Peddie
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From Halifax: The Christ of God When evening arrived the crowds were dismissed,
and Jesus entered the boat with His disciples (Luke 8:22). Mark records that ‘other
boats were with him’ (4:36 RV). Whether these soon returned or whether they
followed into the raging storm we cannot tell; but as the disciples found themselves
in jeopardy (Luke 8:23), Jesus slept. Amazed at His command of the winds and
waves, the disciples exclaimed, ‘What manner of man is this?’ (v.25). Verily, the God
of our salvation ‘stilleth the noise of the seas, the noise of their waves ...’ (Ps. 65:7).
When they had arrived in the territory of the Gerasenes a man who made the
tombs his residence cried out, ‘What have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God
most high?’ (v.28). The locals who came out to see the mighty Stranger were afraid
when they found the demoniac sitting at His feet, ‘clothed, and in his right mind’
(v.35). The man wished to follow Jesus: rather, though, Jesus sent him home to tell
of the great things God had done for him (v.39).
Having returned to Galilee Jesus was thronged by the multitude, from which a hand
reached to grasp the hem of His garment (v.44). At that very moment divine virtue
emanated to a woman of faith, who received ‘what could be gained without money
and without price from the Great Physician’ (The Life of Christ, R.W. Farrar, 1885,
p.166). After this brief delay in Jesus’ mercy mission to Jairus’s house, a messenger
came saying, ‘Thy daughter is dead; trouble not the Master’ (v.49). Yet, at the word
of the divine Teacher, the maid arose from her deathbed (v.55) and was restored to
her loving family.
So we see that Jesus could command the realm of nature, had authority over the
demons, and possessed power to heal—even death could not refuse His call! Rightly
Peter identified his Lord as ‘The Christ of God’ (9:20).
Robert J. Butler
From Podagatlapalli: Power over storm The Sea of Galilee is still the scene of fierce
storms, sometimes with waves as high as twenty feet. Jesus’ disciples were certainly
not frightened without cause! Even though several of them were expert fishermen and
knew how to handle their boat, their peril was real. In the Lord Jesus’ falling asleep
in the boat we see Him as a man tired after His day’s work. But only a few moments
later the command He gave to the winds and the waves reveals Him as sovereign
God. He controls the world and our personal destinies. Jesus calmed the waves, and
can calm whatever storms we may face. The stilling of the tempest is at once one of
the best attested miracles and one of the most incomprehensible to those who desire
to limit our Lord’s miracles to those of healing. Jesus shows that He is Lord of physical
nature as well as of the spiritual world. Behind the awful manifestations of
nature—storm, pestilence and sudden death, which seem to treat man’s sufferings
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with indifference—there is a loving hand of divine providence. The miracle is also a
parable setting forth Christ as a giver of peace and safety, both to the individual and
to His church [Comment 11].
The healing of the Gadarene demoniac (8:27-36) The demons knew who Jesus was
and what His great power could do to them (v.28). Demons—Satan’s
messengers—are destructive and are still active today. They attempt to distort and
destroy man’s relationship with God. Demons and demon-possession are real. It is
vital that believers recognize the power of Satan and his demons [Comment 10]. We
should not let curiosity lead us to get involved with demonic forces (Deut. 18:10-12).
If we resist the devil, he will leave us alone (James 4:7).
Healing a bleeding woman (8:43-48) It is the touch of faith that releases God’s
healing power. It was not that Jesus did not know who had touched Him, but He
wanted the woman to step forward and identity herself. Jesus intended to teach her
that His robe did not contain magical properties, but that it was her faith in Him that
had healed her. He may also have wanted to teach the crowds this lesson too.
A girl restored to life (8:49-56) Jairus, the ruler of the synagogue, whose only
daughter is at the point of death, pleads with the Lord Jesus to come to his home. He
does not have so much faith as the centurion in chapter 7: the centurion knew that
one word from the Lord was enough to heal his servant, even at a distance. As the
Lord Jesus journeyed with the troubled father He speaks a comforting word, ‘Don’t
be afraid; just believe and she will be healed’ (8:50 NIV). Then an extraordinary thing
happens: at the call of the ’author of life’ (Acts 3:15) the young girl sits up
immediately. But the Lord Jesus knows that she now needs food, and in His tender
concern He makes sure she receives what she needs. So in these four circumstances
we see the love of Lord manifested in such practical ways.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: It seems as if the events at the end of chapter 7 draw a line under
the ministry in Capernaum: the Lord Jesus now starts a travelling ministry. We know
reports of Him travelled far and fast by word of mouth. Yet here we read of His
diligence to visit every location, large or small. None could say ‘we never met
Him’—a lesson for us in our witness of the gospel.
There is a pattern in the events. The calming of the storm was witnessed only by the
disciples with Him in the boat. They were given time to try their seafaring skills, so
they realised that, when they have done all they can and still things are hopeless, they
needed Jesus. Better to start a journey with a plea for safe-keeping than to be caught
in a panic as a crisis unfolds. The storm is symptomatic of the fall—the forces of
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nature are unrestrained. Whether or not this storm is an attempt by the ‘prince of the
power of the air’ to kill Jesus, it allows Him to demonstrate His power over the
elements (Ps. 107:29) [Comment 12].
The demon-possessed man was living in Gentile territory. The abnormal behaviour
gives us a measure of how far beyond human help he was. He was living in the
presence of death, naked, shouting out, had super-human power and was inflicting
self-harm. The demons recognised Jesus for who He was and feared His power. Here
the miracle was witnessed by a whole community. We cannot be certain why Jesus
was asked to leave—He gave the demons permission to enter the swine but He did
not order the pecuniary loss, which would be significant to a community [see
Comment 1]. What a poor society it is which judges the life of one man as of less
value than a herd of pigs! Their rush to swift death reveals how terrifying
demon-possession really is. The liberated man was told to go and be a constant
witness to the miracle of his healing after Jesus and the disciples have gone back to
the far side of the lake. Family and friends can be the hardest to reach with the good
news (Mat. 13:55)! [See Comment 6]
The next pair of miracles are intertwined, and at first sight puzzling. The woman is
healed and the crowd are left in no doubt who it was who had been healed. The
young girl is brought back to life and her parents are told to tell no one what
happened. The woman was ritually unclean and should not have been in a public
place, and certainly not in a crowded city street (Lev. 15:25). She had been in that
state for twelve years, and all the community would know her and of her complaint.
By forcing her to show herself openly Christ was able to declare that she has been
healed—she no longer needed to be separated from her friends and neighbours, and
with immediate effect. She had heard of the Lord’s healing miracles and had faith
that He could heal her also. She had not only heard, but acted upon what she had
heard—faith with works is not dead (James 2:26).
Jairus’s daughter With publicity, the young girl would become a public spectacle. She
was fast approaching the age of betrothal, and conspicuousness is the last thing she
or her parents needed.
These four miracles reveal a compassionate God who delights to help, whose
goodness extends to all no matter how desperate their situation, and who always has
our needs and best interests at heart.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Isaiah declared from God, ‘… my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways’ (Is. 55:8 NIV). There will always be a clear distinction
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between God’s ways and man’s ways; hence the spectacular variations as seen in the
referenced four miracles in chapter 8:22-56.
In the miracle of the calming of the storm, the innate serenity of the Lord Almighty
is borne out clearly. It requires one endued with the fullness of the Godhead to sleep
through the turbulence of the distressed waves and fretful winds. It was a needed rest
the Lord Jesus was having, and not even the tossing of the boat or mortal fright of the
disciples could disturb His sleep. Yet, He was not oblivious to all that transpired
around Him and what He needed to do. We all too often are driven to the Lord by
circumstances, and the resort to God is more intense the moment we deem ourselves
in danger of our lives. ‘Do you not care that we perish?’ Man is always swift to
question the sincerity of divine protection based on his perception of what God ought
to do. God takes care of the immediate problem before addressing the issue of
unbelief.
The demoniac did not come to the Lord in need of help; the Lord went to him.
There was no other way the man who was not in his right mind could have sought
divine assistance. He met him, asked his name, and commanded the demons to
come out. The Lord Jesus knows everyone and does not need that anyone should tell
Him anything about any man (John 2:25). Man would wish to cling to the Lord in the
presence of a display of power and authority. It is, however, often the case that the
Lord will tell us to go and share the good news with our family.
The woman with the issue of blood shows how man seeks the Lord when, at ‘the
end of his tether’. He never condemns anyone who comes in faith to Him, and so the
woman was set on her way in freedom.
Jairus came in faith trusting that the Lord would heal his sick daughter. Perhaps his
faith was not like the centurion’s, not to bother the Lord to come to his house; but
faith he had nevertheless. The Lord always, whenever He sees the glow of faith,
reaches out in mercy and compassion to strengthen it. The devastating news came not
to bother the Master because his daughter was dead. The Lord intervened and
upheld his faith.
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberdeen): In support of this, the man once called Legion was only instructed
to tell those of his own house and his friends (Mark 5:19). This was not necessary in
the case of Jairus’s daughter, since the girl’s parents had been present (Luke 8:51).
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Having already been rejected in Nazareth (4:29), and now facing the growing hostility
of the Jews (6:7) and the fright of those who felt threatened by His power (Mat. 8:34;
Luke 8:37), the Lord knew the need to protect His ministry by discretion, to ensure
no obstacles would hinder Him seeking out every needy individual to whom He
would be sent until His hour should come.
J.T.N.
2. (Aberkenfig): Our God truly is a wonderful Rock in trying circumstances. But the
context of 2 Tim. 2:13 is God’s faithfulness to His Word; although there may be
lacking faithful men able to teach others also (v.2) and those willing to suffer—e.g. be
bound so that the word of God is not bound (v.9), as His purposes will be not be
denied.
P.D.
3. (Buckhaven): The direct context of Romans 6:4 is the walk of the believer
following his baptism in water. For a discussion of whether this ‘newness of life’ arises
from his salvation or baptism, see Bible Studies 1986, p.143.
4. (Cromer): Hebrews 2:3-4 is relevant as a general statement of the purpose of
miracles in giving divine validation to a new revelation from God. It is not that
miracles should arouse faith in the word; rather that faith in the word should be
confirmed by a manifestation of divine power. Peter on the day of Pentecost spoke
of ‘Jesus of Nazareth, a man attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders
and signs that God did through him in your midst’ (Acts 2:22 ESV). Those who had
no faith in the man attributed His works elsewhere (Mat. 12:24), but to those for
whom the seed of faith had been planted in their hearts, they saw the accreditation
of God (John 3:2). Peter was among this band, for there was nothing in the
miraculous catch which could teach him of the holiness of the Lord (Luke 5:8-9);
rather it endorsed the conviction which had already dawned in his heart. His growing
appreciation of the Lord was confirmed, time and again, by supernatural power
(8:25), but it was an appreciation which grew from his knowledge of the Christ, not
merely the power He could wield.
5. (Cromer): The kingdom of God is the rule of God exercised in matters pertaining
to divine service. Under the old covenant, this rule was exercised amongst the people
of Israel as ‘a kingdom of priests and a holy nation’ (Ex. 19:6). Under the new
covenant, this kingdom is seen amongst churches of God, united in practice and
observing the apostles’ teaching (Mat. 21:43; Luke 12:31-32; 1 Pet. 2:9-10). The
Pharisees, whose honour toward the Lord was on their lips but not in their hearts
(Mat. 15:8), usurped the rule of God in all things, preventing many from yielding to
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His claim (23:13). It seems to me that the witness of the 72 was simply of one who
had come, who Himself yielded fully to the rule of God, and through whom they too
could know His rule in their service for Him. How they could do so in practice would
be for them to learn by following Him.
6. (Derby): It is remarkable to think of the man, known only to us as ‘Legion’,
making his way back to friends and family. They knew him by his real name, which
the Lord had restored to him, along with his dignity and his sanity. What a
transformation as he walked home to the loving arms of those who surely must never
have thought to see him again.
J.T.N.
This was indeed what we would expect of the loving mind and heart of Christ. We
note, however, that the man ‘told all over the town how much Jesus had done for
him’ (8:39 NIV), while as Comment 1 observes, Mark records the limits of the
instructions the Lord had given. It was surely uphill work, given the fear of the
townsfolk, who undervalued the restoration of their townsman, certainly at first, and
we may rightly think that to obey is always best. Yet Luke chooses to show the delight
and courage of the man in telling the wonders of that one-day visit from the Healer
of souls.
M.A.
7. (Derby): The grace, however, which made us alive (Eph 2:5 ESV) does much
more than this, it raises us up with Him and seats us with Him in the heavenly places
(v6) and, of course, brings innumerable blessings to us in Christ.
P.D.
8. (Greenock): At the feeding of the 5,000-plus, we should qualify ‘lack of foresight’,
which sounds unfair to parents for a start. Surely nearly all in the crowd
underestimated the effect of the relief, joy and wonder that the healings would
generate, and the amount of the Lord’s teaching they then would be eager to hear
from Him, so that time passed without being noticed—a very normal mistake, and
a measure of how great was the drawing-power of the Creator at work in restoration,
and the words they would at first treasure, until the searching message of the
following day (John 6:22-42). It was wonderful even if just designed to replace what
they did not have with good quality, and though appetite would be keen with the
hours that had passed, hardly needs heightened into provision of a new unique
flavour.
M.A.
Might they not have brought food but eaten it before the day began to wear away
(Luke 9:12), or simply not expected to be absent so long? Would the Lord have
provided if there was simply wanton carelessness and neglect?
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9. (Greennock): A lovely thought-quality as well as quantity, so typical of divine
provision.
10. (Podagatlapalli): Had Jesus has been all night in prayer (Luke 6:12) not long
before this occasion? It is impossible to be certain of that but as a number of
contributors attest this month, Luke writes to Theophilus in order thematically, which
he could not do chronologically also. Mark 3:13 begins a record of a day which
apparently starts where Luke 6:12 finishes and continues in activity until Mark
4:35,36, when ‘on that day, when even was come ... they take him with them even
as He was in the boat’.
P.D.
11. (Podagatlapalli): Demons Whilst we must heed the warning to have nothing to
do with satanic powers, which are far more powerful than us, we do well to note too
that in the man of Luke 8 was a legion, which nevertheless bowed to the
unquestionable authority of Christ. They were powerful, certainly; but they had no
power at all to resist Him!
J.T.N.
While agreeing with J.T.N. above, there is a separate case for being alert to the
possible presence and influence of evil spirits, in view of increasing demonic activity
and cultivation of it around the world today. The loved saints (cp. 1 John 2:7; 4:7,11)
were instructed by John to be aware of and test if necessary the spirits active then
(4:1-2). The emphasis would be on recognizing false teaching sourced in seducing
spirits, while the wise might leave the testing to experienced men. See also the tests
in 1 Corinthians 12:3. Discerning the presence of spirits, however, was a spiritual gift,
and can be very difficult since the symptoms can be identical to mental illness.
On casting out demons, the authority to do so was granted by the Lord Himself
specifically to the twelve apostles and to the seventy (Mat. 10:1; Luke 10:17-20), and
we read of it in Acts when the apostles were present (Acts 5:16; 19:12-17). The latter
passage shows how dangerous it was for others to try, even using the name of Jesus,
and the case of the man not among the apostles in Luke 9:49 hardly confers
authority. What we have obligation to do is pray earnestly if we suspect cases of
oppression or possession, taking care to being prepared with the armour of God (Eph.
6:12-18). See also B.S. 2010, pp.67-68, from Surulere.
M.A.
12. (Southport): As you say, we just do not know the identity of the motivator of the
storm, or the specific reason for its occurrence; or again was it simply to do with the
natural order of the varying and divinely-ordained movements of the elements, as
instituted by the Creator. It may well have been a test of faith for the disciples (‘…
where is your faith?’), though the direct command of the Lord for the storm to cease
and the waves abate would suggest otherwise.
R.B.F.
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Introducing

October

2 PROPHETS, 2 BROTHERS, AND 2 SISTERS
Isn’t the first paragraph of the selected
passage in Luke 9 quite remarkable?
Moses and Elijah, outstanding men of
God and two human beings whose
lives of faith were anything but an easy
ride, being summoned to take their
place on either side of their glorious
Saviour on a high mountain top. Why
were they the chosen personalities
from among the illustrious faith
warriors mentioned in the Hebrews 11
roll of honour, to stand beside their
Lord and engage in conversation with
Him shortly before His departure from
this world? Elijah hadn’t even
experienced earthly death; Moses’
private burial was solely arranged and
conducted by His Maker. They both
knew God’s answer and follow-up
action to special prayers (cf. Ex. 32:1014; James 5:17-18). They had inside
knowledge of what the Lord’s death
would entail. They were instantly
recognizable to the three disciples. Did
they appear as old men, or as they
were in the prime of their manhood?
This would at least tell us that in the
eternal state we shall be familiar with
the identity of all the redeemed, and
our knowledge and understanding will
vastly exceed what we have here.

in 9:49 and 54 so typical of brotherly
bonding when defending someone
who is very special to both parties? So
often the outcome of strong sibling
rivalry in early and developmental
years can result in lifelong hurt. On the
other hand, such a family affinity can
almost appear unbreakable when
facing a shared actual or perceived
adversity. This obviously well-known
exorcist was not part of the Lord’s
travelling company and therefore
deemed to be unworthy of carrying out
such a role as he was fulfilling. The
L o r d s o o n c o r r e cted t h e i r
misapprehension. We can get our
assessment of the service of others not
with us in a bit of a fankle at times.
Isn’t the unspoken element of illfeeling towards a family member as a
result of a skewed calculation of the
other’s choice of circumstances fairly
familiar to our fallen humanity?
Martha’s love and care for the Lord
knew no bounds. She comes across as
the spokesperson for the household
(cp. 10:38). Perhaps she was the eldest
of the three and the home-owner. She
had a lesson to learn, that making time
for a place near to the Lord, to listen to
His word, and feel the closeness of His
person, was spiritually preferable and

Isn’t the reaction of James and John
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more profitable than hands tied to the
kitchen table, burdened with domestic
duties. We’ll always have many

life-lessons to learn from God’s word.
R.B.F.

From Study Groups
‘MY SON, MY CHOSEN ONE’ (Luke 9:28-62; 10:17-42)
From Aberdeen: What prevented the nine disciples from healing the boy? Unbelief.
They had not been sent on a mission to heal at this point. Rather, they had just
returned from a specific mission of preaching and healing, but had now come apart
to rest awhile (cp. Mark 6:31). It may be that this failed attempt at healing the boy
was an instance of lost communion with the true vine. Jesus Himself is the vine—we
are the branches. The disciples were surely learning the need for continual
dependence on the Lord, ‘... for apart from me ye can do nothing’ (John 15:5 RV).
It is helpful to look at the context of this failure. The twelve disciples were probably
elated (just like the seventy on a similar mission in Luke 10:17) after their experiences
of seeing how even the demons were subject to them, albeit in the name of Jesus.
Certainly it was around this time that the sin of pride became apparent. Which of
them was the greatest? (Luke 9:46). Pride and unbelief became evident—they go
together. We can see how the sin of unbelief came in the form of confidence in
themselves instead of in the Lord. The Lord’s correcting word to them was that they
were lacking in prayer (Mark 9:29). Depending on God—abiding in the vine—was
the only way that those apostles would know divine authority and guidance for
casting out demons in each new case brought before them.
Disciples of the present day also learn from experience the necessity of abiding in
the true vine. In the practical outworking of such we can rely on our God, who is
faithful to forgive us our sins (1 John 1:9). So we have the encouragement to go to
God in prayer and confess our sins as each day may require, so that our communion
with the true vine may be repaired and renewed.
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: In Luke 24:27 we read about the Lord’s words to the two
disciples on the road to Emmaus, ‘And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets,
he interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself’ (ESV). The
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appearance of Moses and Elijah on the Mount of Transfiguration not only confirmed
the close link between the Law and the Prophets and the Son of God, who gloriously
fulfilled every foreshadowing they proclaimed, but also underlined to the disciples
how reliable and consistent the word of God is. Peter notes this when he says, ‘? And
we have the prophetic word more fully confirmed ?’ (2 Pet. 1:19 NIV). The revelation
of Moses and Elijah as those human agencies who brought the law and the prophets
together into one wonderful entity, together with the out-shining of Jesus’ glory as Son
of God, deeply affected the disciples. It reinforces the truthfulness of the word of
God, as we see in Hebrews 1:1-2: ‘Long ago, at many times and in many ways, God
spoke to our fathers by the prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his
Son, whom he appointed the heir of all things, through whom also he created the
world.’ It also confirmed that faith in Him and His word was justified, as Peter says:
‘We did not follow cleverly devised myths when we made known to you the power
and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his majesty’ (2 Pet.
1:16).
‘My Son, my Chosen One’ Obedience to the Lord Jesus is founded in these great
facts: first, He is the Son, co-equal in every aspect of deity; and secondly, He is the
chosen one who is the only one who was appointed and able to fulfil God’s purposes
in bringing salvation to everyone who believes. This is He who demands our full
attention as we listen to Him.
It is against this backdrop that the cost of following Him is underlined to us. The cost
to Him in meeting our need is beyond our comprehension; the cost to ourselves to
follow is a mere shadow in comparison, yet it is a price that is often more than we are
willing to pay. The world around us sets great store on the quality of life that can be
enjoyed; yet Jesus shows that such things are not to be set up as our greatest
ambition. Neither should family relationships prevent our witness from conforming
to His revealed will: family is important, but God has to come first in all that we
purpose to do in our lives. Similarly, the response to follow should not be hindered
by the desire to be well thought of by those closest to us. Elisha and Gideon both
bear testimony to the conflict that so often arises as we set out on the disciple
pathway (cp. 1 Kin. 19:19-21 and Judg. 6:25-27).
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: Healing the boy? ‘And he called the twelve together, and gave
them power and authority over all devils, and to cure diseases ... And I besought thy
disciples to cast it out; and they could not ?’ (Luke 9:1-6, 40 RV). Why was this when
they had so recently experienced the power and authority of the Lord Jesus? The
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words of the Lord Jesus are significant: ‘O faithless and perverse generation ?’ The
disciples were mirroring the ‘faithless’ character of their generation, and had failed
completely to trust the power and authority of God. They tried in their own strength
to do what was humanly impossible.
How instructive! They had lately gone out in obedience and faith ‘preaching the
gospel, and healing everywhere’ (v.6), yet when faced with this extremely challenging
case—a demon-possessed child—instead of going to the Lord in prayer, believing that
‘all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive’ (Mat. 21:22),
they had tried to heal the boy in their own strength. In reply to their admission of
failure, the Lord said, ‘This kind can come out by nothing, save by prayer’ [and fasting
AV] (Mark 9:28-29). The disciples had to learn that only by maintaining a constant,
live connection with the power of God would they be able consistently to overcome
the power of Satan.
Contrary to ‘enlightened’ modern thought, demon-possession of someone is a real
possibility. The Lord attributed the condition of this boy and others to demonic
activity; therefore we must acknowledge that demons are real, that they are actively
involved in working against the purposes of God, and that the lives of men and
women, and sometimes even children, can be directly affected by these malevolent
beings. Unfortunately, certain religious groups have brought the gospel into disrepute
because of misguided and unscriptural practices. For example, there are dreadful
accounts of some who believed a child was possessed by a demon, who subjected
the innocent child to horrendous abuse and even committed murder in their efforts
to exorcise the demon. Such actions fly in the face of the Scriptures, which clearly
prohibit murder (Ex. 20:13) or violence: ‘? do no wrong, do no violence, to the
stranger, the fatherless, nor the widow, neither shed innocent blood ?’ (Jer. 22:3). ‘Do
violence to no man ?’ (Luke 3:14).‘For the whole law is fulfilled in one word, even
in this; Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself’(Gal. 5:14).
Paul exhorted the Romans to be ‘wise unto that which is good, and simple unto
that which is evil’ (Rom. 16:19). The wise Christian will not want to know ‘the deep
things of Satan’ (Rev. 2:24). If, however, in service for the Lord we are confronted
with demonic activity, our best course is to take refuge in the one who is stronger
than these ‘spiritual hosts of wickedness’ (Eph. 6:12).
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: Eyewitnesses of His majestic glory The transfiguration, coming as it
did only a short time before the Lord Jesus was due to go to the cross, showed the
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Father’s approval of all that the Lord had done, and now what He was about to do
in accomplishing our salvation. He had received the Father’s approbation at the
beginning of His public ministry (Mat. 3:17), and now again the voice from heaven
confirmed that the Father was well pleased with His Son. ‘This is my Son, whom I
love; with him I am well pleased (2 Pet.1:17 NIV). The appearance of Moses and
Elijah showed that the law and the prophets were about to be fulfilled in the death
of the Lord Jesus (Luke 24:27) [Comment 1]. Peter, James and John would look back
on the occasion for as long as they lived and see it as irrefutable proof that Jesus was
God’s Son (see 2 Pet.1:16).
The apostle John may also have had the transfiguration experience in mind when
he said, ‘We beheld his glory’ (John 1:14), although the Lord revealed His glory in so
many other ways as well [Comment 2]. James, too, would have been strengthened
in his faith after such a wonderful revelation of Jesus’ glory, although he did not live
so long as some of the apostles, being put to death by Herod Agrippa 1 in about 43
A.D. (Acts 12:2).
Lacking faith The Lord chided the disciples for their failure of not being able to cast
out the evil spirit from a boy. When the disciples asked, ‘Why couldn’t we drive it
out?’ the Lord replied, ‘Because you have so little faith’ (Mat. 17:19). The fact that the
disciples had been able to do great things for Him on previous occasions (Mark 6:13)
was no guarantee that their experience would always be similar. They would fail if
their faith became weak. Without faith it is impossible to please God (Heb.11:6).
Considering the cost of discipleship Those who say they will follow Jesus may not
fully understand what is involved and what sacrifices may be needed. The first man
says, ‘I will follow you wherever you go’—a bold affirmation indeed! So Jesus
reminds him of the harsh realities of His own life as the Son of Man. We are not told
how the man responded, but the way of the disciple is one of making sacrifices. The
Lord Jesus said, ‘If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up
his cross daily and follow me’ (Luke 9:23). Another man said, ‘First let me go and
bury my father.’ The Lord Jesus replied, ‘Let the dead bury their own dead, but you
go and proclaim the kingdom of God.’ This may seem harsh, but the Lord knew all
that was in the man’s heart, and that he needed to understand that the proclamation
of the kingdom of God is all important. No procrastination is acceptable. The Lord’s
reply to a third man, who first wanted to go to say goodbye to his family, shows us
that even family considerations might be used as an excuse for not responding to the
call of discipleship.
John Parker
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From Derby: What prevented the disciples from healing the boy? Jesus gave the
disciples authority over demons. Had the disciples lapsed into a state of unbelief? It
may have been that the commission was the time when the Lord sent His disciples
out. When they were with the Lord, it was only the Lord who was able to perform
healing miracles; otherwise it would have detracted from the Lord being at the centre
of His ministry. The disciples were not to take the glory for themselves [see Aberdeen,
Buckhaven and Cromer papers—Eds.]. Even in Luke 10:17 the seventy two were
rejoicing in the fact that demons submitted to the name of Jesus. However, they and
we have something more to celebrate, that our names are written in heaven (10:20).
When Naaman went to the king of Israel for healing he did not find healing there; it
was only by going to God’s prophet that this was realised.
There is a cost to following Jesus, as the old hymn states, ‘Have ye counted the
cost?’ Following the Lord implies we must put everything away of self. There was a
certain man who gave away all that he had so that he could go out preaching. There
was a time when he was in a certain city that some people looked at him as if he
were destitute. There are various costs to us: one of these is reproach. We are
separated to God, and Israel was warned not to have anything to do with those who
were against God. Thanks be to God that we are on the winning side.
Robert Foster
From Greenock: Peter, James and John must have thought that they were seeing
things, or having the same dream. They may have thought that they had been
translated to heaven when they saw Jesus clothed in garments ‘as bright as a flash of
lightning’, with two men, Moses and Elijah, ‘in glorious splendour’ talking with Jesus
about His departure which He was about to bring to fulfilment. Rubbing the sleep out
of their eyes, Peter, James and John witnessed Jesus' glory. At the time, how did they
recognise the identity of Moses the lawgiver, and Elijah, the greatest of the prophets,
whom they had never seen before? [see ‘Introducing’ and Comment 3]? Peter, on this
magnificent occasion, can be excused for his customary habit of engaging his mouth
before his mind by elevating Moses and Elijah to the same level of eminence as Jesus
when he said, ‘Master ... Let us put up three shelters (booths), one for you, one for
Moses, and one for Elijah’ [see Comment 5]. Out of the cloud God's words were
heard from heaven, ‘This is My Son, whom I have chosen; listen to him’ (9:28-35
NIV). Peter, James and John wouldn't have wanted this other worldly occasion to end.
If Jesus had permitted it perhaps they would have made a booth for themselves and
dwelt in it for the duration of the Feast of Tabernacles. The transfiguration of Jesus,
metamorphosed into God the Son, stayed with Peter all his life [Comment 4; see also
6].
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Later, when in a village of Samaria that didn't welcome Jesus and His disciples,
John, fresh from his experience on the mountain, asked Jesus, ‘Lord, do you want us
to call fire down from heaven to destroy them?’ (v.54), recalling that Elijah had three
times called for fire from God to come down from heaven. (1 Kin. 18:38; 2 Kin.
1:10-12). Jesus rebuked John because it was not the Father's will that any should
perish, and He had come to seek and to save those who were lost.
With regard to the last paragraph of chapter 10, the action and reaction of people in
any given situation has been the same dilemma in any generation. It wouldn't have
been against the law for the priest and the Levite to have tended to the wounded
man. The man wasn't dead so they wouldn't have been defiled by being in the
proximity of a dead body (Lev. 21:4).
John Peddie
From Halifax: Hear ye Him Jesus went up into a mountain to pray and took with
Him Peter, John and James (Luke 9:28). These three disciples had seen the Master’s
raising of Jairus’s daughter and would go on to closely accompany Jesus in
Gethsemane. Thus they were being prepared for the work of gospel ministry by
seeing His glory and His patient suffering. Both Matthew and Mark say that Jesus ‘was
transfigured’ (Mat. 17:2; Mark 9:2). However, Luke explains that as Jesus prayed, ‘the
fashion of his countenance was altered, and his raiment was white and glistering’
(9:29 AV). Whilst translating the Greek word exastrapto here as ‘radiant’, Dr. R.F.
Weymouth gives ‘like the flashing lightning’ as an alternative rendering (The New
Testament in Modern Speech, 1929, p.162). Along with many versions, the RV and
ASV supply the English word ‘dazzling’. It is Mark, however, who goes on to describe
the transfiguration of Jesus by comparison: ‘And his raiment became shining,
exceeding white as snow; so as no fuller on earth can white them’ (9:3 ) [Comment
5].
Moses and Elijah, who both together represent the complete testimony of the Old
Testament scriptures, talked with Jesus about His ‘decease’ (Luke 9:31). The Greek
word here is exodos, which means ‘a going out’, and according to Liddell and Scott
is used in the absolute sense of ‘departure’ or ‘death’ (Greek English Lexicon, 1883,
p.503); see also 2 Peter 1:15 [see Comment 1].
Although Luke refers simply to ‘a mountain’ (9:28) and in Matthew 17:1 and Mark
9:2 we have ‘high mountain’, Peter writes of ‘the holy mount’ (2 Pet.1:18), which
was made holy by the majestic glory in the most solemn testimony to the divinity of
Jesus. ‘Happy is the man’, says Joshua Hawkins, ‘who has learned the great Message
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from the Mount of Transfiguration: “This is My Beloved Son, hear ye Him.”’(‘The
Rosetta Stone’, Gathered Treasure, 1930, p.81).
Robert J. Butler
From Ibadan Alawaye: Purpose of the transfiguration The transfiguration establishes
who Jesus is and what He came to do. Jesus went to the mountain to pray alone as
before, but as His departure was fast approaching He took the disciples Peter, James
and John to see His glory. Though these disciples knew Him, now they were to see
Him in a new light. This was evident in Peter’s statement afterwards (Luke 9:32-33).
This experience would be imprinted on the disciples. The voice that came out of the
cloud also confirmed who He was to these disciples (9:35).
Peter and the other eyewitnesses of His glory Peter would be much more confident
to witness about Jesus; this would also establish his walking with God because he had
seen these things for himself (2 Pet. 1:16-18). The experience transformed Peter’s
witness and life forever [Comment 6].
Jesus had given the disciples authority and power over all demons and to cure
diseases (Luke 9:1); but those to whom He gave the authority could not exercise it.
When the disciples asked why they could not heal the boy the Lord made them to
know that it was because of their unbelief (Mat. 17:17-21; Luke 9:41). Jesus said that
if His disciples had faith, there was nothing they would not be able to do (Mat.
21:21; Luke 17:6). The disciples needed to have faith before they could do it
(Heb.11:6). Without faith it is impossible to please Him.
Samson Ogunleye
From Mount Forest: Why could the disciples not heal the boy? Miracles are not
accidents: every divine miracle fulfils God’s purpose for the individual and the
occasion (e.g. John 11:4,15,42), and faith must be expressed towards these
objectives. On this occasion it was not that the power of God was unavailable since
the Lord subsequently demonstrated that it was (9:42). Nor was the problem beyond
the disciples’ delegated authority (9:1; 10:19). Scripture may not always disclose the
reason a person is not healed. Sometimes, where God’s purpose has in view a
demonstration of a response to faith, where faith is absent, healing will not occur
(Mark 6:5-6). Matthew 17:19-20 reveals the reason for the disciples’ failure, namely
a lack of sufficient faith. Mark (at 9:29) also notes the Lord’s comment about the need
for prayer, which implies an exercise of faith. We should not assume that the disciples
had no faith, but rather consider how all true faith must be exercised in fulfilment of
God’s purpose.
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When Lazarus died, faithful disciples assumed that the Lord’s healing power would
have been seen if He had arrived in time; but the Lord knew that healing was not
God’s purpose—the greater display of divine power and approval was to be shown
in restoring Lazarus to life. The fuller account in Mark 9 indicates that the boy needed
both freeing from demon possession and healing (vv.25,27). Was the disciples’ lack
of faith directed simply to ridding the boy of the unclean spirit? Luke will later report
again on the healing of a mute person (11:14-24), and provide fuller facts about
demonic activity that only God could reveal.
In the balancing of listening and serving (10:38-42) faith again is central. Faith is
essentially being assured that what God says is true, and confidence that His will shall
be done. When we serve faithfully, we carry out God’s will (Eph.2:10). We must
know God’s will to do it purposefully. This requires listening to Him as He speaks in
His word. Time is well spent listening until we know God’s will has been revealed to
us, and that our faith supports a desire to do it. Otherwise we risk simply serving our
own objectives! Martha’s service became ‘distracted’, not focused, and she sought
reinforcement, not direction. She was doing much—perhaps more than the moment
required. Psalm 123:2 is instructive: listening is supplemented by focused
watching—even for the Lord’s silent direction indicating what needs to be done. Mary
had the good part, because it enabled her to balance her attentive listening with
subsequent expressions of faith in serving.
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Many great spiritual experiences in the Bible took place on
mountains, most of them having been viewed by very few witnesses. On Mount
Moriah, Abraham offered up his son Isaac. On Mount Sinai, amid the lightning and
thunder, Moses received the Ten Commandments. On Mount Carmel, Elijah called
down the fire of God and slew the priests of Baal. The wilderness temptations of the
Lord included one from a mountain top. Christ died on Mount Calvary. On the
Mount of Olives a cloud received Him out of the onlookers’ sight. Mount Hermon,
in all probability, is where Jesus was transfigured [Comment 7].
Jesus took Peter, James and John to the top of the mountain to show them who He
really was—not just a great prophet, but God’s own Son. The transfiguration
foreshadowed the glory of the king. This event was a picture of the coming kingdom
and a proof that Jesus Christ is indeed the Son of the living God and His chosen one
(Luke 9:35). This was God’s divine affirmation of everything Jesus had done and was
about to do. This event opens with His appearance in glory—the answer to the
promise made to the disciples (Luke 9:27) [Comment 8].
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Moses represented the law. He was the lawgiver and could see the fulfilment of the
law in Jesus. Elijah represented the prophets [Comment 1]. Some even mistook Jesus
for Elijah arisen from the dead. The two conversed with Jesus about His ‘decease’
(Luke 9:31). The word ‘decease’ in the New Testament comes from the word
‘exodus’ in the Old Testament. Exodus means ‘going out’ / departure. The believer
is brought out by God’s grace, and Christ’s sacrifice, from the bondage of sin into
spiritual freedom and liberty, with the prospect of being led into the house of God
with its service of the people of God.
Peter wanted to keep Moses and Elijah present and to stay there with them. But he
was to discover that this was not what God wanted. Peter’s wish to build shelters for
Jesus, Moses and Elijah may also show he wished to build a church on three corner
stones—the law, the prophets and Jesus [Comment 9]. But Peter grew in his
understanding, for eventually he would write of Jesus as the ‘chosen and precious
corner-stone’ of the house of God (1 Pet. 2:6 NIV).
Only some time later after the resurrection would the disciples understand the
importance of this magnificent vision and be authorized to recount it. But for the
present, while Moses and Elijah returned to their rest, the Son of God again takes on
Himself the humble ‘form of a servant’ which He had relinquished only for a
moment, and descending from the mountain He again took up the lonely road to the
cross.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport:
There are several aspects of encouragement from the
transfiguration scene. The disciples have voiced the understanding of the peoples as
to the identity of the Lord Jesus. Some think He is the resurrected John the Baptist,
others Elijah, and still others one of the old prophets returned. The latter would fulfil
the promise given to the people by Moses. The transfiguration shows things have
moved on: the Law has been superseded and the prophets’ work completed as far
as the first coming of the Lord is concerned. The appearances of Elijah and Moses,
together with the voice from heaven, testify that Peter’s answer is correct—this is
indeed the Son of God, the Messiah and the Christ.
The Lord has been talking about His death, and that His disciples must be prepared
to follow Him in suffering and death. The appearance of Moses and Elijah is proof of
life after death, and that the future life is in the glory. This is enough to give
confidence and courage to continue to follow no matter what this earthly life may
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have in store for us. Jesus has also told them He will be returning in glory and His
transfiguration gives proof of His future glory.
The conversation between Moses, Elijah and the Lord is also about His death which
He will accomplish at Jerusalem. This was an encouragement to the Lord Jesus, as the
conversation clearly shows He is going to be in charge of events and that the saints,
clad in glory, are eagerly awaiting the marvellous act of redemption.
The cloud reminds us of the cloud over the tabernacle (Ex. 40:35) and in the
temple (2 Chr. 5:13) [see also Podagatla’s paper]. In these circumstances Moses and
the priests were unable to carry out their function. The cloud speaks of the glory of
God, and the voice which they heard was that of God the Father proclaiming the
worth of His Son.
The result of the prayer of the Lord Jesus Christ was the revelation of His glory to
the selected disciples. Human weakness meant some of the testimony being
unobserved. Again the prayers in the garden of Gethsemane went unheard due to
the inability of the disciples to stay awake [Comment 10]. Peter seems to have the
embarrassment of his sleepiness in mind when he exhorts us to be watchful and alert
so that we do not ‘sleepwalk’ into the traps of the devil (1 Pet. 5:8). So may we pray
for each other.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: The purpose of the Transfiguration The Lord Jesus Christ in His
earthly sojourn essentially concealed the effulgence of His glory: ‘He grew up before
him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of dry ground. He had no beauty or
majesty to attract us to him, nothing in his appearance that we should desire him’ (Is.
53:2 NIV). Although in Christ all the fullness of deity lives in bodily form (Col. 2:9),
yet He was in the likeness of sinful flesh, which He took since the children have flesh
and blood (Rom. 8:3; Heb. 2:14). The glory that men beheld as He tabernacled
amongst them was not that of Him who was ‘in very nature God’ but rather ‘a man
of sorrows and familiar with suffering’ (Phil. 2:6; Is. 53:3).
Nevertheless, God always leaves Himself with testimony (Acts 14:17), and the
transfiguration was one awesome occasion in which mortal men had an unshaded
view of the magnificence of the Lord Jesus Christ. It was a rare privilege to glimpse the
purest Light of lights, albeit through the shifting gaze of sleepy eyes. The Lord Jesus
knew that the time of His decease / exodus was at hand, and the greatest
representatives of the Law and the Prophets had discourse with Him on this
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momentous matter. They were eyewitnesses who were not immediately cognizant of
the implications of the events, but as destined pillars or martyr of the soon to emerge
churches of God, experienced a never to be forgotten frame of reference. They not
only saw the glory but heard also the Father’s affirmation of the Son.
Meaning for Peter The transfiguration had salutary effects on Peter for the rest of his
mortal life. Despite his well documented shortcomings (Gal. 2:11-21), he never forgot
that day (2 Pet.1:16). It consolidated for him the veracity of the message Christ
preached and authenticated His claim to deity. What more proof could he require?
He had witnessed firsthand Moses and Elijah in glorified form attending upon the
Lord. They conversed on the events leading to His death and ascension to the glory
which He had with the Father before the world began (John 17:5). Well might Peter
echo the words of the apostle Paul: ‘I was not disobedient to the vision from heaven’
(Acts 26:19).
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Cromer and others): A number of contributors identify the purpose of Moses’
and Elijah’s appearance on the mountain to be representatives of the law and the
prophets. This certainly seems to be so, given Moses’ personal association, not only
with the law (Luke 24:27), but the Old Testament scriptures as a whole (2 Cor. 3:14
15), and Elijah’s pre eminence among O.T. prophets (Mal. 4:5; Mark 9:11 12). There
they spoke of His departure (Gr. exodus, lit. ‘way out’—see Halifax and Podagatla)
and perhaps their conversation rehearsed the Scriptures, as the Lord did later on the
road to Emmaus, and so strengthened Him on the road to the cross.
For Moses, there was an exodus of death, as the Israelites, having sheltered from
death by the shed blood of the lamb, made their way out of Egypt through the Red
Sea. For Elijah, it was an exodus over death, as he passed between the waters of the
Jordan and ascended by a whirlwind into heaven, death having no claim over him.
Representatives of Law and Prophets they surely were; but they were also men who
had known their own exodus—each a pale reflection of deep waters that lay ahead
in ‘the sufferings of Christ and the subsequent glories’ (1 Pet. 1:11 ESV).
J.T.N.
2. (Cromer): There can be no doubt that the transfiguration experience figured
exceedingly highly in John, Peter, and James’ reminiscences of His ‘glory’ being
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displayed. However, the other disciples and followers of the Saviour in His earthly
pathway and service would also be included in part of John’s introductory statement
of his gospel account in 1:14: ‘... dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory) ...’
R.B.F.
3. (Greenock and others): Recognition, and knowing identity (with names), are two
distinct forms of awareness. The former needs prior knowledge of features specific to
only the individuals concerned, whereas there is no such description in Scripture that
is not shared with other prophets or leaders. Even Moses’ reluctance to be a
spokesman at age 40 was not necessarily true of his later years. So either we find here
direct revelation to the disciples, as favoured by R.B.F. in ‘Introducing’; or they heard
the prophets being named in the conversation; or the Lord introduced them. Another
possibility, and least likely, is that each prophet quoted from his recorded sayings, and
these were recognised.
M.A.
4. (Greenock): The metamorphosis was the enhancing of the Lord’s human and
physical appearance in the assuming to Himself, for a short period of time, the
external glory that is essentially and intrinsically His as the only begotten of the Father;
it now being visibly displayed. He could not be metamorphosed into God the Son as
He always remained such, even when coming into our world in manhood form, and
carrying out throughout His life the Father’s will and fulfilling His purpose.
5. (Halifax): The individual chronicling of the Lord’s transfiguration by the three
gospellers, Matthew, Mark and Luke, is compellingly complementary to this whole
occasion of wonder and excitement. We can well understand the reaction of Peter.
How would we feel and act if before our very eyes we were permitted to see in the
flesh the two outstanding icons of Old Testament scripture, renowned representatives
of the law and prophets! Matthew and Luke focusing on His face illuminated with
divine glory; the three of them testifying to the extreme brightening in colour of his
clothes to ‘whiter than white’, insomuch they had almost to close their eyes from such
a scintillating sight.
R.B.F.
6. (Ibadan): Peter’s experience on the mountain certainly affected him, but only
later, after the resurrection, did he realise its full importance. The revelation of the
true identity of the Lord instigated a change in His dealings with the disciples, as He
began to unfold to them His suffering, death and resurrection (Mat. 16:21; Luke
9:22- 23). For now, Peter resisted both the Lord’s revelation (Mat. 16:22) and the
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demands it claimed of him (26:69-74), his suggestion on the mountain (Luke 9:33)
betraying complete ignorance (notwithstanding the conversation with Moses and
Elijah) that the Lord had a work to accomplish. It was the sight of the empty tomb
which changed all that, allowing Peter to view the transfiguration in the context of the
Lord’s great purpose as ‘the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me’
(Gal. 2:20 ESV). (See also Podagatlapalli, last paragraph.)
J.T.N.
Peter highlights that this was hearing God’s voice as well as seeing the majesty of
Christ. Concerning this J.L. Ferguson wrote in Needed Truth in January 1970: ‘"... we
have the word of prophecy made more sure; whereunto ye do well that ye take
heed" (2 Peter 1.19). This was the confidence of the early Christians. They were
conscious of the vast amount of prophecy which had been fulfilled among them by
the coming of the Lord Jesus ... now well attested history, announced to the nations
by the Holy Spirit in the testimony of witnesses, before prepared by God.’
P.H.D.
7. (Podagatlapalli): While we cannot be absolutely certain about the identity of the
mountain classified by Matthew and Mark as being ‘high’, Mount Hermon, standing
at over 9,000 feet in Upper Galilee, and not far from Caesarea Philippi, would to all
appearances be the likely location. Others have considered it may well be Mount
Tabor in Galilee (cp. Mark 9:30) where Barak descended with his ten thousand men
(Judg. 4:14). By comparison, it only reaches to nearly 2,000 feet.
R.B.F.
8. (Podagatlapalli): For two possible explanations of this verse (as it appears in Mat.
16:28), see B.S. 1997, p.104.
9. (Podagatlapalli): Presumably the purpose of the three shelters was to prolong the
experience on the mountain. Satan’s first attempt through Peter to hinder the Lord’s
progress to Calvary had met with a sharp rebuke (Mat. 16:22-23). Here was a second
attempt, but, as the polished arrow from the quiver of God (Is. 49:2), the Lord was
not to be deflected from His great purpose.
J.T.N.
10. (Southport): Is there not the possibility that the three selected disciples heard
something of the Lord’s supplication/s in Gethsemane’s garden? Matthew tells us
immediately after speaking to them about the need for watchfulness, He ‘went
forward a little, and fell on His face, and prayed’ (26:39 RV; Mark 14:35). Surely He
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said more than just asking for the cup to pass away from Him! On His return, He
found them slumbering. He woke them and spoke to them and then prayed a second
time. Would they not have heard at least those first words of His second pleading,
before keeling over (v.43)? In the silent cold air of the night, even though a stone’s
cast away (Luke 22:41), they could well have picked up the first part of the heartfelt
and deep resonances of the Son of God. If not, the actual words were certainly
divulged to them later on by the Lord Himself during His time in their company, on
and off, over a period of forty days (Acts 1:3).
R.B.F.
11. (General): Little things and great Why do Matthew (17:1) and Mark (9:2)
record six days after the lesson about losing one’s life for the Lord’s sake, instead of
Luke’s ‘eight’ (9:28)? Inclusive reckoning is possible, but Luke was aiming to be
accurate. Writing ‘about eight’ suggests that his informant was less concerned about
the exact day. Luke draws from it, not a point about the day of the week, but the
proximity of the two discussions of dying. (See Southport para. 2.)
Next we note that the people who saw the boy healed were amazed at ‘the
greatness of God’ (NIV). The Greek noun is used only of divine attributes or action,
and is well expressed by ESV and RV as ‘majesty’—grandeur or impressiveness
(Danker’s Lexicon, 2000, p.622). It’s the same word as in 2 Peter 1:16 much quoted,
so the fishermen who saw majesty on the mountain, found it also displayed in the
problems down on the flat. In sorry contrast, the disciples soon disappointed their
Teacher by arguing over who was the greatest of themselves.
Then we see the Lord turning from the Samaritan village that would not welcome
Him, so unlike those of Sychar (John 4). Yet He did not pass by the next village, and
how glad they would be! He was preparing the way for Philip and others driven out
of Jerusalem, but bringing news that would cause great joy, and the planting of
churches (Acts 8). Luke chose to introduce this incident with one of the finest of his
so varied connectives: ‘As the time approached for him to be taken up to heaven ...’,
as if lifting our thoughts to that beautiful plane before the sadness of opposition.
Setting our minds where Christ is today strengthens our resolve also to keep walking
the road (9:57) ... to another day’s work ... walking the road home.
M.A.
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Feature
Our dear brother Paul, in characteristic support of Bible study, volunteered this article
for our overview series, and sent it early in July shortly before he was called home.
It is a fitting crown to his writing in the magazine over many years.

LUKE’S COMPASSION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED
Luke highlights several themes in his
account of the life of Christ. The key
theme is the universal salvation that
reveals how God’s love is for all
people, reaches far and wide, and is
not confined to Israel. Other themes
include the poor and disadvantaged,
the humanity and passion of Christ, the
Holy Spirit, the importance of women,
references to children, prayer and
praise. Luke has also been called ‘the
singing Gospel’ with various references
to singing (1:46f., 1:68f., 2:14f.,
2:28f., 24:53) and how his account
starts and finishes with rejoicing!

13,21; 16:19f.; 21:3). In Jesus’ first
recorded sermon in chapter 4 He lists
five tasks, the first being to preach good
news to the poor (4:18) and Luke
records many occasions when this
objective is achieved.
The word ‘compassion’ is derived
from the Latin word compassio, from
com—with, and pati—to suffer. It
means to have pity, a feeling of distress
through the suffering of others. It is
more than a general kindness or
sympathy. Luke frequently records the
Lord being moved with compassion
towards the multitude and towards
individuals (7:13; 10:33; 15:20). The
opening statement of His ministry in
4:18 is fulfilled in the early chapters
and summarised in 7:22. Jesus answers
the question posed by John’s disciples
by appealing to the evidence of His
compassionate deeds narrated in the
previous chapters.

This article focuses on Jesus’ concern
f or the d isad vantaged. The
disadvantaged would include poor
people when the Greek word used is
ptochos meaning ‘one who is so poor
as to have to beg, one who is
completely destitute’ and those
needing alms. Other disadvantaged
groups would be those excluded, even
despised, such as tax collectors and
sinners. Luke has twice as many
references to the poor compared to the
other Gospels (1:53; 6:30; 14:11

Jesus’ early life
In the Magnificat Mary describes how
God acts against the rich, proud and
mighty and favours the hungry and
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humble (1:46-55). Jesus’ family seem
to have been poor, as indicated by the
offering at the temple of only two
young pigeons rather than the more
expensive one year old lamb (2:24;
Lev 12:6-8). Luke describes the visit of
the shepherds, who were from a low
class; Matthew, in contrast, records the
visit of the Magi. Luke records how
God revealed the Saviour to Mary,
Joseph, Zechariah, and Elizabeth, who
were likely of modest means; probably
also Simeon and Anna through old age
and widowhood.

21. There is criticism of two of the
three guests whose wealth is shown in
large purchases but are too proud and
make excuses not to attend the
banquet, yet the poor accept the
banquet invitation without murmur.
Also, Jesus’ challenge to the rich man
was to sell everything he had and give
to the poor (18:18-30).
Two incidents of kindness to the
poor occur in Jericho. Luke places
together the Lord’s compassion to the
poor beggar, Bartimaeus, who is
healed, and Zacchaeus, who is
transformed by his meeting with the
Lord and declares that he will give half
his possessions to the poor (18:35 –
19:10).

Bias to the poor
In His teaching the Lord gives a
privileged place to the poor. It is
significant that He is portrayed as the
one who has the authority to declare
that the kingdom of God is near and to
state who will enjoy its blessings. He
teaches that the poor and hungry are
blessed in the kingdom of God (6:2022). Luke’s account of the Lord’s life
was written for the churches so a
passage like 6:20-23 about the poor,
deprived and persecuted would
resonate with those who were suffering
for their faith. Luke highlights how
Jesus brings good news to them.

The sober description of the rich
man and Lazarus in chapter 16 is the
only parable where a character has a
name, thereby giving greater
recognition to the poor man than the
rich man. He is placed in comfort in
contrast to the rich man who is in
torment.
In 11:37-41 the Lord makes an
unusual statement to a Pharisee about
ritual cleansing and giving to the poor.
He dispenses with His own ritual
cleansing before the meal, to the
surprise of His host, and then He
challenges the Pharisee about purity of
heart. Jesus uses the example of the
outside and inside of a dish to teach
about cleansing the inside—cleansing

In chapter 14 Jesus challenges his
host at the banquet to invite the poor
and disabled, and then immediately
sharpens his teaching with an
uncomfortable story about another
banquet. Verse 13 about inviting the
poor is repeated for emphasis in verse
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the heart of greed and wickedness;
then to seek a clean heart by giving to
the poor.

poor widow (21:1-4). The principle is
not what you give but the amount you
keep for yourself, and the principle
operates in Luke’s account of the
sudden deaths of Ananias and Sapphira
in Acts 5.
• The Lord comes to the defence of
widows who are exploited by the
teachers of the law who ‘devour
widows’ houses’ (20:47).

Widows
In first century Israel widows were a
disadvantaged group, even in the
church, as exposed in Luke’s account
of the unfair daily distribution of food
in the Jerusalem church (Acts 6:1).
Throughout his gospel Luke makes
various commendable references to
widows and to the Lord’s concern for
these ‘little people’ in the community.
• When the baby Jesus is presented
in the temple, the devotion of Anna,
the elderly widow and prophetess, is
described in fulsome terms (2:37-38).
• In His provocative first sermon the
Lord exposes the spiritual poverty of
Israel by using the example of the faith
of a foreign widow of Zarephath,
chosen by the eminent prophet Elijah.
• His heart goes out to the grieving
widow who is at her son’s funeral and
the Lord brings him back to life (7:1117).
• The persistent widow in 18:1-8 is
suffering injustice although she was
only pleading for what was due to her,
and her perseverance is commended.
• The moderate generosity of the
wealthy is contrasted with His warm
tribute to the sacrificial giving of the

Contrast of false and true wealth
Luke frequently draws attention to
the antithesis between the corrupting
influence of material wealth that can
lead to spiritual poverty, set against
those who are materially poor but who
are in receipt of spiritual wealth. He is
critical of the Pharisees, who loved
money (16:14). For example,
• 1:53—The hungry are filled with
good things but the rich are sent away
empty;
• 6:20, 24—Blessed are you are
poor; woe to you who are rich;
• 16:19-31—The rich man and
Lazarus;
• 18:18—The rich young man;
• 21:1—The rich and the poor
widow at the temple treasury.
(To be concluded)
Paul Merchant, Musselburgh
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Introducing

November 2016

LOOK WHO’S HERE!
The greatness of Solomon was seen in
that a Gentile queen travelled from the
ends of the earth to gain the benefit of
his wisdom and teaching. The greatness
of Jonah was similarly seen in a positive
reaction to him from a community that
was a long distance from his home.
Wherein did the greatness of the one
greater than Solomon and greater than
Jonah lie in Luke 11? Not at all in
impressive distances, for the greater
one was ‘here’. It does not take long
for it to occur to us that to get to ‘here’
he travelled an incredible distance; nor
does it take us long to begin to
appreciate that while their greatness is
seen in the behaviour of others, His
greatness is not presented as being in
any way dependent on others.

the ‘far away’ ones on the one hand
and the greatness of the one who is
‘here’ on the other. No impressive
iteration of the examples of His
teaching, nor of His preaching. No
pointing to His widespread influence.
Just an affirmation that He was ‘here’.
We marvel at the humility of it all
while He is handling, and the
Scriptures are preserving, the subject of
His greatness, for never can we forget
that He is greater, indeed that He is the
greatest, in all virtues, and all authority
too. We love Him because He came
here, that He partook of blood and
flesh (Heb. 2:14) and was made like
unto His brethren (2:17), and is now
the great high priest (4:14), able to
sympathise with our weakness (4:15)
because He was here.
P.D.

But in Luke 11 the symmetry of the
passage depends upon the greatness of

From Study Groups
‘SOMETHING GREATER THAN SOLOMON IS HERE’ (LUKE 11)
From Aberdeen: Relationships in types of prayer When the disciples inquired about
how best to pray the Lord gave them some points to consider [Comment 1]. They
were to ask for good things from God their heavenly Father. Nevertheless, the fact of
keeping company with the Lord allowed the disciples to see close at hand something
about prayer. Whether or not the Lord was praying audibly (as He did in
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Gethsemane), the sight of Jesus of Nazareth praying must have made a deep
impression on those disciples. The pointers that the Lord gave to them were that they
should come expectantly to their heavenly Father and ask, seek and knock. Their
attitude was to be one of expectancy, in the same way that a son would expect an
earthly father to respond with a good gift. So the illustration of the man being roused
from his bed at midnight (Luke 11:5) and giving loaves to his insistent friend, is to
point out that we are coming to a heavenly Father who is ready to supply our needs,
and who delights to respond to our requests by giving good gifts to His children. The
fact that the Lord also encouraged the disciples to ‘ask’, ‘seek’, and ‘knock’ (Luke
11:9) indicates that we should persist in prayer. But it is what lies behind the
persistence that is important. Are we burdened about a particular matter? This can
manifest itself in prayer over a period of time until God fulfils our request. In other
matters, perhaps more rarely, God will answer a desperate plea to supply some
immediate need without the disciple having to pray persistently. Our heavenly Father
knows what we need before we ask (Mat. 6:8)!
Persistence in prayer is reiterated further on in the Gospel by Luke (18:1) that we
‘ought always to pray and not to faint’ (RV), and that we are to be assured that our
heavenly Father, who is longsuffering over us, will answer our prayers ‘speedily’
[Comment 2].
James Johnson
From Aberkenfig: Perhaps the most wonderful of all the principles that arise out of
this passage is the awesome fact that failing human beings can converse with glorious
Deity! Not only speaking to Him in prayer, but addressing the great Creator and
Saviour of our souls as ‘Father’! In doing so we must not forget His superiority,
splendour, glory and power. It is an awareness of those characteristics that enables
us to grasp the reality of Ephesians 3:20 (ESV), ‘Now to Him who is able to do far
more abundantly than all that we ask or think, according to the power at work within
us …’ Because He is so great and loving we can have confidence that our prayers are
heard and He answers in accord with His mind and will.
How many have chanted, ‘Hallowed be your name …’ without a real
understanding of what is actually being said? Referring to ‘hallowed’, Dr. W.E. Vine
says, ‘to set apart, to make a person or thing the opposite of common …’ J.
Montgomery writes in his lovely hymn, ‘Though high above all praise, above all
blessing high, who would not fear His holy name, and laud and magnify?’ Thus the
awareness of the wonder of the Most High God inclining His ear to mere mortals
leads us to set Him apart as Lord above all others on earth.
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We should also acknowledge that He must be obeyed in all things. How else could
we pray, ‘Your kingdom come’? His rule and authority have to impact our own hearts
and minds in the present, as well as nurture a desire for any future manifestation of
His rule on earth.
We are then directed to learn dependence upon Him in the mundane things of life.
Daily bread! What a contrast to the splendour of His holiness and presence! Yet in
His grace He teaches us to rest on His faithfulness, for ‘in Him we live and move and
have our being’ (Acts 17:28). Does it not, however, lead us to consider Deuteronomy
8:3: ‘… that he might make you know that man does not live by bread alone, but
man lives by every word that comes from the mouth of the LORD …’? God’s feeding
of Israel was to impart this truth to them, that they should obey His commands in
every part of their lives however small and insignificant it may have been. Their
experience is something that brings us to understand the sinfulness of our old nature
and the need for daily forgiveness and cleansing (1 John 1:7-9), whilst reminding us
of our responsibility to forgive others (Col. 3:13).
It was in Gethsemane that the repeated command to ‘watch and pray that you may
not enter into temptation’ is seen (Luke 22:40,46; Mat. 26:41; Mark 14:38). How
poignant that, as the Lord Jesus entered into that place of such great trial and looked
towards Calvary, He should encourage men to watch and pray! As we see the great
forces of sin, the world and the devil array about us, should we not bow our knees
to the Father and seek His deliverance from such evil, too?
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: Words represent meaning Like the counters on the abacus or the
symbols used in mathematics, words codify and define the logic of thought.
In Greek the phrase ‘a greater than Solomon is here’ (Luke 11:31 RV, etc) reads
pleion Solomonos hde—which literally means, ‘more than Solomon here’.The
translators had no trouble identifying English equivalents for the last two words:
‘Solomon’ and ‘here’. However, the various renderings given for pleion (‘more’)
illustrate the choice that has to be made when a word in Greek can be either
masculine or neuter. The translation panel’s choice is then influenced by their
majority understanding of the context.
NASB, NIV and ESV render pleion as ‘something greater’; others such as the New
Living Bible opt for ‘someone greater’. The Berean Study Bible has ‘One greater than
…’, the Revised Version has ‘a greater than …’, and J.N. Darby plays it safe with
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‘more than’. We can readily see that some translators incline to the view that the Lord
was speaking about Himself; others think He meant something wider, and others
choose words which leave the interpretation open to the reader.
If the Lord was speaking about a thing (for example, His kingdom), we would
expect the context to lead up to this. Beforehand, however, He consistently referred
to individuals: Jonah, the Son of Man, the men of Nineveh, the Queen of Sheba,
Solomon. It would seem reasonable that the Lord meant us to understand that He
was speaking about Himself.
The Lord emphasised that the generation to which He came was privileged above
all others. No other generation was graced with the living presence of the Son of
God—walking, teaching and doing wonders among them. This was a generation so
unreasonable that they asked for a sign in spite of the many astounding miracles He
had already performed! Therefore, said the Lord, the only sign they would be given
was the same sort of sign that Jonah became to the Ninevites, i.e. Jonah appeared as
a messenger of God, condemning their godless lifestyle and proclaiming the
imminence of divine judgement [Comment 3]. The Lord Jesus condemned His own
generation for their unbelief because they had witnessed the Son of God at close
quarters and yet had rejected Him. This was far worse than the response of preceding
Gentile individuals such as the Queen of Sheba or a Gentile nation such as the
Assyrians, who had not been favoured with such a full revelation of God’s purposes,
yet had acknowledged as divine the limited revelation they had received.
Jo Johnson
From Cromer: The Lord’s Prayer The disciples must have witnessed the Lord praying
many times, and wanted to be taught how to pray [see Comment 1]. The example
the Lord gave is also recorded in Matthew’s Gospel, and in that account the disciples
are told that prayer is a personal communication between them and the Father and
should not be regarded as an outward showing of their belief to others. The prayer
Jesus taught His disciples gave a pattern that can guide us in our prayers:
1) Our Father This is a unique relationship we have with God. In many religions,
although they have similar codes of morality to Christianity, their deity is regarded as
a superior power to which they are only in subjection. While we acknowledge God’s
majesty, we have this much closer relationship. It is a father-son relationship shown
in the love He has for us (Gal. 3:26). Note that it is ‘our’ Father. When we pray to
God our prayers are presented through our Lord Jesus Christ, and so jointly with Him
our petitions are presented in perfection because of the work He did on Calvary.
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There is also in the phrase in Matthew’s account a recognition that He is in the highest
place—heaven.
2) Hallowed be your name We need to acknowledge His holiness and give Him
worship and praise as the great Creator who cares for His creatures, even to the
extent of sacrificing His Son on their behalf.
3) Your kingdom come We need to make a personal submission to God in our lives.
We need to look to the future time when God will rule over the earth and bring
peace, but in the meantime pray that He will gather in those who are yet unsaved
that His kingdom might be complete.
4) Give us each day our daily bread Having acknowledged His majesty we can now
ask regarding our ordinary daily needs. It has been said, ‘Pray for your need, not for
your greed.’ Paul promises that God will supply our every need (Phil. 4:19). We
need to petition not only for our physical needs but also for our spiritual needs.
5) Forgive us our sins, for we also forgive everyone who sins against us The
translation in Matthew uses the word ‘as’, and this has been used to imply that we
only expect God to forgive us to the extent to which we forgive others. However,
God’s forgiveness is not limited: ‘If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will
forgive us our sins’ (1 John 1:9 NIV). We must always ask for this forgiveness, but also
we must show forgiveness to others if we are to endeavour to live a Christ-like life
[Comment 4].
6) And lead us not into temptation We can ask the Lord to shield us from
temptation. Consider whether He would lead us into temptation. There are many
ways in which things of the world and Satan himself would tempt us, and we need
to be kept from this. The Lord may test us, but would He put temptation in our way
[Comment 5]? When the Lord prayed in Gethsemane, He said to His disciples,
‘Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation’ (Mat. 26:41).
These principles give guidance for our prayers, paying heed to the exhortation of
Paul to the Thessalonians, ‘Pray continually’ (1 Thes. 5:17).
David Hickling

From Derby: No one of us is perfect. It says in 1 John 1:8 that if we say we have no
sin, His word is not in us. We have been washed and made right in Jesus Christ, yet
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we still need the Lord’s forgiveness for our daily walk. We know that it is not easy to
forgive others, as it is so easy to retaliate and become angry, where no solution
materialises.
The Lord speaks about the persistence of one friend asking another, who eventually
yields to the request. We see how fervent it is, and this is why we need to be fervent
in prayer. God wants to bless us, but it may be our unbelief holds back the blessing.
Luke 11:23-53 We need to talk to people about the Lord and for instance give them
a leaflet so that they can make up their own minds on the matter. There are times
when seeing people on a street corner preaching the Word becomes something that
lifts our spirits. We can say how much we enjoyed it, and share the word about who
we are and where we are from. The Lord stated that those who were not with Him
were against Him. Woe is pronounced on the Pharisees because they did not
appreciate the prophets who gave their lives for God and the nation they had
inherited. The scribes who should have known the Law had taken away the key to
it and prevented others from finding out the truth. We have the key in Jesus Christ,
and we must be willing to learn and develop so that we can assist others in opening
the door to wisdom and the knowledge of God.
Robert Foster
From Greenock: Pharisees (11:37-51) are the focus here After the glorious revolt
by the Maccabees over the Hellenist empire led by Antiochus Epiphanes IV, the
Temple was cleansed and restored. With the decline of the Maccabees, however, the
people once again sank into apostasy, although they never worshipped an idol
following return from exile in Babylon. The successors of the Maccabee leaders
became a dynasty of Hasmonean priests and rulers, and when the last of these was
executed by Mark Antony in 37 B.C., the Pharisees became influential rivals of the
chief priests, teaching that Moses passed on an oral law as well as the written Torah
[Comment 6].
In fairness, it is only right that we look at the Pharisees—whom Jesus so severely
condemned, to see if there is anything we can find to redeem their negative
reputation. It is believed that there were about 6,000 Pharisees in Jesus’ time. They
were deeply unpopular among the people. Perhaps becoming a Pharisee was by
invitation and initiation only. In Jesus’ time the priesthood had become so corrupt
that Annas and Caiaphas, who were Sadducees, were political appointees of Rome;
and the rest of the priesthood might not have been all of the tribe of Levi.
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What attracted Saul of Tarsus—‘a Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a
Pharisee’ (Phil. 3:5 NIV)—was that his home city was too small for his ambitions and
his brilliant mind. Regarding his early life, Paul said, ‘As touching the righteousness
which is in the law, found blameless’ (Phil. 3:6 RV); ‘I had not known sin, except
though the law: for I had not known coveting except the law had said, Thou shalt not
covet’ (Rom. 7:7). There are always exceptions to every rule: Jesus would not tar all
the Pharisees with the same brush, and there may have been other honourable men
among the Pharisees, like Saul, who were not ‘typical’ Pharisees [see Comment 6].
The Pharisees couldn’t keep the Ten Commandments, but they thought that they
would please God by attempting to keep the 613 commandments that are in the
Torah, as well as by observing their own rules. Jesus was scathing in His denunciation
of them, quoting from Isaiah, ‘This people honoureth me with their lips, But their
heart is far from me. But in vain do they worship me, Teaching as their doctrines the
precepts of men’ (Mark 7:6-7). Generally, as observed by Jesus, the Pharisees were
the antithesis of those whom God sought to be His worshippers. In the main the
Pharisees were vain, proud, self-righteous, who loved to be seen as such by their
fellow men; and were also covetous (Luke 11:41).
In Jesus’ day there was a godly remnant among whom were Simeon and Anna,
Zachariah and Elisabeth, Mary the mother of Jesus, and many others known to God.
What God required of them, and of all people, was for them ‘... to do justly, and to
love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God’ (Micah 6:8).
John Peddie
From Halifax: ‘Teach us to pray’ (Luke 11:1) W.E. Vine notes that the word here
translated ‘to pray’ (proseuchomai) ‘is always used of prayer to God, and is the most
frequent word in this respect, especially in the Synoptics and Acts …’ (Expository
Dictionary of Bible Words, 1981, Vol. III, p.199). The prayer is not precisely the same
as that recorded in Matthew 6:9-13 and was given upon a separate occasion, under
different circumstances. Commenting on the Lord’s ‘model’ prayer for His disciples,
Albert Barnes says it is ‘a composition unequalled for comprehensiveness and for
beauty’ (Notes of the Bible). In Matthew the prayer is intended to express the
’manner’ in which we are to pray (6:9), whereas the prayer in Luke, being in a varied
form, shows that the Lord was not giving precise words or petitions to be used, but
petitions that are proper to present to God.
Greater than Solomon Much has been said of the greatness of Solomon
(‘peaceful’)—his wisdom, his kingdom, and the house he built for God in Jerusalem.
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He was credited with many proverbs and songs: ‘And he spake of trees, from the
cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall ...’
(1 Kin. 4:32-33 AV). However, ‘a greater than Solomon’ was with them there in the
crowd (Luke 11:31). ‘He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the
world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own received him not’ (John
1:10-11). Yet, says Isaiah, ‘His name will be called … Prince of Peace’ (9:6 NASB).
Robert Butler
From Ibadan Alawaye: The principle of prayer taught by the Lord Jesus first directs
us as to whom we should pray: to mention first the name of God and to recognise
that God is in heaven. Additionally, because we are believers in Jesus Christ, we
should so recognise God as our Father, addressing and honouring Him as such. Our
appearance and conduct before Him should honour Him as our God as well (Ps.
95:3,6-7; 96:4,6).
Disciples were then to pray about the coming of the kingdom of God. This was the
purpose of the coming of the Lord Jesus to this world: that after the salvation of men
the kingdom should be established. The church of the living God (1 Tim. 3:15) is the
sphere of the kingdom of God on earth today, where things should be done as they
are done in heaven. From this base, disciples go out into the world with God’s call,
being directed as part of the kingdom. Another example is in holy priesthood service,
where we join innumerable hosts of angels in worshipping and praising God (Heb.
12:32). We should therefore fully partake in this kingdom on earth!
A prayer that will get an affirmative answer is a prayer we say with faith, without
being weary (Luke 18:1-7; Col. 4:2; 1 Thes. 5:17), inasmuch as our request is
according to the will of God (1 John 5:14-15). If it is His will, and we are yet to
receive it, we should persist in prayer, and in His time God will grant our request, for
the Bible tells us to pray without ceasing. There is no prayer without an answer from
God. Paul persisted in prayer about the thorn in his flesh, yet God didn’t take it away,
but made His grace sufficient for him in his witness (2 Cor. 12:7-9). We should also
learn to listen to what God is saying to us, whether it is ‘Wait’ or ‘No’ or ‘Yes’. The
bottom line is that we should ask according to the will of God.
Samson Ogunleye
From Mount Forest: Reconciling 9:50 and 11:23 We can approach this difficulty
in a similar way to dealing with Proverbs 26:4-5: opposite but true statements reveal
contrasting contexts.
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In Luke 9:50 the context is people not with Christ casting out demons in Christ’s
name. Yet He does not say they are against Him. In Luke 11:23 (and the parallel
account in Matthew 12) the context is accusations against Christ that He Himself cast
out demons by the power of the evil one. In that context, the Lord says: ‘Whoever
is not with me is against me, and whoever does not gather with me scatters.’ That is
the ESV translation and others are like it, though some substitute ‘He’ or ‘Anyone’ for
‘Whoever’. These word choices generalize Christ’s statement as applicable to just
anyone and everyone who is ‘not with Me’, but results in a question as to why those
in 9:50 who were evidently not ‘with’ Him were nevertheless apparently not against
Him. To resolve this it is usual to differentiate between those who are ‘for’ and those
who are ‘with’, the latter requiring close relationship and obedience. This leads to the
usual (and correct) conclusion that there is no place for neutrality for anyone. But is
that the primary meaning?
What if Christ was not speaking generally, but specifically about one person who
always stands against Him, and scatters what He would gather? The reference, in
context, would be clear. They had said Satan was with Him in working the miracles;
He was saying Satan’s power works in absolutely the opposite direction. It should
therefore be obvious to them that what Christ did was not because Satan was with
Him supplying the power. This fits in comfortably with His other connected
comments about the strong man who is overcome, and his kingdom/house being laid
waste or falling, etc. Only the Son of God could declare the spiritual truths of verses
24-26, which are invisible to man. Yet the observable facts would end up visibly
testifying to the power of the Spirit, for those from whom Christ had expelled evil
spirits were found in a much better state (e.g. Luke 8:35), whereas there would be
abundant evidence known to His hearers of the horrors of demonic possession and
false exorcisms (as later seen in Acts 19:15-16).
In this view, the primary application of the Lord’s words was not to present a
contrast with Luke 9:50 (where the context is others supposedly using His power to
cast out demons), nor just to challenge His hearers to not be neutral. It was simply
part of an extended argument showing those who accused Him of using Satan’s
power that their claims were illogical. Rather than being with Him in casting out
demons, Satan was evidently against Him and seeking to scatter those Christ as
Shepherd would gather. His teaching is also instructive in helping us identify the work
of the evil one, when we see him try to thwart the Lord’s purposes in gathering His
own.
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It would appear the foregoing explanation accords with a literal translation of Luke
11:23. (e.g. Marshall) that would say: ‘The (one) not with me’, where (one) is not in
the text but added to make English sense. ‘The’ is just a singular masculine definite
article, and would normally apply to a specific male individual. If the plural had been
used, then ‘Those not with me’ would probably have been the translation (and the
masculine could be regarded as including feminine subjects too). If such a broad
application was intended then why did the Lord use the singular? Those proficient in
Greek may be able to comment further on this grammatical aspect, though the above
reasoning is based mainly on context [Comment 7].
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Prayer principles The Gospel of Luke gives prominence to
prayer in the life of Jesus. Luke tells us that Jesus prayed at His baptism (3:21); after
cleansing the leper (5:16); before calling the Twelve (6:12); at the great confession
(9:18); on the Mount of Transfiguration (9:28); on the cross (23:34); and at His death
(23:46). The prayer life of Jesus was precious to Luke and remains so to every child
of God. In communication with the Father, Jesus offered thanksgiving. He presented
petitions. He engaged in intercessory prayer. His prayer life was never at the mercy
of moods. He never permitted prayer to be crowded out of His schedule. Jesus was
very persistent in His prayer life. Luke 6:12 says, ‘Now it came to pass in those days
that He went out to the mountain to pray; and continued all night in prayer to God’
(NKJV).
The disciples noticed the difference between Jesus’ prayers and their own: His were
so sure and strong and real, whereas theirs were weak and unsatisfying. They
consequently requested that He teach them to pray [Comment 8]. There is an art to
effective prayer, and we should let Jesus be our teacher (11:2-4). If we notice the
order, first Jesus praises God; then He makes His requests. Praising God puts us in the
right frame of mind to tell Him about our needs. When Jesus taught His disciples to
pray, He made forgiveness to be the cornerstone of their relationship with God. God
has forgiven our sins: we must now forgive those who have wronged us. The Lord
provides us with a pattern: to come to God simply, talking to Him as we would to our
own father, sharing His concerns and confidently telling Him of our own needs. And
we are not to be discouraged if time goes by and we see no answer. Persistence will,
in the end, win over even the most reluctant friend—and there is no reluctance to
answer on God’s part (11:8)!
Persistence in prayer can unlock God’s storehouse of blessings (11:9-10). The three
present imperatives are: ‘ask’, ‘seek’ and ‘knock’. God is ready to give to man, but
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man needs to ask. Persistence in prayer brings us what we need (11:11-13): When
we persist in prayer God will give us the right gift, His best gift, according to His will.
B.V. Prasada Rao
From Southport: Luke 9:50 and 11:23 When we examine the context of these two
verses we see that they are addressed to entirely different audiences. The disciples
(v.43) are engaged in conversation with our Lord Jesus when they speak of the person
who did not follow with them. Here is someone who, for whatever reason, is not part
of the close group, but who is serving the Lord Jesus. Both Nicodemus and Joseph of
Arimathea would fit that description later when they carried out His burial.
The second occasion is when the Lord casts out a demon. There were those in the
crowd who were hostile and sought to denigrate the name of Jesus. The accusation
that He was in league with Satan was proof that there are those who are totally
opposed to all the Lord seeks to teach and to do.
Prayer has been described as a conversation between man and God, but not as
equals. It should not be a ‘shopping list’ of requests and never demands of ‘I want ...’.
We have, however, a right to claim promised blessings though for some there are
conditions to be met.
The template given makes clear the great change between the law and grace. We
can reverently address God as ‘our Father’ since the new relationship was brought
about by the atoning work of Christ. Like any good human father, God cares for us,
but at all times He deserves the respect of the subordinate to the superior, just as the
child recognises the greater knowledge and ability of the parent. John urges us to
look and see the tokens of the generous love that God the Father has bestowed on
us. This is a ‘here and now’ giving, confirming our status of being His children. In
regal terms we are princes and princesses of the King—it follows we should conduct
ourselves as such.
The verses following the ‘Lord’s Prayer’ make it clear that we are not bound to
repeat only the words of verses 2-4 or the longer version recorded by Matthew (6:9
-13), but we may extemporise in order to voice our petitions.
The salient points are:
Our relationship with God and the honouring of His name;
Our desire to further the kingdom and serve here just as is done in heaven;
To ask for our simple immediate physical needs and acknowledge His provision;
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To ask for our spiritual needs to be met—forgiveness and for help to forgive others;
To recognise our weaknesses and ask that we may be guided away from them.
Steve Henderson
From Surulere: Our glorious Lord Jesus Christ told the parable of the persistent
widow, to inculcate the principle ‘that men always ought to pray and not lose heart’
(18:1 NKJV). Persistence or perseverance in prayer has been a feature of prayers by
saints in both Old and New Testament times. A compelling example of persistent
prayer was the encounter between Jacob and a man at the Ford of Jabbok where
those memorable words were uttered: ‘And He said, “Let Me go, for the day breaks.”
But he said, “I will not let You go unless You bless me!”’ (Gen. 32:26). Another
gripping example was Moses’ intercession, supported by Aaron and Hur in the battle
against the Amalekites (Ex. 17:12).
Hannah no doubt petitioned God persistently as her rival Peninnah riled her year
in, year out, as they journeyed to worship in the house of the Lord (1 Sam. 1: 6-7).
Daniel persisted in prayer and received his heart’s desire (Dan. 10:12-13). The Old
Testament’s most powerful example, perhaps, is that of Elijah: ‘Elijah was a man with
a nature like ours, and he prayed fervently that it would not rain; and it did not rain
on the land for three years and six months. And he prayed again, and the heaven
gave rain, and the earth produced its fruit’ (James 5: 17- 18).
Does mere persistence in prayer alone equate to effective prayer? A prevalent
teaching amongst some Christians today is that the hallmark of effective prayer is
simply persistence. The efficacy of prayer is then judged by the number of hours, days
or months devoted to the pursuit of the matter [Comment 9]. It is presumed that
persistency will ultimately ‘compel’ God to grant the request. But God is almighty and
sovereign, He rules in the kingdoms and affairs of men and does whatsoever pleases
Him (Dan. 4:17; Ps. 115:3). He knows our deepest needs and desires and has
assured us that, ‘This is the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask anything
according to His will, He hears us. And if we know that He hears us, whatever we
ask, we know that we have the petitions that we have asked of Him’ (1 John 5:1415).
Accordingly more than persistence being the key to effective prayer, a knowledge
and understanding of the will of God on a matter of petition is of utmost importance.
Moses realized this when He sought the Lord for a reversal of His decision not to
allow him into the promised land: ‘But the LORD was angry with me on your account,
and would not listen to me. So the LORD said to me: “Enough of that! Speak no more
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to Me of this matter”’ (Deut. 3:26). The apostle Paul’s experience is also very
instructive: ‘Concerning this thing I pleaded with the Lord three times that it might
depart from me. And He said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my strength
is made perfect in weakness”’ (2 Cor. 12:8-9).
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberdeen): Just to bear in mind, that the disciple who entreated the Lord was not
asking Him to provide his fellows and himself with a form of words, or how to
properly phrase requests to God. The simple petition was ‘teach us to pray’, i.e. to
make them acutely aware of the need to pray at all times in all circumstances.
R.B.F.
The disciples may well have been realising there is a place for prayer at all times.
The Lord responds, however, with two signals of proper approach to God, and with
themes that are fitting, so we could fairly understand ‘to pray’ as covering these and
other aspects of ‘how to’, which was one normal meaning of didask + infinitive as
old as Homer.
M.A.
2. (Aberdeen): This is the point of what the Lord is saying there (v.8). God’s
behaviour is in contrast to the judge in that parable who is clearly ungodly.
P.D.
3. (Buckhaven): The Lord’s condemnation in Luke 11:29 was for those who sought
a sign, that is an experience which appealed to their natural senses to validate a
deeper spiritual truth. To them, amongst whom the Son of God walked, no sign
would be given save the sign of Jonah, which we learn from Matthew 12:40 is
connected to Jonah’s time spent in the belly of the fish. It was not Jonah’s preaching
which was the sign, but Jonah himself— ‘Jonah became a sign to the people of
Nineveh’—that the message of his preaching might be confirmed. As he entered
Nineveh, shorn of himself and bearing God’s message, we wonder what state he was
in: whether the stench of the fish still clung to him, the odour of the death he had
suffered in the sea, as rumours spread of the great miracle which had prepared him
for his mission. ‘Thanks be to God,’ Paul said; ‘who … through us spreads the
fragrance of the knowledge of him everywhere. For we are the aroma of Christ to
God among those who are being saved and among those who are perishing’ (2 Cor.
2:14-15 ESV).
J.T.N.
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4. (Cromer): This forgiveness which the Lord’s disciples are to exercise is not just
confined to other fellow-believers, of course, but to all of the humanity with whom
we come in contact, the supreme act being witnessed at the cross in the words of our
loving Saviour: ‘Father, forgive them...’
5. (Cromer): Temptation here is peirasmos which, in this context, is dealing with the
matter of the testing and trying of our faith, which God can often bring into our lives
for our own good (cp. 1 Pet. 1:6; James 1:12). But He does not do so in any way to
take us to the brink of sinning against Him. We are not to ask Him to bring us into
such a situation where the way of escape becomes difficult (1 Cor. 10:13). On the
other hand, the word can also apply to the sinful pull of our own lust and fleshly
desires (James 1:14). The Adversary can also tempt in this evil manner, being
identified as ‘the Tempter’ (Mat. 4:3; 1 Thes. 3:5).
R.B.F.

6. (Greenock): Pharisees Unlike the priests, who respected only the written law, the
Pharisees developed oral interpretations (later collected in the Talmud of 2nd century
A.D.) intended to provide for changing circumstances, and regarded these as binding.
They are thought to have been successors to the Chasidim or ‘pious ones’ of
Maccabean times, but the term Perushim (Separatists) underlying the name ‘Pharisee’
is thought to have been a criticism used by the priestly Sadducees. The view that they
had direct influence in the synagogues as places for prayer and reading of the Torah
is attested by John 9:13,22; and they were present in the councils of John 11:47,57.
Scripture shows that the Pharisees believed in an afterlife (Acts 23:6-8), and the wise
voices of Nicodemus (John 7:50-51) and Gamaliel (Acts 5:33-40) show that there
were honourable ones amongst them. Gamaliel is an example of a scribe or teacher
of the Law who was also a Pharisee. On the Lord’s prophecy of judgement on the
Pharisees and scribes, see B.S. 2010, p.140, regarding Matthew 23:13-36.
7. (Mount Forest): The contrast in settings between Matthew 9:50 and Luke 11:23
which friends begin with seems to me quite enough the settle this question, without
needing to narrow Luke’s verse to one person, i.e. Satan. The definite article plus
verb, = ‘He who ...’, could be readily used in Greek for general application, where
‘he’ represents anyone who fits the description (e.g. ‘Whoever receives you’, Mat.
10:40; ‘To one who strikes you’, Luke 6:29). The definiteness is then a way of
bringing the case close, making the words more incisive. Rather than tying
responsibility purely to Satan, isn’t the Lord saying that those who allow him to
prompt them to think and speak this way are also at fault? That is, those Pharisees
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whose words Matthew recorded (Mat. 12:24), some in the crowd whose thoughts the
Lord detected, as Luke notes—and potentially some of every generation since.
M.A.
8. (Podagatlapalli): This is an important point highlighting that this was the request
that disciples made, rather than one asking how to pray.
9. (Surulere): The problem with some presentations of persistency in prayer as
derived from these verses is that they seem to view an intensification in ‘ask … seek
… knock’, as though God, like the friend in bed, might need to be asked with
increasing determination, urgency or loudness as time goes by and the prayer remains
unanswered. Yet, how can that be? Jesus plainly states in verse 10 that everyone who
asks receives and he that seeks finds and to him that knocks it shall be opened,
showing that asking and seeking and knocking all bring their results straightaway.
Nobody was more in need of an immediate answer to the prayer ‘give us this day our
daily bread’ than the man who asked for three loaves. Did Jesus intend to present His
Father as one who has to be importuned in such an instance or for what we need?
Surely He is presenting Him as being exactly the opposite of the sleepy friend in the
bed. What is the point otherwise of verses 9-10?
P.D.
10. (General): We notice at 11:39 Luke introduces the shift from ritual washing to
deeper failings by calling Jesus ‘the Lord’ ; as he does at the raising of the widow’s son
(7:13); the message from John the Baptist (7:19); sending out the 72 (10:1); the
apostles asking, ‘Increase our faith’ (17:5); and at Peter’s denials (22:61). The purpose
is surely to mark His authority, as also in most of the apostles’ mentions of the Lord
after the Gospels; but the variety of the occasions carries instructive touches of Luke’s
sensitivity. Cp. the various use of titles of Jesus by Peter at Pentecost.
M.A.

Feature
LUKE’S COMPASSION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED
Continued from October issue, page 146
Disciples’ lifestyle
The Lord’s teaching about lifestyle
emphasises that His followers should

not rely on their own resources but
look to God for their wellbeing.
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Disciples had to be prepared to count
the cost, to deny themselves and to live
simply. As He walks along the road, the
Lord responds to a potential disciple by
challenging the man to consider the
sacrifices involved in following Him.
Then the Lord describes His own
self-denying lifestyle, ‘Foxes have holes
and birds of the air have nests, but the
Son of Man has no place to lay his
head’ (9:57-58 NIV). Luke brings out
how, through his own experience, the
Lord was able to identify with the
disadvantaged.

behaviour with an aphorism about His
ministry, ‘I have not come to call the
righteous, but sinners to repentance’
(10:27-32).
In his account of Christ’s life Luke
describes how the Lord regarded all
people as of value in the eyes of God.
Salvation was offered to all. He was
frequently compassionate in His
dealings with those who were
disadvantaged. He gave repeated
warnings to the wealthy of the dangers
of spiritual shipwreck through
dependence on material wealth. Not
only by His own example, but in His
demanding teaching about the lifestyle
required of the Christian disciple, He
spoke strongly about having
compassion for those who are
disadvantaged.

So when the Lord sends out the
twelve apostles to preach the gospel,
their lifestyle was to be simple and He
describes, perhaps with hyperbole,
how they should go without purse or
bag or sandals (9:1-6; 10:1-4; 22:35).
Furthermore, Jesus gives instructions to
the little flock of disciples, that they
should seek treasure in heaven rather
than material wealth in the present life,
‘For where your treasure is, there your
heart will be also’ (12:34).

Finally, perhaps the Lord’s most
notable act of compassion was at
Calvary. Only Luke records Jesus’
words to the criminal on the cross
beside him, a man rejected by society
for his sins. Jesus makes a promise to
him, ‘I tell you the truth, today you will
be with me in paradise’ (23:43).
(Concluded.)
Paul Merchant, Musselburgh

Breadth of compassion
Tax-collectors and sinners were
socially excluded groups, despised by
many in mainstream society, yet the
Lord chooses a tax-collector to be a
disciple and immediately enjoys
Matthew’s hospitality in his home. The
Lord answers criticism of His inclusive
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Introducing

December

WHAT KIND OF MAN IS THIS?
Luke has already shown the care our
Lord took to reduce the dangers of
crowd behaviour, as by Lake
Gennesaret ‘the crowd was pressing in
on him to hear the word of God’ (5:1
ESV). He got into one of the boats,
asked Simon the owner to put out a
little from the land, sat down, and
taught the people from the boat. That
teaching and the miracle that followed
was the prelude to the decision of
Peter to leave all and follow his new
Master; one influence surely being the
wisdom and quiet authority of Jesus.

as in challenge, needed skill for their
ministry after Pentecost.
We plan to return to Luke’s Gospel
in 2018, to study the chapters
overshadowed by the coming sacrifice,
but crowned with the joy of
resurrection. In our journey thus far
with our Lord, we have shared reasons
to love Him the more, and fresh
longing to be truly like Him. We look
forward to readers and contributors
staying with us in 2017, with Jeremiah
to look into the heart of God poured
out in love for His people, and to
know His holiness. May our study
equip us to minister the balm of
Gilead to bruised and wounded souls,
and to show them the glorious throne,
the place of His sanctuary and our
refuge. All as God allows, and with
grateful thanks to contributors and
fellow-workers on script-preparation,
typesetting, and production at Hayes
Press.
M.A.

Our Chapter 12 opens with ‘so
many thousands of the people ...
gathered together that they were
trampling one another’. So the Lord
made clear to them that He would
speak first to His own, perhaps by
hand raised and held still, seen from
far back, while the disciples knew to
gather close—taught to handle
crowds, and how to project a voice to
be heard, yet in gentle appeal as well
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From Study Groups
‘YOU ALSO MUST BE READY’ (Luke 12)
From Aberkenfig: Our confession affects heavenly beings From Revelation
3:5—‘The one who conquers will be clothed thus in white garments, and I will
never blot his name out of the book of life. I will confess his name before my Father
and before his angels ...’ and 2 Timothy 2:12-13—‘… if we endure, we will also
reign with him; if we deny him, he also will deny us; if we are faithless, he remains
faithful—for he cannot deny himself’ (ESV), it appears that this acknowledgement
or denial has been applicable throughout this day of grace. It perhaps reveals how
much of what we say and do in this present life impacts upon what the angels and
powers in the heavenly places see and hear. Certainly Ephesians 6:12 shows that our
wrestling with sin and temptation is very much to do with such beings. It also sheds
light upon the importance of our purity in partaking of the Remembrance (1 Cor.
11:27) and our spiritual service in the heavenly places, where we come to
‘innumerable angels’ (Heb. 12:22). It is also significant that it is the Lord Himself
who is the one who either exults in our triumphs or has to deal with the pain of our
shortcomings, something that may only be fully understood when we appear with
Him in glory. It should be emphasised, however, that this cannot affect our
salvation, which is dependent upon His work, not ours, and is underlined in the
Timothy scripture—‘he cannot deny himself’ [see Comment 1].
It seems essential that we carefully distinguish between a redeemed person who
is unfaithful through fear and temptation—as in Peter’s case when he denied he
knew the Master—and those who are yet unsaved, who are faithless and
unbelieving and are portrayed in 1 John 2:22-23 as those who completely reject the
grace that could be theirs.
On the one hand there is superabundance, on the other poverty and need; yet
both are subject to the governing principle that our focus and effort should be
directed, firstly, to seeking His kingdom and His righteousness. (Cp. Matthew 6.) It
is also emphasised in 1Timothy 6:17-19, where the rich are commanded to set their
hope in God and to take hold of that which is truly life. That commitment to God
will be shown by the rich in their willingness to distribute their wealth to those in
need. This is seen so clearly in the actions of Joseph in Acts 4, which are in stark
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contrast to those of Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5, who demonstrated the wrong
attitude completely in giving to the Lord.
Edwin Stanley
From Buckhaven: What kingdom? ‘Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom. Sell that ye have, and give alms; make for
yourselves … a treasure in the heavens that faileth not …’ (Luke 12:32-34 RV).
Israel were the ‘sheep of [God’s] pasture’ (Ps. 100:3). Sadly, however, they
rejected their Messiah. A few disciples answered His call and became the Lord’s
‘little flock’—the nucleus of a New Covenant people. He called them from earthly
pursuits to build His spiritual kingdom. This is included in what the Lord meant
when He said to Peter and Andrew: ‘Come ye after me, and I will make you fishers
of men’ (Mat. 4:19). Their priorities had to change from empire-building on earth
to the building of the kingdom of God in the hearts of redeemed men and women
of every tribe and nation, enthralled by the revelation that they had been grafted
into God’s ‘everlasting kingdom’ (Ps. 145:13; cp. Rom. 11:17).
Certain statements made by the Lord and later by His apostles give us an insight
into the nature of the New Covenant kingdom:
‘The kingdom of God is within you … ’ (Luke 17:21);
‘for the kingdom of God is not eating and drinking, but righteousness and
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit’ (Rom. 14:17);
‘living stones … built up a spiritual house …’ (1 Pet. 2:5);
‘ ... he made us to be a kingdom, to be priests unto his God and Father …’
(Rev.1:6).

It has been well said that every kingdom requires three things: ‘the ruler, the rule
and the ruled’. In the New Testament writings we have ‘the rule’—the teachings and
practices that ‘the ruler’, our Lord and King, requires of us, his subjects (‘the ruled’),
if we wish to be citizens in His kingdom.
The apostles made direct comparisons and contrasts between the kingdom of God
under the Old Covenant, and its expression under the New Covenant:
‘… in time past were no people, but now are the people of God’ (1 Pet. 2:10);
‘In that he saith, A new covenant, he hath made the first old’ (Heb. 8:13);
‘… carnal ordinances, imposed until a time of reformation’ (Heb. 9:10);
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‘… a holy temple in the Lord … for a habitation of God in the Spirit’ (Eph. 2:21-22);
‘... but ye are come unto mount Zion … the heavenly Jerusalem’ (Heb.12:22).
Israel were redeemed by faith in the sheltering blood of a passover lamb; but their
constitution as God’s holy nation was conditional upon obedience to the law given
by God through Moses, who was the mediator of the Old Covenant. Likewise, we
are redeemed by faith in the Lamb of God who died for us at Calvary. Our salvation
is secured on no other condition but faith in the word of God. Our constitution,
however, as God’s ‘holy nation’ (1 Pet. 2:9) and His ownership of churches of God
as the expression of the kingdom of God, is conditional upon our adherence to the
pattern of teaching which the Lord Jesus gave to His apostles following His
resurrection. Jude calls this teaching ‘the faith which was once for all delivered unto
the saints’ (Jude v.3).
Jo Johnson

From Cromer: Pharisaism ‘Hypocrisy’ is ‘play-acting’—pretending to be what one
is not. It is a perennial temptation to the people of God. See Luke 18:11 (ESV),
where the Pharisee prayed, ‘God, I thank you that I am not like other men,
extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even like this tax collector’, and went on to detail
all the things that he did. Not only is hypocrisy an offence before God, it is also a
hindrance to the progress of the gospel—it is a reason often given for refusal to hear
it.
The occasion of 12:8-9 Several suggestions were put forward about this:
(1) that it might refer to the judgement of believers, as in 1 Corinthians 3:13-15;
(2) that it might be at the Great White Throne of Revelation 20:11;
(3) that it might be at the judgement of the living nations, as in Matthew 25.
Of these, the first seems most likely. The context is that of praise or disavowal; it is
not a question of eternal punishment. Thus the Lord might deny one whose life had
denied him [Comment 1].
Complacency and anxiety Both of these attitudes come from relying on earthly
things rather than looking to the Lord. The rich man trusted in his riches for his
future (which is very easy to do), and the poor man feared for his daily needs. The
antidote is a daily and deliberate dependence on God, as exemplified in Philippians
4:6-7.
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The kingdom There are 93 verses in the New Testament in which the phrase
‘kingdom of God’ appears, 52 being in the Gospels; but they do not all seem to
refer to the same thing. In Matthew’s Gospel, for instance, the ‘kingdom of heaven’
and the ‘kingdom of God’ are frequently mentioned, but they do not seem to relate
to any earthly polity. Were the disciples being promised a new kingdom to supplant
Israel as the people of God? It may well be that a future kingdom is envisaged
[Comment 2].
Division The Lord was pointing out what was actually going to happen—that
households would be divided along religious lines. This has happened, not only in
first-century times, but often since then (consider the divisions in England at the time
of the Civil War). The reference to Ephesians 2:17 is irrelevant; that is about
reconciliation, rather than division.
Peter Hickling

From Derby: 12:8-9 Confessing Christ We thought that God delights to hear His
Son uplifted before men, both in witnessing personally and in the preaching of the
gospel collectively. The Scriptures say regarding angels that they sing God’s praise
continually (Rev. 4:4,11), the new song in 5:1 being ‘Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain’. We thought also that angels would rejoice when the Lord's name was exalted
before men. In denying the Lord we thought that one would know loss here in his
spiritual life and at the judgement seat. Are the angels disappointed? Yes— especially
when they know the Lord as the eternal One and continually bow down to give
Him the worthy place which is His by right.
Complacency What we have is the Lord's, not ours. This should come into our
everyday thinking. The rich man reminds us of many who have no desire for God
and have cast Him out of their lives completely. The antidote is, ‘Consider him that
hath endured such gainsaying of sinners against themselves’ (Heb.12:3); and
‘Looking unto Jesus …’ (v.2). The Lord emptied Himself, taking the form of a servant
(‘bond-servant’ RVM) becoming in the likeness of men (Phil. 2:4-8). John 15:16 is
a poignant message to us, reminding us of God having chosen us and our
responsibility to bear fruit.
The kingdom promised belongs to God, and had been given to Israel. The Lord told
the chief priests and the elders of the people that ‘the kingdom of God shall be
taken away from you and shall be given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof’
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(Mat. 21:23,43). We did not think the disciples would understand the implications
of their becoming the kingdom at this stage: later on they would understand.
The work of the cross divides because some will not accept the apostles’ teaching
as the blueprint for service. The Lord's teaching brought division among the
Pharisees (John 9:16; 10:19), after He had spoken of His Father, and no doubt
when He said that He had power to lay His life down and power to take it again.
Being subject to one another is a hindrance to some, but subjection is in God's plan
for unity.
G.W. Conway
From Greenock: Luke 12:22-28 One of the things that must have caused the Lord
pleasure and joy when He was on earth was His own creation. He knew all about
the infinite variety of every aspect of nature. Who better than the Creator to teach
life-lessons from such humble yet amazing things as the birds of the air, the flowers,
and the grass of the field!
Consider the beauty and the intricate structure of those few examples. Jesus said
that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like the lilies of the field. While
speaking to spiritually dead people, Jesus must have had an upsurge of joy as He
knew the inherent life-force that caused each thing to grow and fulfil its
purpose—He who also knew the names of the billions of the stars in the heavens.
God the Creator has His own garden in heaven, of which Eden was its counterpart
on earth. Most things in life come from seeds, each species reproducing after its own
kind, each seed having its DNA replicating its unique design. Each seed is an embryo
of what it will become—an inherent life-force which will develop until it has lived
its full life-cycle.
How wonderful it must have been to hear Jesus—the greatest-ever teacher and
story-teller, draw life lessons from nature which have been relevant to all generations
since! The people, the children and the outcasts of Jesus' day loved Him as a
wonderful teacher and story-teller, and loved Him because He was the antithesis of
the Pharisees (v.1). The more the popularity and fame of Jesus grew, the more it
irked the religious leaders, whose hearts progressively turned to jealousy, hatred and
murder.
John Peddie
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From Halifax: The Marriage Feast Enraged at Jesus’ words, the scribes and
Pharisees vehemently strove to ‘catch something out of his mouth, that they might
accuse him’ (Luke 11:54 KJV). Meanwhile a great multitude gathered around Him.
At this point Jesus warned His disciples of the hypocrisy of the Pharisees (12:1).
Having spoken to them, his dear ‘friends’ (v.4), of God’s care for them—for they
were of more value than many sparrows (v.7)—Jesus said to them, ‘Fear not, little
flock; for it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom’ (v.32). This little
flock which Jesus ‘purchased with his own blood’ (Acts 20:28), is in 1 Peter 5:2
called ‘the flock of God’.
Turning then to His future return, Jesus used a parable to teach that His servants
should be watchful (v.37). ‘Let your loins be girded about, and your lights burning
… like unto men that wait for their Lord, when he will return from the wedding …’
(vv.35-36). These words find a parallel in the parable of the ten virgins (Mat.
25:1-13), which Jesus told when He had just left the temple. Some, like Wm. E.
Blackstone (Jesus is Coming, 1917, pp. 65,ff), have associated this with believers
waiting for the Bridegroom coming for the bride. F.A. Banks, however, says that,
‘The wise virgins no doubt refer to watching Jews who expect the Sun of
Righteousness to arise with healing in His wings’ (Spiritual Growth, 1947, p.81).
Unlike the KJV, the RV and ASV correctly have ‘marriage feast’ in verse 10 instead
of ‘marriage’. So, we have in Revelation 19:9, ‘the marriage supper of the Lamb.’
As Dr. C.M. Luxmoore points out however, ‘Peter’s question (in Luke 12:41) elicits
clear evidence that the teaching here is not primarily dispensational … but moral
and far-reaching’ (Bible Readings on the Gospel, 1927, pp. 107-8).
Robert J. Butler
From Ibadan Alawaye: When will 12:8-9 take place? Would the Lord deny one
who has been saved? At the point of salvation there is confession of Christ our Lord,
and such a person who believed on the Lord will also be confessed before the
angels of God (Luke 12:8). Christ said He knows His flock and they know Him, too
(John 10:27), knowing that He would not deny them. Even those believers who
build with straw will be saved, though as one passing through fire (1 Cor. 3:11-15.)
Nonetheless Christ will not deny them. Unbelievers, on the other hand, do not
believe or confess Christ, and He will deny them before the angels of God (v. 9)
[Comment 3, see also Comment 1].
Guarding against complacency and anxiety The rich man was proud and trusted in
what he had, unlike a poor man who would be anxious about his needs. The one
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who has this world’s goods should see himself as personally having nothing, because
all that he has belongs to God (1 Tim. 6:17). The poor man should know that there
is nothing God has created that He doesn’t provide for, and therefore should not be
anxious but rather grateful and content (Mat. 6:25-31; Ps. 147:9; 1 Tim. 6:6-8). The
poor man should not concentrate on his needs but rather on what the Lord has
actually given to him, and the rich man should not be over-confident, forgetting to
trust in God, from whom all things are received (John 3:27).
Samson Ogunleye
From Mount Forest: The kingdom given to the flock The subject of the flock has
been addressed in many articles in Needed Truth: 1944, p.33; 1947, p.67; 1951,
p.67; 1960, p.124; 1961, p.140 very helpful; 1973, p.155; 1980, p.124. In
summary, they conclude the little flock now equates with the churches of God, to
whom is given the current expression of the kingdom of God. John the Baptist acts
as porter to the fold of repentant Israelites he baptized, and then Gentile believers
respond to the Shepherd’s call, becoming another fold, which, combined with the
first, makes one (new) flock (John 10:16). Some writers link the fold with eternal
security and see the flock as a group evidencing conditional obedience. But John
10:9 envisages Christ’s sheep leaving the fold to find pasture. We surely agree
however, that all who have eternal life are properly described as His sheep.
In the Old Testament all the redeemed are seen as sheep in the flock (e.g. Ps.
77:20; Ps. 78:51-54; Is. 40:9-11; 63:11-16; Jer. 23:1-8; Ezek. 34:11-22; Mat.
26:31 quoting Zech. 13:7 LXX; note, logical problems arise if we imply ‘sheep of the
flock’ means there are sheep not of the flock) [Comment 2]. The flock of all God’s
redeemed and baptized people (1 Cor. 10:2) carried that relationship into their
subsequent acceptance of God’s covenant terms, and their recognition as God’s
kingdom (Ex. 19:6). The flock metaphor seems to relate to God’s people in their
need of security and of leadership. Moses and Aaron are described as shepherding
the people, under God (Ps. 77:20).
The New Testament likewise clearly indicates that those composing the flock need
shepherd care from overseers in churches of God (Acts 20:28; 1 Pet. 5:2-3); the
sheep are in danger from the Adversary. However, nothing suggests their eternal
security is in question, or that they will ever cease to be in God’s flock, as surely
common ownership by the same Shepherd is what makes a flock and no-one can
change that (John 10:27-28). These metaphors must survive the grave.
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When addressing the apostles the text says ‘the Twelve’ (e.g. Luke 6:13; 8:1;
9:12; 18:31), but not here in Luke 12. The ‘disciples’ here addressed were all still
part of God’s O.T. flock at that time, i.e. all Israel (Mat. 21:43 lies ahead). Why then
assume the Lord singles out a separate group within or from a larger flock? The
context is a contrast, not with unfaithful Israel but with present dominant nations of
the world (v.30) who are driven by materiality. It is notable that the relationship of
the flock to God is as their Father. His decision to give the kingdom to His children
is already made (v.32). Humble reliance on the Father characterizes His kingdom
(cp. Mat. 23:12; Luke 14:11; 18:14). Present material needs are inconsequential
compared to God’s kingdom—spiritual and more than could be imagined. The
Greek text may be a double diminutive, rather inadequately translated as ‘little
flock’. The emphasis is likely more on how precious they are, not just comparative
size (then or now). It is similar in John’s first epistle, where he expresses endearment
saying ‘my little children’ (Gk. diminutive: teknia). See Matthew 23:37, showing the
Lord’s endearment for even His wayward people: His love is not a consequence of
their obedience! [Comment 5]
Because the Father lovingly bestows kingdom status, surely we should expect
compliance with His every direction. So now those first hearing the Shepherd’s voice
to become His sheep should continue to follow His direction through His
under-shepherds in churches of God, hence the association between flock and
kingdom. In this view, it is not simply because we are in churches of God that we
become the kingdom of God, but because God having conferred His kingdom on
His saints they need to be in a church of God to implement that reality on earth.
Geoff Hydon
From Podagatlapalli: Attitudes of the rich and poor In Luke 12:16-22 a farmer
lived life in a foolish manner. There was nothing wrong with his industrious farming:
the problem was that he had missed the real meaning of life. We can understand
the complacency of the rich man— ‘… you have many goods laid up for many
years; take your ease; eat, drink and be merry’ 12:19 NKJV). He died before he
could begin to use what was stored in his big barns. Planning for retirement is wise,
but neglecting life after death is disastrous! No man can know what a day will bring
forth. He also depended upon the safety of his goods, whereas riches are uncertain
for they make themselves wings and fly away. The foolish farmer devoted his life to
himself. It is no accident that the personal pronouns ‘I’ and ‘my’ were used eleven
times in this farmer’s words: he centred his life on selfish desires. He thought of ‘his
barns’ and never how his barns could serve to help others.
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After the parable given to the crowd, Jesus next spoke to His disciples, who were
poor and apt to be overanxious about their living in the world: ‘I say to you, do not
worry about your life, what you will eat; nor about the body what you will put on’
(v.22). Life is very near and dear to man: all that a man has he will give for it. It is
his duty to be careful to preserve it and to make use of the means for the support
of it. However, as he should not be dainty about the food he eats, and should refuse
no good creature from God, but receive it with thanksgiving, so he should not
distress himself for fear of wanting bread nor distrust the promises of God’s
provision. He should cast all his cares upon the Lord, who daily cares for him, ‘…
neither for the body, what you shall put on’. It is highly proper and necessary that
the body should be clothed, partly for decency and partly to secure it from the
inclemency of the weather. But then persons should not be difficult and over-nice
about what they wear, nor be distressed fearing that they should be clothed with
rags, but should trust in the Lord who gives food and raiment and all things richly
to enjoy.
Jesus commands us to not to worry; but how can we avoid it? Only our faith can
free us from the anxiety that is caused by greed and covetousness. It is good to work
and take responsibility: it is bad to dwell on all the ways our planning could go
wrong. Worry is foolish because the Creator of the universe loves us and knows
what we need.
B.V. Prasada Rao

From Southport: The problem the rich man has is leaving God out of his life: he
reasoned with himself (Luke 12:17). He has ignored that ‘With God is wisdom and
strength; counsel and understanding belong to him’ (Job 12:13 ISV). He assumes
that everything will continue as it is, with no thought of eternity (2 Pet. 3:4).
Likewise to the disciples the Lord teaches that they should not be concerned for
this life—which will end soon enough anyway. The English nonconformist preacher
Philip Henry (1631–1696) said, ‘He is no fool who parts with that which he cannot
keep, when he is sure to be recompensed with that which he cannot lose.’ Paul the
apostle had a similar light grasp on life: he was ready to die at Jerusalem if that was
God’s will (Acts 21:13). Later he states he is ready to depart this life, with the
assured reward for all who have loved his Lord’s appearing—a crown of
righteousness (2 Tim. 4:8). If God can look after our eternal souls it is well within His
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power to look after our bodies. Don’t try to extend your life forever—we are
creatures of time with a promise of eternity.
Bringing division The key, as always, is to look at the context. Some versions have
a heading ‘One in Christ’ for Ephesians 2:11 and onwards. Luke, however, presents
the awful reality of a family where some have accepted the offer of salvation and
others have rejected it. On earth there are great divisions between those who seek
the eternal welfare of their family and the unsaved members who become hardened
to the gospel appeal. If we feel we should give up reminding them (tactfully) of the
Saviour’s love we should contemplate how much greater the division will be in
eternity.
Steve Henderson

From Surulere: Resisting complacency and anxiety The Scriptures emphasize
dangers in both the complacency of the rich and the fretfulness of the poor: ‘…
one’s life does not consist in the abundance of the things he possesses’ (12:15 KJV).
Wealth, in God’s estimation, is not an end in itself but a means to an end. Paul
wrote: ‘Command those who are rich in this present age not to be haughty, nor to
trust in uncertain riches but in the living God, who gives us richly all things to enjoy.
Let them do good, that they be ... ready to give, willing to share, storing up for
themselves a good foundation for the time to come, that they may lay hold of
eternal life’ (1 Tim. 6:17-19).
The transience of wealth is a consistent theme in Scripture: ‘Will you set your eyes
on that which is not? For riches certainly make themselves wings; they fly away like
an eagle toward heaven’ (Prov. 23:5). Although this is not the lot of all the wealthy,
the key consideration is: ‘... godliness with contentment is great gain. For we
brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out’ (1 Tim.
6:6-7). In contrast is the store of good deeds which is credited to our account in
heaven.
Similarly, the poor will cease to fret over the presumed injustice of their lot if they
realise God’s constant care for them: ‘This poor man cried out, and the LORD heard
him, and saved him out of all his troubles’ (Ps. 34:6), and he also ‘… satisfies the
longing soul and fills the hungry soul with goodness’ (Ps. 107:9). God’s assurance
that ‘… casting all your care upon Him, for He cares for you’ (1 Pet. 5:7) dispels
anxiety attendant upon those poor in this world’s goods. Reassuring indeed for the
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heart of the poor are the sweet words of comfort of our Lord Himself: “Therefore
do not worry, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall
we wear?’ … For your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things …”
(Mat. 6:31-32).
Frederick F. Ntido

COMMENTS
1. (Aberkenfig, Cromer, Ibadan): 12:8-9 Acknowledgement and denial—when?
In support of Cromer’s view, the Lord was speaking to His disciples (vv.1,8), ‘you,
my friends’ (v.4 ESV), as He prepared them for the attacks of the Pharisees and
scribes (11:53-54). He could also be giving warning to others nearby in the pressing
crowd, and appealing in grace to such as Judas Iscariot, for in verse 10 He foretold
that some will never be forgiven. In verses 8-9, however, the primary reference is
surely to those who could be expected to confess their Saviour, but who might fall
into avoidance of test, or denying some of the truth, or lose faith altogether. The
warning against denial has a message for all of these, since a believer can slip farther
than he might first think. Gk. arneomai = ’deny/disown’ is a strong word, and the
aparneomai for the Lord’s response, with prefix added, may be stronger still in this
context (I.H. Marshall, Commentary on the Greek Text¸ p.516), so summary
judgement as in court seems indicated in verse 9. This, then, seems to be the drastic
case of one who has wasted his life of service, saved but as through fire. Aberkenfig’s
depiction of the sorrow with which the Lord has to defend His own against the
day-and-night accuser (Rev. 12:30) is true for the sinning saint who in this life truly
asks forgiveness.
M.A.
I agree that this confession and denial has to do with believers. There is no need,
however, to think that the Lord’s response is delayed until the judgement seat of
Christ. His confession or denial can equally be applied to affect our daily service.
See Derby, para. 1.
J.T.N.
2. (Cromer): There have been numerous articles in Bible Studies and other
Fellowship publications over many years showing clear contextual differences
between the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of God, and related time settings.
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In verse 32 of our chapter the Lord is directing His words and teaching to His
disciples (v.22). They, with others who likewise would subject themselves to the
exercise of His authority (Mat. 28:18; Acts 1:3-4), would constitute the kingdom of
God on earth, which has to do with collective responsibility in obedience to the
revealed will of God as far as His service is concerned. Matthew 21:43 makes clear
that Israel as a nation had forfeited this privileged status through faith-failure and
disobedience (see also Buckhaven paper).
R.B.F.
The kingdom of God certainly has future aspects, but Luke 12:32 is surely linked
with Matthew 21:43 in which the kingdom is seen as being removed from Israel—an
earthly nation—and given in their stead to be occupied by another people. Their
remit would also be to submit to the rule of God, and so display to all the earth the
glories of their King in this present dispensation (1 Pet. 2:9-10).
J.T.N.
3. (Ibadan Alawaye): Was the Lord addressing a more specific audience in verse
4 (‘my friends’) than previously (‘the myriads’, followed by ‘his disciples’ (v.1)?
Whatever the case, denial of His person and name would also apply to believers,
who are the focus of attention in 2 Timothy 2:12.
R.B.F.
4. (Mount Forest): Interpretation of Biblical imagery is helped by accepting that
points of comparison evident in a passage need not be added to by importing other
possible features. It may be that some think of Elimelech and Naomi and their sons
as sheep leaving the flock, through loss of faith; but that language is not used in the
book of Ruth, where instead the imagery of drought, harvest, and community order
(literal, but no less pictorial, and also a parable of spiritual truths in the New
Covenant) are beautifully used to show the mercy of God and the rewards of faith.
5. (Mount Forest): (a) The context Luke emphasises is the hostility of the Pharisees
and scribes (11:53-54 linked by Gk. ‘amid which’ to 12:1), and in 11:29 the Lord
reproaches that whole generation of Israel in contrast with the queen of the South
and repentant Nineveh. This background did not improve in Chapter 12 (cp. v.56),
except for a minority who may have found blessing, as in the earlier ministry.
Matthew also shows the Lord calling those who heeded the prophets in contrast to
the ‘husbandmen’, the chief priests and elders (21:23), and frames the parable with
more reaction from chief priests and Pharisees. Thus the disciples were assured that
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God had chosen to favour them as future leaders of the minority who had turned
to the Lord. The same contrast and reassurance were recorded by John, when many
were falling away, as early as 6:66,70: ‘Did I not choose you, the Twelve ...?’ Luke
again records the first place given to Jerusalem and Judea when the gospel was to
be preached from Pentecost (Acts 1:8). It was apostles and believers against the
Israel who rejected the true Messiah, though Gentiles were implicated, and as
friends rightly note, were also condemned in Luke 12:30.
(b) 12:32 The nuance of endearment may indeed be present in poimnion, but
micron = ‘small’ is in no doubt, and translators of NASU, NIV, NKJV, ESV and REB,
well aware of the affectionate usage, all chose ‘little flock’, thus giving due weight
to the thought of smallness: a factor that had the disciples locking doors before the
Lord returned to calm them with His peace.
(c) Being gathered in churches of God and entering the kingdom we agree belong
together (cp. Acts 14:22-23). That a disciple accepts the authority of the Lord surely
becomes evident in the commitment of being added after baptism to those who also
accept His rule. Matthew 21:43 shows that the kingdom was yet to be given, and
the Lord was stating a promise.
6. (General): Parables—short and long Some find it helpful to think of the short
illustrations used by the Lord in the teaching of Luke 11-12 (cp. Mat. 7:10, 9:12),
as ‘sayings’, whereas longer passages in narrative form are ‘parables’. The distinction
can be convenient, but it disappears in the range of usage of the word ‘parable’ in
the New Testament. Note for instance Luke 4:23, where ESV reads: "Doubtless you
will quote to me this proverb (Gk. parabol), 'Physician, heal yourself.'" RV has
‘parable’. The passage about the rich farmer in Luke 12 stands out as extended
parable, but the Lord’s sayings, as on the yeast of the Pharisees (vv.1-2) or the light
on the stand (11:33), are also parables conveying spiritual truth through pictures
from natural experience.
The relevant sense of Greek parabol grew from ‘laying one thing alongside
another’, into literary use meaning ‘a narrative or saying of varying length, designed
to illustrate a truth especially through comparison or simile’, and so could be
translated as any of ‘comparison, parable, proverb, maxim’ (F.W. Danker, Lexicon,
Chicago, p.759; cp. ‘Parables’ in New Bible Dictionary, IVP, 3rd edition, p.867, 3rd
para.—‘In the NT ...’). This is seen across the 17 uses in Matthew, and 19 in Luke.
M.A.
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